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RESPONSES TO COMMENTS RECEIVED 
 
The majority of comments received during the North Hamilton Crossing (NHX) Virtual Public Open House provided a direct answer to the questions 
asked and did not require a response. However, some comments received included a suggestion or question, or otherwise warranted a response 
from the project team. Those comments are compiled in the tables below and responses are provided.  
 
NOTE: Comments and questions included in the tables below are presented exactly as they were received. No edits were made to content, 
abbreviations, spelling, grammar, capitalization, or punctuation. 

 
CONDITIONS TAB 
Are there any other environmental features that you are aware of that are not included on the maps above? If 
you said yes, what are they? 
 

Questions Response 
1. Are the wetlands behind Fordson natural? 

 
Yes. The wetlands behind Fordson Heights Park are natural and are protected 
resources under the Clean Water Act. 
 

2. Difficult to read maps at the scale presented.  Is the Great Miami River an 
ecological resource apart from the FEMA considerations?  Champion Paper 
is now Spooky Nook not sure if the change in context affects historic 
status?   Any historic association wit the railroads in the study area? 
 

The Great Miami River is considered an ecological resource apart from FEMA 
considerations due to the habitat it provides for various plants and wildlife 
species, including several species of freshwater mussels. 
 
While the function of the Champion Paper property has changed, it is still 
listed on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 
 
The C.H. & D. Bridge railroad bridge is considered a historic structure by the 
State Historic Preservation Office by virtue of its age (over 50 years). However, 
it is not a listed Historic Bridge and is not on the NRHP. 
 

3. If you are going to have bike paths, how will you keep the citizens safe 
while on the path? Will there be dogs aloud and will there be a breed 
restriction?  
 

Proposed paths alongside the NHX roadway include a sidewalk on one side and 
a shared-use path that can accommodate bicyclists, pedestrians, runners, 
strollers, wheelchairs and more on the other. Users will be responsible for 
sharing the path with others, as appropriate. The City of Hamilton does not 
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Questions Response 
have a dog breed restriction, therefore, there will not be a breed restriction on 
the shared-use paths. 
  

4. Fairgrounds. What will be done to preserve the land of the fairgrounds to 
keep it a place our kids can continue to have programs through 4h and FFA  
 

The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is advanced 
to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how possible 
impacts will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a building, 
the design team will look for a nearby location on which the building can be 
rebuilt prior to removing it). We are still looking at the routes at a very high 
level and it’s possible that none of the routes that impact the fairgrounds will 
be advanced for further study. We expect to narrow down the routes to two 
or three choices later this spring and those will be studied in more detail over 
the next nine months to a year.  
 

5. Where is the Butler county fairgrounds listed on here?  The Butler County Fairgrounds is listed by the Ohio State Historic Preservation 
Office (SHPO) as a historic resource (over 50 years old). It is not listed on the 
National Register of Historic Places. (NRHP). Any impacts to resources on or 
eligible for listing on the NRHP will be identified as part of the detailed 
environmental studies to be conducted on the recommended alternatives in 
the next phase of the NHX project.  

 
 

Suggestions Response 
1. There is a historical arch bridge on the former CH&D/B&O line/current CSX 

line spanning the Old River/Hamilton Hydraulic Canal; Also, the area 
highlighted in blue on the ecological map is known as Campbell's Island, 
historically known as Millikin's Island, and does contain a Ft. Ancient 
Culture site, though it was excavated in the 1920s.  I see that the site is 
marked on the map, but feel that needs to be given proper attention if any 
project were to occur in that area. 
 

Thank you for highlighting these features. The project team will ensure that 
they – and any potential impacts to them – will receive the appropriate 
amount of consideration should any alignments near them be advanced for 
further study. 

2. As a suggestion- If we implemented a contract with the train stations that 
they could not operate during rush hour traffic times that would allow 
traffic flow to bounce to the additional needed areas and would cost less 
than the additional structures submitted to be put in place. It would also 
allow train engineers to get the breaks that they need and allow the city 
operate and function as the previous plan. Obviously that contract would 

Unfortunately, the railroads are not open to negotiating their schedules. 
Therefore, we will need to work with the current train schedules. 
 
The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is advanced 
to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how that impact 
will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a building, the design 
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Suggestions Response 
cost the city funds but it’s worth an idea to see the price difference versus 
construction costs.  
 
Additionally if anything were to be done to the Butler County Fair grounds 
for the sake of our city I think our city should ultimately pay a heavy price 
for that as that’s a county wide known location that bring in revenue to 
our city with guests from all over the county.  
 
The bike and walking trails could be a great thing or a bad thing as the 
trails in other cities like that tend to have a lot of news articles come out 
about late night murders. With it being right next to Spooky Nook it could 
potentially not be great for our community. It would be beautiful for sure 
but if it’s constructed, safety would have to be a number one priority.  
 
I also believe we should implement a “warming station” in a specific part 
of town so that the homeless have a place to charge their phones, ride 
share to jobs, change of clothes. Homelessness is running rampant. 
Shelters aren’t able to take many people anymore and evictions are 
happening all over. We’re only as strong as our “weakest” link. Many 
people who are homeless are amazing people with terrible luck. It would 
be nice to see us invest in our own people to get us up and moving again 
while the city is prospering again. Help the small landlords be able to 
compete with the big time real estates that are buying everything up like a 
monopoly game.  

team will look for a nearby location near where the structure can be rebuilt 
prior to removing it). We are still looking at the routes at a very high level and 
it’s possible that none of the routes that affect the fairgrounds will be 
advanced for further study. We expect to narrow down the routes to two or 
three choices later this spring and those will be studied in more detail over the 
next nine months to a year.  
 
Safety is also a key consideration for the NHX project. More details about the 
proposed shared-use path will be developed in the next phase of study. This 
will include aspects such as specific locations, width, and safety measures to 
be installed. 
 
Thank you for your suggestion about the warming station. We will share that 
with the City of Hamilton for their consideration. 
  
 

 
 

Needs Response Responses 
1. We do not need another bike path near Spooky Nook.  This will not be safe 

for Bikers or all of the guests of Spooky Nook.  We already have a good 
Bike trail on the East side of the River.  Do NOT waste the money on a Bike 
trail between the River and the Hotel of Spooky Nook! 
 

There are no bike-only path proposed as part of the NHX project. However, 
the concept for the road includes a shared-use path that can accommodate 
bicyclists, pedestrians, runners, strollers, wheelchairs and more. The path 
would be constructed along one side of the NHX roadway and a sidewalk 
would be built on the other side. The location of the roadway and the shared-
use path and sidewalk that will run alongside it has yet to be determined. 
 

2. Farmland should be protected. Major disruption of land and possibly 
historical sites like the Greenwood Cemetery and Butler County 
Fairgrounds. All this for a transportation project to make Spooky Nook, an 
unproven financial investment for the the community and its investors as it 

NHX is a complex project. Our task is to thread improvements through the 
study area in a way that minimizes impacts to farmlands and other important 
community features to the best degree possible. But, because of the density of 
the area, it will be impossible to fulfill the project’s purpose and need without 
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Needs Response Responses 
is too new to evaluate, more accessible. 
 

affecting some combination of existing properties, buildings, land, or 
neighborhoods in some manner. That said, we understand and respect 
community concerns and are committed to working with affected 
neighborhoods and property owners to try to find ways to minimize or 
mitigate impacts as project planning advances through the next phases of 
development. 
 
The design team has been working hard to develop project alternatives that 
avoid or minimize impacts to Greenwood Cemetery. Of the 16 possible routes 
that have been discussed, six would impact a small area in the northeast 
corner of the cemetery near the intersection of Joe Nuxhall Boulevard and 
Neal Boulevard (less than an acre). Most of this potentially impacted area is 
open space. The City does not anticipate the need to relocate any graves. 
 
NHX has been a city, county, and regional transportation objective since the 
early 2000s. It’s been included in local and regional transportation planning 
documents since 2002 and has remained a top priority in both the City of 
Hamilton’s comprehensive plan, Plan Hamilton, and the Butler County 
Thoroughfare Plan. Until recently, the city and county have been completing 
other transportation improvements in the area; now attention has turned to 
developing plans for NHX. And while the opening of Spooky Nook may have 
helped accelerate the NHX project, NHX is not a response to it. 

 
3. Disturbing final resting places of those deceased. I just learned about this 

today in a post I hope this is not even being considered and was just a 
misunderstanding on this persons part. There is no road important enough 
to allow you to remove a loved one  from a grave site and relocate them.  
 

The design team has been working hard to develop project alternatives that 
avoid or minimize impacts to Greenwood Cemetery. Of the 16 possible routes 
that have been discussed, six would impact a small area in the northeast 
corner of the cemetery near the intersection of Joe Nuxhall Boulevard and 
Neal Boulevard (less than an acre). Most of this potentially impacted area is 
open space. The City does not anticipate the need to relocate any graves.  
 

4. BUTLER COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS. You cannot destroy a piece of history. 
Investors/contractors/city officials should have thought about all of these 
traffic concerns BEFORE moving forward with the spooky nook project. 
Unbelievable.  
 

The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is advanced 
to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how that impact 
will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a building, the design 
team will look for a nearby location near where the structure can be rebuilt 
prior to removing it). We are still looking at the routes at a very high level and 
it’s possible that none of the routes that affect the fairgrounds will be 
advanced for further study. We expect to narrow down the routes to two or 
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Needs Response Responses 
three choices later this spring and those will be studied in more detail over the 
next nine months to a year.  

5. The Greenwood Cemetery needs to be left alone, period. 170 year old 
cemetery that is a resting sanctuary for more than 10 of my family 
members, one which was laid to rest 1 year ago, is a historical site in Butler 
County. The engineer on Fox 19 News stated "they do NOT envision" 
moving any grave sites etc. However, until there is something in writing 
that states they will not move or relocate any existing plots or future plots 
that have already been purchased by other family members, I do not 
believe a word they say. This is absolutely ridiculous that they want to 
build a two lane crossway with center landscaping islands and decorative 
trees on the outside of each lane. It was stated in the "cons" that half of an 
acre of the Greenwood Cemetery would be affected in three different 
proposals.  
  

The design team has been working hard to develop project alternatives that 
avoid or minimize impacts to Greenwood Cemetery. Of the 16 possible routes 
that have been discussed, six would impact a small area in the northeast 
corner of the cemetery near the intersection of Joe Nuxhall Boulevard and 
Neal Boulevard (less than an acre). Most of this potentially impacted area is 
open space. The City does not anticipate the need to relocate any graves.   

 
 
If you have any comments regarding the demographics of the study area shown on the maps above, please share them below. 
 
Questions Responses 
1. Excess traffic, taxes, ect. What? 

 
Thank you for your comment. 

2. They already have gotten rid of a lot affordable homes people lived in and 
pushed elderly people out of their homes previously. where are they 
suppose to go that’s affordable since the market has skyrocketed in 
Hamilton.  

The City has begun discussions with its Neighborhood Housing department 
about constructing replacement housing on vacant City-owned lots within the 
North End Neighborhood and surrounding areas. The City is also looking into 
the possibility of purchasing and rehabilitating vacant housing in the area. It’s 
possible that these options could be used to create a new stock of affordable 
housing units. 
 

3. Please keep in mind that Hamilton is our county seat.   I am sure some of 
the hundreds of rural Butler County children that learn important skills at 
the fair are underserved as well, even if they don’t live within the affected 
area.   With easements and such, the fairgrounds would be gone.  Can you 
afford to buy and build a new fairground elsewhere?  Or will we be the 
only county in the state with no county fair? 
 

The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is advanced 
to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how that impact 
will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a building, the design 
team will look for a nearby location near where the structure can be rebuilt 
prior to removing it). We are still looking at the routes at a very high level and 
it’s possible that none of the routes that affect the fairgrounds will be 
advanced for further study. We expect to narrow down the routes to two or 
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Questions Responses 
three choices later this spring and those will be studied in more detail over the 
next nine months to a year.  
 

4. Stakeholders that have come to start the Spooky Nook project came with a 
few million in pocket. However, the citizens of Hamilton have been footing 
the bill since and will now be forced to provider the funds for this project. 
Majority of this population is underserved and this is wrong. Relocating the 
underserved population, regardless of buy out with a portion of their own 
tax dollars to do this, will impact the ongoing cost of maintaining their new 
home. Are the stakeholders going to pay for that??? 
 

NHX has been a city, county, and regional transportation objective since the 
early 2000s. It’s been included in local and regional transportation planning 
documents since 2002 and has remained a top priority in both the City of 
Hamilton’s comprehensive plan, Plan Hamilton, and the Butler County 
Thoroughfare Plan. Until recently, the city and county have been focused on 
completing transportation improvements in other areas, such as the South 
Hamilton Crossing. Now that those are complete, attention has moved on to 
NHX. 

The Ohio Constitution requires just payment for properties acquired for 
transportation projects. The City is committed to working with anyone who is 
required to move as a result of the project to make sure they are able to move 
into a new home that is comparable to, if not better than, where they live 
now. The City did this when we built South Hamilton Crossing and it went very 
well. Click here for more information about ODOT’s process regarding 
compensation for required relocations. 
 
The City has also begun discussions with its Neighborhood Housing 
department about constructing replacement housing on vacant City-owned 
lots within the North End Neighborhood and surrounding areas. The City is 
also looking into the possibility of purchasing and rehabilitating vacant housing 
in the area. It’s possible that these options could be used to create a new stock 
of affordable housing units. 
 

5. Transportation from new location may negatively affect their employment 
or income because many people now walk to local health care centers, the 
cemetery, ball parks, and local stores and may be forced to purchase 
vehicles that are now in their budget. Are the stakeholders going to pay for 
new vehicles for these families??? 
 

ODOT’s relocation process attempts to relocate displaced residents to areas 
within or adjacent to their existing community.  

6. I fear the term "economic development" as applied to the North End.  The 
neighborhood that will remain to the north of the route that plows 
through the area and south of the cemetery will be easy pickings for 
buyout for some sort of mass development similar to that what is being 
done on N. Second St. north of Black Street.  Then the area south of the 

This is a complex project. Both data analysis and input received from the public 
clearly show that something needs to be done to improve traffic flow in the 
North Hamilton area. Aside from road improvements, many improvement 
requests received included a new bridge and new grade-separated railroad 
crossing. The challenge is that this is an urban environment that already has 
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Questions Responses 
proposed route and north of Heaton St. will fall prey to the same thinking.  
The area with the least means to defend itself, the least means to find and 
afford adequate housing in areas out side of the "north end" and with a 
history of being ignore and overlooked are being preyed upon with these 
plans. This kind of urban planning went out in the 70s.  Splitting up 
neighborhoods to create more direct traffic routes has been thoroughly 
REJECTED as an intelligent means of dealing with mass transit projects 
through urban environments. Inn fact, cities like Portland, Oregon and 
Boston have reclaimed the the land lost to multilane traffic route through 
their cities.  It just isn't done anymore. Why are you even considering this 
costly and destructive plan?  If ever there was an example of certain class 
of people having no "privilege" to be heard, represented and protected by 
their city government. 
 

significant development throughout. Our task is to thread improvements 
through the area in a way that minimizes impacts to the best degree possible. 
But because of the density of the area, it will be impossible to fulfill project 
purpose and need without affecting some combination of existing properties, 
buildings, land and/or potentially neighborhoods. That said, we understand 
and respect community concerns and are committed to working with affected 
communities and property owners to try to find ways to minimize or mitigate 
impacts as project planning advances through the next phases of 
development. 
 
 

7. A dollar of rent in the area known as the North End will not equal a dollar 
in other areas of the city.  I have friends who rent a three bedroom house 
for their family of four on N. Seventh for $875.  Just two blocks away on 
Dayton Street you can barely find a one bedroom apartment for that 
amount.  The city claims they have a support program for those displaced, 
including rent support. How long will the financial assistance continue.  
How will they afford to live in Fairfield where a two bedroom apartment 
runs $1400? How will the be able to access public housing they may qualify 
when the waiting list holds little promise of securing housing for months 
and even years?   Yes, some of the housing stock in the effected area may 
not meet the standard most of us expect.  That is the result of poor 
enforcement of zoning and safety laws. Proper enforcement would raise 
the standard. We seem to be in such a hurry to displace people from their 
homes in the name of these new and to date, unproven and incomplete 
commercial  developments. One only has to look at the area at the corner 
of N. Tenth and High St. The developer has yet to come up with a final plan 
two years after the city was in a big hurry to tear down the housing there. 
 

The City has begun discussions with its Neighborhood Housing department 
about building replacement housing on vacant City-owned lots within the 
North End Neighborhood and surrounding areas. The City is also looking into 
the possibility of purchasing and rehabilitating vacant housing. It’s possible 
that these options could be used to create a new stock of affordable housing 
units.  
 
The amount of rent support provided for displaced residents would be based 
on ODOT’s relocation policy. 
 

8. Were they certified for accuracy The demographic information was obtained from the latest US Census as 
posted on the ODOT TIMS application. 
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Suggestions Responses 
1. Go through Walden Pond instead 

 
Thank you for your comment. 

2. Crossing from NW Washington Blvd over to Joe Nuxhall  Blvd around 
the Cemetery over to Route 4 and around the back of the fairground 
wound impact the least number of homes.  
 
There are a lot of vacant lots in that area where new houses and 
apartments could be built to rehouse those residents who  homes are 
impacted and they would not have to leave the area.   
 
it would also be a good opportunity to make small parks with play 
ground equipment, basket ball hoops , picnic table and chairs etc,  to 
improve the quality of life in the area.   So that the affected street 
community residents can stay connected, rather than have traffic light 
to hold up the traffic have a pedestrian bridge over the road as used a 
lot in Europe and LasVagus.  
  

Thank you for your comment. There are many factors which are considered 
when choosing a project alignment including other environmental factors, 
traffic impacts, travel time, etc. These are each considered when identifying a 
preferred alternative. The Project Team has looked in detail at potential 
alignments in this location (A, B, and AC) and has developed these alternatives 
to balance the factors identified above. 
 
The City has begun discussions with its Neighborhood Housing department 
about building replacement housing on vacant City-owned lots within the 
North End Neighborhood and surrounding areas. The City is also looking into 
the possibility of purchasing and rehabilitating vacant housing. It’s possible 
that these options could be used to create a new stock of affordable housing 
units. 
 
Thank you for your suggestion regarding the parks. The project team will share 
that with the City’s planning department and the Hamilton Parks Conservancy. 
 

3. I think we need to start making an effort to have more Spanish 
translated materials. Also, where possible, include recordings for blind 
and visually-impaired people.  

Thank you for your suggestion. We will continue to keep an eye on translating 
project materials into other languages and will provide accommodations for 
those needing assistance with reviewing project materials or participating in 
meetings.  
 
For the most recent round of public input, we had a “translate” option 
featured on the project website, and we offered several information sheets 
(project fact sheets, flyers, and meeting notification materials signage 
promoting the upcoming community meeting in Spanish.  
 

 
 
Needs Response Responses 

1. This improvement MUST happen for Hamilton to keep up with the 
other growing areas around us. However, in the video it is said "a fair 
price will be given for those displaced by the project and relocation 
with be paid for." This needs to be paid for up front, not through a 
reimbursement, because most all of the people being displaced do not 
have the funds to move. Also, your fair price will essentially price them 

Any project relocations will be undertaken in accordance with ODOT’s 
relocation policy.  
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Needs Response Responses 
out of finding any home in Hamilton as the property values there will 
be much lower than what is available in the market. So, in the funds I 
believe that it needs to be allocated that the price of their property be 
paid for at whatever level is needed for them to afford comparable 
housing in Hamilton and not based on the property value. Hamilton, 
especially the more wealthy population, will benefit greatly from this 
improvement and that needs to be paid out upfront to the less 
fortunate. Hamilton decimated families when they built 129, don't do 
this again. 
  

2. A person that use to work for a city public works city's really don't 
think about stuff before making decisions because your going to 
destroy the fair grounds where kids like my daughter make memories! 
 

The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is advanced 
to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how that impact 
will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a building, the design 
team will look for a nearby location near where the structure can be rebuilt 
prior to removing it). We are still looking at the routes at a very high level and 
it’s possible that none of the routes that affect the fairgrounds will be 
advanced for further study. We expect to narrow down the routes to two or 
three choices later this spring and those will be studied in more detail over the 
next nine months to a year.  
 

3. My family is buried in greenwood cemetery. Thats hollowed ground. I 
do not believe in disturbing  our dead. Both green wood nd the butler 
county fair grounds should not be touched. They are historical land 
marks 

The design team has been working hard to develop project alternatives that 
avoid or minimize impacts to Greenwood Cemetery. Of the 16 possible routes 
that have been discussed, six would impact a small area in the northeast 
corner of the cemetery near the intersection of Joe Nuxhall Boulevard and 
Neal Boulevard (less than an acre). Most of this potentially impacted area is 
open space. The City does not anticipate the need to relocate any graves.  
 
The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is advanced 
to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how that impact 
will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a building, the design 
team will look for a nearby location near where the structure can be rebuilt 
prior to removing it). We are still looking at the routes at a very high level and 
it’s possible that none of the routes that affect the fairgrounds will be 
advanced for further study. We expect to narrow down the routes to two or 
three choices later this spring and those will be studied in more detail over the 
next nine months to a year.  
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NHX CONCEPT TAB 
(Optional) Please use this space to share any additional comments you may have regarding the proposed concept for the 
roadway. 
 

Questions Responses 
1. Isn't this a little slow to get all of the west side of Hamilton across town? 

 
The proposed concept is to provide an additional alternative to High/Main 
Street. 

2. If you feel the need for a Bike Trail then make the Bike Trail separate.  Don't 
we already have a Bike Trail in Hamilton? 
 

The proposed concept for NHX includes a sidewalk on one side of the road 
and a shared-use path that can accommodate bicyclists, pedestrians, 
runners, strollers, wheelchairs and more on the other. It does not include 
plans for a bike-only trail.   
 

3. How will the street in this area be lit up at night? 
 

Lighting will be included as part of the NHX project. However, specific details 
about lighting have yet to be developed. 
 

4. If the route is going to go through the North End part of Hamilton, will 
access to the roadway be somewhat limited. If there are going to be a lot of 
traffic lights or stop signs, it won't end up being much better than RT 129 
(High Street) is now. I thought the idea was to take the through traffic on RT 
129 from east of Hamilton via the North Crossing and send them to 
Washington Boulevard to points north and west of Hamilton. That way the 
only through town traffic that would be absolutely required would be to get 
to Millville Avenue. 
 
If traffic is funneled to Washington Boulevard, is the going to be some sort 
of traffic control for the areas side streets other than just stop signs? The 
four way stop at Washington Boulevard and Cleavland Avenue spaces out 
traffic on Washington Boulevard. This makes getting out of or crossing the 
side streets between Cleavland Avenue and Eaton Avenue difficult at times. 
 

During the next phase of study, alternative alignments advanced will be 
analyzed to determine which streets will intersect the NHX roadway and 
which will not. 

5. Will there be safe crossing to get to the other side? 
 

Yes. The concept for the roadway includes crosswalks and bump outs at 
intersections to improve visibility and reduce the distance between the sides 
of the road. Crossing signals will also be installed to help manage the 
pedestrian crossings. 
 

6. Cross trafic control??? 
 

Thank you for your comment. Alternative alignments advanced for further 
study will be analyzed during the next phase of development to determine 
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Questions Responses 
which streets will intersect the NHX roadway and which will not. At that 
time, we will also look at how best to manage crossing traffic. 
 

7. Concerned about more road noise. We live above the fairgrounds in 
Fairfield Ridge and are worried about noise. Will a sound barrier be installed 
of the tree road removes trees and grassland behind our homes? Also, the 
of loss of natural resources for the fox, deer, etc that live between us and 
the fairgrounds will be ousted once again. 
 

We will evaluate the project for noise impacts during the next phase of 
project development and a determination will be made as to whether noise 
walls are recommended.  We value the natural habitats within the project 
area and will minimize and mitigation all impacts of the project.  

8. Parking on a bridge? 
 

Space for parking will be provided along the road, where possible. However, 
no parking is planned on the bridge over the Great Miami or on the railroad 
overpass. 
 

9. I am very concerned if this road development uses north west Washington 
Blvd  the access points from residential streets and residential driveways is 
already a nightmare!!  At morning hours and evening rush hour it is almost 
impossible to get out of driveways and side street to travel towards 
downtown.  I have not seen any plan that outlines how this traffic pattern 
will be safer?   There are several  senior communities along this route and 
their safety is my concern too 
 

Traffic impacts to existing residential streets and residential driveways will be 
evaluated during the next phase of study, as the preferred alignment is 
developed.  

10. how do you cross the streets at the intersections safely will there be traffic 
lights 
 

The concept for the roadway includes crosswalks and bump outs at 
intersections to improve visibility and reduce the distance between the sides 
of the road. Crossing signals will also be installed to help manage the 
pedestrian crossings. 
 

11. It's amazing that for more than 50 years people wanted a bridge across the 
Miami River south of Columbia bridge, by St. Claire Ave. Now all of a sudden 
we need one north of town?  
 

NHX has been a city, county, and regional transportation objective since the 
early 2000s. It’s been included in local and regional transportation planning 
documents since 2002 and has remained a top priority in both the City of 
Hamilton’s comprehensive plan, Plan Hamilton, and the Butler County 
Thoroughfare Plan. Until recently, the city and county have been focused on 
completing transportation improvements in other areas, such as the South 
Hamilton Crossing. Now that those are complete, attention has moved on to 
NHX.  
 

12. What would it look like when it crosses the flood plain.  Would it be a raised 
causeway? 
 

Yes, the roadway will be raised on embankment (fill) that includes 
pipes/openings to allow floodwater to pass. 
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Questions Responses 
13. trees will hurt the sight lines, who is going to keep children from playing in 

the center median? 
 

Appropriate vegetation choices will be made to minimize sight line issues. 
Planted center medians are commonly used to provide a “boulevard” feel to 
the roadway. 
 

14. The current roadways in Hamilton ( 129 Io High St,)  has less traffic from 
current employers in Hamilton on weekends when soccer tournaments are 
going on at Spooky Nook.  So why put in all of this infrastructure to 
accommodate out of town families., We hen current Hamilton taxpayers 
are footing the bill for all of this? 

NHX has been a city, county, and regional transportation objective since the 
early 2000s. It’s been included in local and regional transportation planning 
documents since 2002 and has remained a top priority in both the City of 
Hamilton’s comprehensive plan, Plan Hamilton, and the Butler County 
Thoroughfare Plan. Until recently, the city and county have been focused on 
completing transportation improvements in other areas, such as the South 
Hamilton Crossing. Now that those are complete, attention has moved on to 
NHX.  
 
We are also looking at how best to manage transportation needs related to 
future growth in the city and surrounding areas. Our studies have shown that 
providing a new route like NHX in addition to new river and railroad crossings 
is necessary to keep traffic moving efficiently both now and in the future. 
 

 
 

Suggestions Responses 
1. We do also have a railroad track on vine that would allow traffic to flow 

through he without destroying the homes and lives of hundreds of people. 
This neighborhood is so unique and to just tear it down and put people in 
danger by digging up Chem Dyne (which isn’t ready for public reuse) is very 
unnecessary.   
 

Thank you for your suggestion.  

2. This looks like it would fit on Joe Nuxholl all the way up through campbell, 
then across route 4, behind the engineer office and up the hill to the 
highway 
 

Thank you for your suggestion. 

3. 129 at Hampshire is dangerous and already hard to get in and out of as it is.  
If it must come close, why not send the traffic down Princeton Pike past the 
stores and restaurants there instead.  I'm sure they would all benefit from 
the excess traffic and the by-pass is an easy access to the regional highway. 
 

Thank you for your suggestion.  

4. Most people  try to avoid all downtown streets of Hamilton. Traffic is never 
moving. Need more trees. Need a faster less interrupted roadway. Should 

Thank you for your suggestions. 
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Suggestions Responses 
be kept away from residential areas and allow traffic to actually move. Do 
not need additional congested areas that we already have and continue to 
just further exasperate instead of improve. Most of the roads in the area 
need repaired. Need to repair before make more to need repair 
 

5. If necessary the roadway could be separated to facilitate accommodation of 
existing structures.  I think the bridge should line up with Washington Blvd 
on the West end and terminate with Hampshire on the East.  I think that 
closing the Black Street Bridge because of age probably necessary, but It 
needs to be replaced with the replacement lining up with the rerouted 
Rhea St.  The East end of the new route ending on Hampshire will reduce 
traffic on the East end of High Street which is a big benefit.  Extending the 
road from the new Black St. Bridge to the new North Crossing blvd. will also 
reduce High Street traffic. 
 

Thank you for your suggestions. 

6. So many other options!!!!!   Why not use the old truckers route when the 
Ford plant was there?  Why  not use that route?  It would be a much easier 
way to go and it's already set for 3 lanes which would include a turn lane if 
needed.  Then spam the Great Miami River and turn the road to connect 
back to Spooky Nook.  But the better question is why wasn't Spooky Nook 
built at better location that could handle the influx of traffic?.  That's just 
my 97 cents worth 
 

Thank you for your suggestions.  

7. Many houses or land will need to be used to make that happen.  Maybe one 
lane both ways and a turn lane and parking if needed.    
    

Thank you for your suggestion. Additional traffic analysis is planned during 
the next phase of this project. If the anticipated traffic volume indicates that a 
smaller roadway section will work, the number of roadway lanes will be 
reduced.  
 

8. The new overpass on Grand Boulevard present the city with a low cost 
alternative to the NEX.  Traffic from the west side of the city can be routed 
down B street to the Pershing Avenue Bridge. With minor improvements. B 
street could be widened, or have more lanes open southbound in the A.M.  
and more lanes open northbound in the P.M. Traffic crossing the river at 
Pershing avenue can proceed across the new overpass, through Grand 
Boulevard onto Hamilton Mason to By-pass 4. It so simple. The new traffic 
circle and overpass greatly aide the flow of traffic both ways on this route. 

Thank you for your suggestions. The goal of the NHX project is to provide 
similar relief to traffic north of High Street as the Grand Boulevard overpass 
did for traffic south of High Street. 
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Needs Response Responses 
1. This is a waste of time and money. No one is going to take this route when 

trying to get to the west side. It is too far out of the way.  
 

Thank you for your comment. 

2. Seems like it will just turn into another route 4 of people driving too fast and 
houses selling to businesses to make more used car lots.   
 

Thank you for your comment. 

3. Nice idea but likely not enough capacity long-term and we will back to the 
status quo of too much congestion.  
 

The proposed alternatives have been developed to address both current and 
projected future transportation needs.  

4. Fact.  Bike trails here is an expense we could prolly do without.  Im more for 
a DEDICATED bypass, and not just more roads with stop signs and stoplights, 
if it is done that way, the congestion will just sit in a different part of town.  
Good grief, bike trails.  Why? 
 

The proposed concept for NHX includes a sidewalk on one side of the road 
and a shared-use path that can accommodate bicyclists, pedestrians, 
runners, strollers, wheelchairs and more on the other. It does not include 
plans for a bike-only trail.   
 

5. Pick somewhere else 
 

Thank you for your comment. 

6. Just fix the streets that were torn up and badly patched many many years 
ago  instead of correctly resurfacing streets Hamilton made all of them a hot 
mess. We don’t really care as people of Hamilton make it easier for out of 
Townes can get to spooky nook   Fix the streets that are already present. This 
idea is the most ridiculous thing I have ever heard of for one establishment 
(spooky nook). If they don’t like our city streets move on to another city and 
tear it up 
 

Community requests to fix existing infrastructure and streets have been 
noted by the City.  

NHX has been a city, county, and regional transportation objective since the 
early 2000s. It’s been included in local and regional transportation planning 
documents since 2002 and has remained a top priority in both the City of 
Hamilton’s comprehensive plan, Plan Hamilton, and the Butler County 
Thoroughfare Plan. Until recently, the city and county have been focused 
on completing transportation improvements in other areas, such as the 
South Hamilton Crossing. Now that those are complete, attention has 
moved on to NHX.  
 

7. An extremely expensive vision that is going to drain the city for many a year  
 

Thank you for your comment. 

8. Has any one from the city and stakeholders shared that the underserved 
population are footing the bill for this decorated landscaping and north 
Hamilton crossing??? You will bankrupt our city!!!! Stop presenting these 
routes as great for the community when the end goal is to get athletes to 
Spooky Nook!  
 

NHX has been a city, county, and regional transportation objective since the 
early 2000s. It’s been included in local and regional transportation planning 
documents since 2002 and has remained a top priority in both the City of 
Hamilton’s comprehensive plan, Plan Hamilton, and the Butler County 
Thoroughfare Plan. Until recently, the city and county have been focused 
on completing transportation improvements in other areas, such as the 
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Needs Response Responses 
South Hamilton Crossing. Now that those are complete, attention has 
moved on to NHX.  
 

9. You will not be digging up our ancestors in the cemetary.  Nor plowing 
through our beloved fairgrounds  

The design team has been working hard to develop project alternatives that 
avoid or minimize impacts to Greenwood Cemetery. Of the 16 possible 
routes that have been discussed, six would impact a small area in the 
northeast corner of the cemetery near the intersection of Joe Nuxhall 
Boulevard and Neal Boulevard (less than an acre). Most of this potentially 
impacted area is open space; the City does not anticipate the need to 
relocate any graves. 
 
The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is 
advanced to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how 
that impact will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a 
building, the design team will look for a nearby location near where the 
structure can be rebuilt prior to removing it). We are still looking at the 
routes at a very high level and it’s possible that none of the routes that 
affect the fairgrounds will be advanced for further study. We expect to 
narrow down the routes to two or three choices later this spring and those 
will be studied in more detail over the next nine months to a year.  
 

 
 
INITIAL ROUTES TAB 
If you have any comments regarding on the initial alternatives discussed above, please share them in the box below. It will help 
us if you identify which alternative(s) you are referring to in your response. 
 

Questions Responses 
1. In your October 2022 meeting notes, it says no further study was 

recommended for these  routes.  What happened to that? 
 

It was important to us that the public has an opportunity to review and 
provide feedback on the same alternatives that the Stakeholder Committee 
had the opportunity to review. Through the Stakeholder Committee 
meetings, we gained the committee’s preferences and recommendations on 
which alternatives to advance for further study. The public open houses 
(both the in-person and virtual sessions) allowed us to gather input from the 
public. We will consider the feedback gathered from both groups as we 
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Questions Responses 
determine which, if any, of the alternatives to advance to the next phase of 
development.    
 

2. Has a route north of the study area been examined?  I would suspect that a 
lot of traffic is coming into the city from 129 from 75 as I experience it often.  
Connecting something like Liberty Fairfield Road to Washington Blvd seems 
as though it would drastically reduce the traffic congestion through minimal 
relocations as there are roads in place as well as a potentially already existing 
river crossing leaving only the need for a smaller 'creak' crossing. 
 
Something like this should not be about providing economic growth by 
taking people into an area.  It should be about freeing up the areas where 
there is current economic growth taking place so that people who choose 
can more easily access them with elimination of noise (traffic) pushing 
individuals away. 
 
Also fully against having this terminate at Spooky Nook!  Doing so is going to 
increase traffic delays in an area that through unlimited planning will only be 
able to handle destination traffic and never through traffic which the NHX is 
proposed to do. 
 
LASTLY, back to the first point of looking outside of the study area there is a 
greater potential to increase the speed on the roads to make up for the 
increased distance ultimately creating a winning situation to ease congestion 
and simply handle traffic. 
 

Any route that is further north does not address our purpose and need (i.e., 
safety and congestion concerns on High/Main Street).  
 
Traffic analysis has been conducted to determine areas in the study area 
with traffic demands.  

3. I would like the community to have very clear information about: 
1. What any of these options will do to property value of the surrounding 
homes. 
2. What plans are in place to build affordable housing for the "underserved 
communities" in Hamilton so that all this development doesn't push out 
residents.  
3. What immediate help will be available to renters who will loose their 
homes if the plan pushes them out.  
 

1. The project’s impact to adjacent property values is not known at this 
time. 
 

2. The City has begun discussions with its Neighborhood Housing 
department about building replacement housing on vacant City-owned 
lots within the North End Neighborhood and surrounding areas. The 
City is also looking into the possibility of purchasing and rehabilitating 
vacant housing. It’s possible that these options could be used to create 
a new stock of affordable housing units.  
 

3. Any project relocations will be undertaken in accordance with ODOT’s 
relocation policy. 
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Questions Responses 
4. How might this project spur local neighborhood economic development by 

residents and become a national model for inclusive economic devopment?  
In other words, foster the growth of mom and pops that build community 
and sense of place and reverse the decades long trend of wiping them out 
with big retailers. 
 

Thank you for your comment. A secondary need of this project is to support 
local economic development. Planning policies which dictate the type of 
development within the North Hamilton area are beyond the scope of this 
project.  

5. Alot of these routes take out historic property of the Butler County 
Fairgrounds, a tradition over 140 years old. If you destroy the horse barns, 
arenas, secondary entrance and potentially the track do you plan on 
replacing it?! Butler County children work hard for months preparing for fair 
week, taking 4H from them could potentially mean an end to the BC fair 
altogether. Forcing hundreds of 4H children and their families to show in 
surrounding counties will certainly take money away from your city. We all 
want better traffic flow but please use a route that does not impede on the 
historical integrity of Butler County and the City of Hamilton.  
 

The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is 
advanced to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how 
that impact will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a 
building, the design team will look for a nearby location near where the 
structure can be rebuilt prior to removing it). We are still looking at the 
routes at a very high level and it’s possible that none of the routes that 
affect the fairgrounds will be advanced for further study. We expect to 
narrow down the routes to two or three choices later this spring and those 
will be studied in more detail over the next nine months to a year.  
 

6. I do not understand how building a new road system through the North End 
neighborhood of Hamilton would not support economic development. I feel 
it would enhance the properties remaining and bring new opportunities. Will 
there be restrictions added to the remaining properties not allowing growth, 
renewal and changes because of the new road? 
 

Thank you for your comment. Planning policies which dictate the type of 
development within the North Hamilton area are beyond the scope of this 
project. 

7. I am concerned about the impact on Butler County Educational Service 
Center (as well as the surrounding neighborhoods). Several proposed routes 
suggest completely repurposing a large part of the organization's property 
and parking lot that is regularly filled during daytime hours. What plans are 
in place to generate new parking options for one of Hamilton's larger 
employers (800 staff)? 
 

As part of the next phase of work, mitigation of parking impacts would be 
further studied. 

8. I just want to know when the area is going to get rezoned for businesses so I 
can plan for the future.  
 

Planning policies which dictate the type of development within the North 
Hamilton area are beyond the scope of this project. 

9. What impact would a major flood have? 
 

All options shown would be outside the 100-year flood. 

10. Where are the other hybrid models shown at the open house? 
 

All alternatives developed by the Project Team and shown at the community 
meeting held in November were shown at the Public Open House.   
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Questions Responses 
11. How is going down Heaton saving any time ??  Will there be multiple stop 

lights??  After crossing the bridge to west side will have to turn left or right 
to go to Main Street (129)  or towards Rhea avenue.  I also noticed you 
taking out part of the fairgrounds..  a historical landmark property in this 
area not only because of the fair but because it was a battleground during 
the civil war era.  However I did notice that ODOT behind the fairgrounds 
was left safely untouched.  They can relocate??  I am also curious as to how 
far in to the cemetery would be used? My grandparents, a cousin and an 
Aunt are all rested there close to Neal Blvd. My dad currently resides on Neal 
Blvd.  I am thinking that Route A is the best to access the west side of 
Hamilton, as well as north of Hamilton into New Miami with truck access 
being able to go to 127N without having to go through town… if there will be 
truck access.  I do wish that there were better drawings and maps to show 
just how the connections would be at Washington Blvd, B street and 127.  
 

The alternative that you described was just one of the alternatives 
developed. All alternatives would provide a grade-separation with the 
railroad (i.e. a railroad overpass or underpass), eliminating potential delay. 
Alternatives advancing to the next phase will be evaluated for traffic to 
determine intersections, traffic lights, etc.  
 
The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is 
advanced to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how 
that impact will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a 
building, the design team will look for a nearby location near where the 
structure can be rebuilt prior to removing it). We are still looking at the 
routes at a very high level and it’s possible that none of the routes that 
affect the fairgrounds will be advanced for further study. We expect to 
narrow down the routes to two or three choices later this spring and those 
will be studied in more detail over the next nine months to a year.  
 
The design team has been working hard to develop project alternatives that 
avoid or minimize impacts to Greenwood Cemetery. Of the 16 possible 
routes that have been discussed, six would impact a small area in the 
northeast corner of the cemetery near the intersection of Joe Nuxhall 
Boulevard and Neal Boulevard (less than an acre). Most of this potentially 
impacted area is open space. The City does not anticipate the need to 
relocate any graves. 
 
It's currently too early in the design process to know where intersections will 
be located and what they will look like. We first have to determine what the 
route for the NHX will be. We are still about a year away from having that 
answer as more detailed study on proposed alternatives needs to be 
completed. Once a Preferred Alternative is identified next spring, then we 
will get into more specific design details and those will be shared with the 
public during future public review and input opportunities. 
 

 
 

Suggestions Responses 
1. I have a plan to save all the homes & the ball fields 

 
Thank you for your comment. If you would like to share your plan with the 
project team, you can send it via mail or email to Allen Messer: 
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Suggestions Responses 
 
Allen Messer, P.E. 
Assistant Director of Engineering 
City of Hamilton 
345 High Street | Hamilton, OH 45011 
Allen.Messer@hamilton-oh.gov 
(513) 785-7286  
 

2. Don’t love any of them.  If you went just south of Hamilton Hamilton Mason 
Road to grand Boulevard straight across the river. There is very little housing 
affected and will allow greater access to bypass four and 129. 
 

This does not address needs north of High/Main Street but may be 
addressed as part of the South Hamilton Crossing project in the future.   

3. Every route impacts something worth preserving--homes, parks, fairgrounds, 
etc. Make this project transformative by finding ways to mitigate those 
impacts--relocate houses to vacant lots, create new parkland, employ street 
calming measures to reduce higher speeds, etc. 
 

We will be examining project alternatives advanced for further study in 
much more detail during the next phase of project development. This will 
take place during the next 12 months. As part of this process, we will be 
working closely with affected neighborhoods to refine the proposed 
alternatives and identify ways to minimize or mitigate the impacts. The ideas 
you have shared are all options that can be explored. 
 

4. Plan should run NW Washington, "B" St. to current Black St. Bridge, over new 
bridge, overpass over RR, to Nuxhall Blvd, to Neal Blvd, to Rt 4, to Fairview to 
Rt 129. 
 

Thank you for your comment. This is very similar to Alternative D, which the 
Project Team has evaluated but would have more residential impacts than 
Alt. D. Widening the road between Garfield Middle School and Fairwood 
Elementary School would not be desirable and would likely require property 
from each school. In addition, this alignment would not address existing 
traffic issues at the intersection of SR 129 and Fair. This alignment would 
create more proximity issues at the historic section of Greenwood 
Cemetery.    
 

5. A better solution would be to extend Grand Blvd. across the river and run it 
to OH 128. It would be cheaper, impact fewer people, and get a better result 
 

This does not address needs north of High/Main Street but may be 
addressed as part of the South Hamilton Crossing project in the future. 

6. If Alternative A is selected, I do hope that Washington Blvd is widened 
between Cleveland Ave and Eaton Ave to allow for the added traffic. Also, 
there should be one traffic light added on Washington Blvd to allow area 
residents to cross or access Washington Blvd. The logical place for that traffic 
light would be at Cleveland Ave. 
 

Thank you for your comment. Potential traffic changes on NW Washington 
Blvd. will be studied in the next phase of this project.   
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Suggestions Responses 
7. why not up joe nuxholl, up campbell, across rt 4, behind the engineers office, 

and up the hill? 
 

There is insufficient width along the Campbell alignment given the existing 
topography, as well as the hydraulic canal, bird sanctuary, and residences in 
this area. 
 

8. Alternatives B and C would have the least impact on neighborhoods.  They 
make use of Joe Nuxhall Blvd. which is already a 4 lane road.  The parts that 
go around Greenwood Cemetery can be dealt with by possibly making the 
road narrower in that area. 
 

Thank you for your suggestion. We agree that one way to reduce impacts is 
to slightly alter or narrow the design of the road in key locations. These 
opportunities and the impacts they might have on traffic flow will be studied 
in more detail in the next phase of project development. 
   

9. I understand parents concern about the fairgrounds for the kids, but could 
the exchange be to move the fairgrounds out of the downtown area. I think 
there is enough support to keep fairgrounds in the county, but why not have 
a newer facility away from the congestion of the city. This would also allow 
more space for other development to support the new road. I am typically 
just cutting through from West to 129 and would love an option that allows 
me to come from Waahington Blvd and bypass all of downtown.  
 

Thank you for your suggestion. However, the NHX design 
team understands that the fairgrounds have significant community value. If 
a route impacting another portion of the fairgrounds is advanced to the next 
phase of study, details will be developed about how that impact will be 
mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a building, the design 
team will look for a nearby location near where the structure can be rebuilt 
prior to removing it). We are still looking at the routes at a very high level 
and it’s possible that none of the routes that affect the fairgrounds will be 
advanced for further study. We expect to narrow down the routes to two or 
three choices later this spring and those will be studied in more detail over 
the next nine months to a year.  
 

10. Option A needs to take into consideration that NW Washington is already a 
nightmare, especially during school hours. It is difficult getting in/out of 
Hamilton West Estates already due to back-up from the 4 way stop at 
Cleveland or traffic from the schools going West Elkton. There needs to be 
updates made to both of those already flooded intersections and 
considerations for those living in the neighborhoods of Hamilton West 
Estates, Washington Estates, Berkeley Square, the condominium community, 
and the new subdivision being developed (which will also add to traffic along 
NW Washington). 
  

Thank you for your comment. Potential traffic changes on NW Washington 
Blvd. will be studied in the next phase of this project.   

 
 

Needs Response Responses 
1. I don't like any alternatives that impact any historical parts of the county.  

There should not even a consideration of running a boulevard through the 
fairgrounds or german village.  We know that this project is priority now 
because of Spooky Nook.  Its a shame that its even thought of ruining a piece 

This project will include further cultural resource studies, which will be 
coordinated with the Ohio State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO). Any 
impacts to cultural resources in the project area will be minimized and 
mitigated. 
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Needs Response Responses 
of property that has been used for the same purpose since 1851 for a 
business that may or my not be around in 15 years. 
 

2. Please do not destroy the fairgrounds! These kids work so hard all year on 
their projects and look forward to the fair every year. Many of your proposed 
routes would eliminate the horse show arenas and could potentially 
eliminate Butler County’s 4-H horse department! 
 

The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is 
advanced to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how 
that impact will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a 
building, the design team will look for a nearby location near where the 
structure can be rebuilt prior to removing it). We are still looking at the 
routes at a very high level and it’s possible that none of the routes that 
affect the fairgrounds will be advanced for further study. We expect to 
narrow down the routes to two or three choices later this spring and those 
will be studied in more detail over the next nine months to a year.  
 

3. Ditto: Consideration needs to be made on the impact of the ButlerCpunrt 
Fairgrounds and the negative effect these plans will have on the 150 year 
history of the fair as well as our large 4H Youth Development programs. 
Please do not destroy/ impact the hoarse barns, equine show arena, equine 
camping, secondary entrance, etc. Youth Development is incredibly 
important for our society right now. Other option: relocate the butler county 
fairgrounds to a plot of land in the country AND provide all appropriate 
barns, arenas, grandstands, etc. 
 

The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is 
advanced to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how 
that impact will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a 
building, the design team will look for a nearby location near where the 
structure can be rebuilt prior to removing it). We are still looking at the 
routes at a very high level and it’s possible that none of the routes that 
affect the fairgrounds will be advanced for further study. We expect to 
narrow down the routes to two or three choices later this spring and those 
will be studied in more detail over the next nine months to a year.  
 

4. I just want to know when the area is going to get rezoned for businesses so I 
can plan for the future.  
 

Planning policies which dictate the type of development within the North 
Hamilton area are beyond the scope of this project. 

5. Please do not put a road through the fairgrounds! We are one of the last 
fairgrounds to offer a large equine program.  Having a major road even close 
to the fairgrounds will ruin it. 
 

The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is 
advanced to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how 
that impact will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a 
building, the design team will look for a nearby location near where the 
structure can be rebuilt prior to removing it). We are still looking at the 
routes at a very high level and it’s possible that none of the routes that 
impact the fairgrounds will be advanced for further study. We expect to 
narrow down the routes to two or three choices later this spring and those 
will be studied in more detail over the next nine months to a year.  
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Needs Response Responses 
 

6. These options are what is best for Spooky Nook, not the vast majority. The 
place is barely opened and not worth investing new roadways in yet, or 
ruining homes, fairgrounds, cemeteries etc that the LOCAL community 
established. Let’s see if Spooky Nook can even hold it’s own before uprooting 
others. 
 

NHX has been a city, county, and regional transportation objective since the 
early 2000s. It’s been included in local and regional transportation planning 
documents since 2002 and has remained a top priority in both the City of 
Hamilton’s comprehensive plan, Plan Hamilton, and the Butler County 
Thoroughfare Plan. Until recently, the city and county have been focused on 
completing transportation improvements in other areas, such as the South 
Hamilton Crossing. Now that those are complete, attention has moved on 
to NHX.  
 

7. Alternative G is the only one that preserves the Fairgrounds.  Time and 
money goes into these spaces from our 4-H and Adult/ child organizations 
for improvements. They work all year to to help keep this place going. It 
represents so much to so many. Agriculture is needed more now than ever. 
The Fairgrounds are a part of Hamilton/ Butler County history. It raises great 
upstanding adults!! Don't ruin the Fairgrounds for concrete. It will also be a 
very, very dangerous area for Fair Participants. Homeless will destroy the 
area and have greater access to the area more than they already do. There 
are lots of beautiful wildlife that live in this area as well. It will destroy their 
homes. I am very sad to see these plans. Unfortunately Alternative G is the 
only one to chose. Save the Fairgrounds!!! 🍀 

The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is 
advanced to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how 
that impact will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a 
building, the design team will look for a nearby location near where the 
structure can be rebuilt prior to removing it). We are still looking at the 
routes at a very high level and it’s possible that none of the routes that 
affect the fairgrounds will be advanced for further study. We expect to 
narrow down the routes to two or three choices later this spring and those 
will be studied in more detail over the next nine months to a year.  
 

 
 
HYBRID ROUTES TAB 
If you have any comments regarding on the hybrid alternatives discussed above, please share them in the box below. It will help 
us if you identify which alternative(s) you are referring to in your response. 
 

Questions Responses 
1. Your October 2022 meeting notes say that no further study is recommended 

for AD-BE.  Are those back on the table now? 
 

It was important to us that the public has an opportunity to review and 
provide feedback on the same alternatives that the Stakeholder Committee 
was able to review. Through the Stakeholder Committee meetings, we 
gained the committee’s preferences and recommendations. The public open 
houses (both the in-person and virtual sessions) allowed us to gather input 
from the public. We will consider the feedback gathered from both groups 
as we determine which, if any, of the alternatives to advance for further 
study.  
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Questions Responses 
 

2. Why do all this work and not have connectivity to the west? 
 

Even if an alignment has a jog on US 127, there would still be connectivity 
across the Great Miami River on a new bridge to access the western parts of 
the city. 
 

3. I saw so many comments says stay away from the fairgrounds- do they not 
undersatnd most of the routes would aid people getting to the fairgrounds 
from 127 without having to go to High? Do they not see that the routes go 
around the fairgrounds? That might need to just be added to all the "Pros" 
where it applies "Does not impact fairgrounds" 
 

Thank you for this suggestion. We will consider adding that comment the 
appropriate alternatives. 

4. Hybrid purpose? Cut costs/add costs?  Reducing 129 traffic paramount. 
Extending travel further west paramount (If we are doing this to help 
east/west travel through our city, don't reduce the route such as stopping at 
Lagonda. 
 

After looking at the positives and negatives of the eight initial route 
concepts, the Stakeholder Committee, city, and county requested that the 
project team explore some additional options by mixing and matching the 
proposed river crossing segments of Alternatives A and B with some of the 
railroad overpass and road alignment options proposed in Alternatives C, D, 
and E. Using this approach, the project team developed the eight hybrid 
project alternatives.  
 

5. I can't narrow my choice to one plan but I do like the plans that use US 127 
to connect the two segments. I always envisioned that this route would go 
further out and around the city. As far as connectivity to Rhea Ava or NW 
Washington Blvd, what will be done to control traffic in those areas?  
 

Thank you for your comment. Potential traffic changes to Rhea Avenue, 
Gordon Avenue, and NW Washington Blvd. will be studied in the next phase 
of this project.   

6. These all are unacceptable.  Chem-dyne, historic neighborhoods, historical 
fairgrounds that serve hundreds of youth, learning centers, cemeteries, low 
income neighborhoods …..these are unethical solutions.   I would rather sit in 
the traffic rather than any of these come to fruition.   And ANY option near 
the fairground will likely end the fairground and it’s 166 of tradition and skills 
these kids use to carry on their multi generational farmsteads.   The only 
county in Ohio with no fair?   Will you be paying enough to relocate and 
build equivalent structures for the fair and homes to those put out?  
Doubtful.    Please don’t disappoint me Hamilton, I have been so proud of 
your recent revitalization. 

This project will include environmental and cultural resource studies which 
will evaluate project impacts to sensitive resources in the project area.  The 
cultural resource studies will be coordinated with the Ohio State Historic 
Preservation Office (SHPO) and any impacts to cultural resources in the 
project area will be minimized and mitigated. 
 
The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is 
advanced to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how 
that impact will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a 
building, the design team will look for a nearby location near where the 
structure can be rebuilt prior to removing it). We are still looking at the 
routes at a very high level and it’s possible that none of the routes that 
affect the fairgrounds will be advanced for further study. We expect to 
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Questions Responses 
narrow down the routes to two or three choices later this spring and those 
will be studied in more detail over the next nine months to a year.  
 
The City has begun discussions with its Neighborhood Housing department 
about building replacement housing on vacant City-owned lots within the 
North End Neighborhood and surrounding areas. The City is also looking into 
the possibility of purchasing and rehabilitating vacant housing. It’s possible 
that these options could be used to create a new stock of affordable housing 
units.  
 

 
 
Suggestions Responses 
1. I’m curious how much it would improve traffic if you simply replace the Black 

Street bridge and put an over or under pass at the crossing on Heaton.  I 
lived in Fordson Heights for over 15 years and frequently ended up taking 
High Street to get to the west side because trains delayed traffic.  If the city 
expects people to follow the twists and turns of some of these plans, surely 
you can just as easily expect people to get to the new bridge taking the 
existing Fair and Heaton Avenues.   
 

It is anticipated that the boulevard feel of the new alignment would help 
traffic follow this new route as compared to having them navigate the 
existing street network.  

2. Follow my By Pass plan & save everbody 
 

Thank you for your comment. If you would like to share your plan with the 
project team, you can send it via mail or email to Allen Messer: 
 
Allen Messer, P.E. 
Assistant Director of Engineering 
City of Hamilton 
345 High Street | Hamilton, OH 45011 
Allen.Messer@hamilton-oh.gov 
(513) 785-7286  
 

3. Combining Alt. AE with Alt. BC would seem to be a good route. Having the 
route go over the river just north of the gravel company would help with 
congestion on NW Washington BLVD. as well as provide better access to 
Spooky Nook. Using the Heaton St. access over/under the RR tracks might be 
a better route also. Hamilton needs an efficient route around Hamilton and 
this would provide that if traffic lights were not installed every block. 
 

Thank you for your comment. This would be Alternative BE, which is being 
studied by the project team. We will be studying where signals will be 
needed in the next phase of work. 
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Suggestions Responses 
4. The same comment as with the other options, have you looked outside the 

study area.  129 / Liberty Fairfield Rd / Washington Blvd. 
 

Any route that is further north does not address the purpose and need for 
this project (i.e., address safety and congestion concerns on High/Main 
Street).  
 

5. Worse case scenario, connect Washington Boulevard with a bride to RT 129. 
Not everybody using High Street and Main Street are trying to travel all the 
way through Hamilton. 
 

Thank you for your comment. This is the goal of the NHX project.  

6. HIGHWAY STYLE NW TO SR129, 55-6-MPH 
 

Thank you for your comment. In lieu of a high-speed facility, the NHX project 
is intended to be more integral to the neighborhoods that it passes through. 
 

7. Fix existing streets 
 

Thank you for your comment. Community requests to fix existing 
infrastructure and streets have been noted by the City. 
 

8. add one.. up joe nuxholl, up campbell, across rt 4, behind the engineers 
office up the hill to 129 
 

Thank you for your comment. There is insufficient width along the Campbell 
alignment given the existing topography, as well as the hydraulic canal, bird 
sanctuary, and residences in this area. 
 

9. Perhaps the "No Build" alternative could involve building a new bridge, 
converting the Black Street Bridge into a pedestrian bridge, and not building 
a roadway. 
 

Thank you for your comment. This alternative does not address the purpose 
and need for this project (i.e., address safety and congestion concerns on 
High/Main Street).  
 

10. There. That sounds reasonable.  Thank you for your comment.  

 
 

Needs Response Responses 
1. I do not understand how these professionals think some of these routes will 

not reduce traffic. If you give them a road that takes them out of traffic and a 
more direct route home.. they will use it. Like... what??!  
 

Traffic modeling completed for this project attempts to determine 
destinations for motorists using the most efficient routes. Not all traffic 
using High/Main Street has the same destination.  

2. These all are unacceptable.  Chem-dyne, historic neighborhoods, historical 
fairgrounds that serve hundreds of youth, learning centers, cemeteries, low 
income neighborhoods …..these are unethical solutions.   I would rather sit in 
the traffic rather than any of these come to fruition.   And ANY option near 
the fairground will likely end the fairground and it’s 166 of tradition and skills 
these kids use to carry on their multi generational farmsteads.   The only 
county in Ohio with no fair?   Will you be paying enough to relocate and 
build equivalent structures for the fair and homes to those put out?  

This project will include environmental and cultural resource studies which 
will evaluate project impacts to sensitive resources in the project area.  The 
cultural resource studies will be coordinated with the Ohio State Historic 
Preservation Office (SHPO) and any impacts to cultural resources in the 
project area will be minimized and mitigated. 
 
The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is 
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Needs Response Responses 
Doubtful.    Please don’t disappoint me Hamilton, I have been so proud of 
your recent revitalization. 

advanced to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how 
that impact will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a 
building, the design team will look for a nearby location near where the 
structure can be rebuilt prior to removing it). We are still looking at the 
routes at a very high level and it’s possible that none of the routes that 
affect the fairgrounds will be advanced for further study. We expect to 
narrow down the routes to two or three choices later this spring and those 
will be studied in more detail over the next nine months to a year.  
 
The City has begun discussions with its Neighborhood Housing department 
about building replacement housing on vacant City-owned lots within the 
North End Neighborhood and surrounding areas. The City is also looking into 
the possibility of purchasing and rehabilitating vacant housing. It’s possible 
that these options could be used to create a new stock of affordable housing 
units.  
 

 
 
INPUT TAB 
If you have any additional comments or questions, please share them below. 
 

Questions Responses 
1. The minutes from the last stakeholder meeting show several of these 

options were recommended “No Further Study.”  Why are they included in 
this? 
 

It was important to us that the public has an opportunity to review and 
provide feedback on the same alternatives that the Stakeholder Committee 
had the opportunity to review. Through the Stakeholder Committee 
meetings, we gained the committee’s preferences and recommendations on 
which alternatives to advance for further study. The public open houses 
(both the in-person and virtual sessions) allowed us to gather input from the 
public. We will consider the feedback gathered from both groups as we 
determine which, if any, of the alternatives to advance to the next phase of 
development.    
 

2. Concerned about the personal effect on my property (1)  
(2) new taxes, I'm a senior and live on a fixed income  
(3) and naturally (the biggie) what/how will the traffic be maintained in my 
neighborhood? 
 

1. The effects of the NHX project on property taxes can not be determined 
at this time.  

2. Traffic impacts to existing residential streets will be evaluated during the 
next phase of the project as the preferred alignment is developed. 
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Questions Responses 
3. I find it hard to believe there is no possible way to reinforce and expand 

Black Street bridge. Couldn't something at least be built along side for foot 
traffic/bicycles and build a new 4 lane bridge? There also needs to be 
another bridge more north to connect Washington Blvd, esp if parts of New 
Miami/St Clair are being annexed by the city. 
 

The substructure of the Black Street Bridge (filled arch design) is not wide 
enough to accommodate additional lanes, nor can it be widened. The city is 
hoping to preserve the historic Black Street Bridge by making it 
pedestrian/bicycle only.   

4. Why are you trying to go through the fair grounds and about the cemetery? 
They need to rest. and you are going to tear up their resting places... also 
tearing up the barns, arenas, and other places that could eliminate horse 
shows and other events there altogether could impact Butler county because 
people will have to take their kids to other fairs and line those county's 
pockets with money because they have to take their 4H child to a fair that 
will allow them to show horses. thesekids work hard on their projects all 
year... this is not fair to them at all. What about those losing thier homes 
because of this project? you might "compensate" them and "pay" for a new 
home. but what about those whose homes where there for years and do not 
want to move or lose their homes they had worked so hard to keep in their 
family?! Also you stated you would pay them to move. will you look for a 
new house they are looking for that they need for a higher price if one is 
more expensive than the home they have now due to the market increase? 
Will you be paying that as well? I am sure most of those families have homes 
that were passed down to them from family. And I am pretty sure they are 
worth more than you can give them... and they most likely can not move ore 
afford another house because of the wayt the housing market is and the 
crazy interest rates on homes anymore... 
 

The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is 
advanced to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how 
that impact will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a 
building, the design team will look for a nearby location near where the 
structure can be rebuilt prior to removing it). We are still looking at the 
routes at a very high level and it’s possible that none of the routes that 
impact the fairgrounds will be advanced for further study. We expect to 
narrow down the routes to two or three choices later this spring and those 
will be studied in more detail over the next nine months to a year.  
 
The design team has been working hard to develop project alternatives that 
avoid or minimize impacts to Greenwood Cemetery. Of the 16 possible 
routes that have been discussed, six would impact a small area in the 
northeast corner of the cemetery near the intersection of Joe Nuxhall 
Boulevard and Neal Boulevard (less than an acre). Most of this potentially 
impacted area is open space. The City does not anticipate the need to 
relocate any graves. 
 
Any project relocations will be undertaken in accordance with ODOT’s 
relocation policy. 
 

5. Would like to know schedule/timeline of next steps 
 

We expect to narrow down the routes to two or three choices later this 
spring and those will be studied in more detail over the next nine months to 
a year to determine a final alignment. Construction for the majority of the 
project would likely not occur for at least five years after the alignment was 
chosen. 
 

6. Isn't the current and anticipated 129/High St. congestion the main reason for 
building this road? If so, any of the routes that have little to no impact on the 
congestion, are a waste of resources, and should not be considered. 
 

Yes, reducing congestion on 129/High Street is one of the goals of the NHX 
project. The degree to which an alternative can reduce traffic on 129/High 
Street is one of the key factors the project team is looking at as it considers 
which, if any, of the alternatives to advance for further study. 
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Questions Responses 
7. Can the project consider just a new river crossing and/or RR grade 

separation without a complete highway corridor from 129 that will impact 
large areas of the City? 
 

One of the primary needs for the NHX project is to reduce congestion on 
local roadways. While providing a new river crossing and/or a new railroad 
overpass/underpass would reduce some of the back-ups now experienced in 
the city, constructing those alone would likely create back-ups in other 
locations. We are also looking at how best to manage transportation needs 
related to future growth in the city and surrounding areas, and studies have 
shown that providing a new route like NHX in addition to new river and 
railroad crossings is necessary to keep traffic moving efficiently both now 
and in the future. 
 

8. Will we get exit ramps like the South Crossing put at Dixie Hwy.  We will need 
one on MLK for those not going to North End/Dayton Lane areas or to 
Westside. It would be nice to have one in the North End/Dayton Lane area 
for those of us coming from Westside and not going near Route 4. 
 

It's currently too early in the design process to know where intersections will 
be located and what they will look like. We first have to determine what the 
route for the NHX will be. We are still about a year away from having that 
answer as more detailed study on proposed alternatives needs to be 
completed. Once a Preferred Alternative is identified next spring, then we 
will get into more specific design details. 
 

9. None of these options are great, just some are worse than others.  This 
project should have been done years ago.  It is hard to see the full impact 
with the maps shown, but on the surface Alternative D looks better than 
others.  It appears to miss the Fairgrounds, Farmland and Regulated 
Materials.  It is not too close to existing bridges.  I could not determine how 
much Greenwood is affected, but if it close to 0.5 acres, it would be a small 
plot of land.  How many graves would be affected? Or is it burial land for 
future use? 
 

The design team has been working hard to develop project alternatives that 
avoid or minimize impacts to Greenwood Cemetery. Of the 16 possible 
routes that have been discussed, six would impact a small area in the 
northeast corner of the cemetery near the intersection of Joe Nuxhall 
Boulevard and Neal Boulevard (less than an acre). Most of this potentially 
impacted area is open space. The City does not anticipate the need to 
relocate any graves. 

10. Nowhere do you address how this will impact the future of the Fairgrounds. 
What kind of compensation is there to the Agricultural society for displacing 
something that cannot be replaced? 

The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is 
advanced to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how 
that impact will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a 
building, the design team will look for a nearby location near where the 
structure can be rebuilt prior to removing it). We are still looking at the 
routes at a very high level and it’s possible that none of the routes that 
impact the fairgrounds will be advanced for further study. We expect to 
narrow down the routes to two or three choices later this spring and those 
will be studied in more detail over the next nine months to a year.  
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Suggestions Responses 
1. I suggest making B Street wider to Pershing Ave Bridge - this would allow 

traffic to use the Grand Ave overpass to Hamilton Mason Road to Route 4 By 
Pass to 129 or to I-275 via Route 4 and Gilmore or by 128 to US 27 to I-275 
 

Thank you for your suggestion. Widening B Street would also be impactful to 
residential and commercial properties in this area.  

2. Not sure why coming off of the rt4 bypass would not be a better alternative. 
People to the north, where much of the new housing developments are, 
would jump off 129 and take a straight shot across.  
 

Any route that is further north does not address our purpose and need (i.e., 
safety and congestion concerns on High/Main Street).  
 

3. The project comes down to 4 issues: where to put the road on the east side, 
where to put the road on the west side, where should the new bridge be and 
where should the new overpass be.  The east side is where I live, so highly 
important to me.  The choices seem to come down to Neal, Heaton, or 
Dayton streets.  Heaton is the most logical because people are already using 
it as an alternative to high street.  Also, the city has already been knocking 
down houses in the neighborhood for years and likely buying the properties 
at a sub-standard price.  The road just needs a better connection to 129.   
People traveling to the west side on this road are either going to their homes 
or the shopping at the far end of town (Meijer, Movie Theatre, etc.). or to 
the High School or Oxford.  Getting to the high school from the east side can 
be a nightmare - it took over 1/2 hour to get down Eaton last year for 
graduation.   
 
From the West side, people are either going to Bridgewater or leaving the 
city.  If you want to go downtown, you would still use the downtown bridge. 
So the choices on the West side are either north of spooky nook or south of 
it.  The logical choice is North of it - connecting to Washington blvd.  That 
would provide residents on both sides to avoid the crush of downtown - and 
if we want to get there, we take the scenic route through downtown.  
Consider pumpkin fest - Hamilton closes the highway through town.  
Basically, forcing residents to use the other bridges.  Main street cannot be 
improved to take more traffic.    
 
That said, the new underpass needs to be on the Heaton connector - either 
using the existing road going or a diagonal through the vine street area.  I 
understand there are plans already for the Beckett Paper property and this 
might give that project the necessary access.  If the new underpass were 

Thank you for your comments. 
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Suggestions Responses 
built at the vine crossing, it would allow traffic to continue as is for the time 
being on Heaton.  The bridge needs to go North of Black St bridge as well.  I 
believe this was close to one of the alternatives and would be least 
disruptive and of most value to those of us who live north of 129.  Thanks 
 

4. I believe the Old Ford Canal should be protected at all costs (or even 
enhanced/more integrated) and the road/crossing should ultimately connect 
with Washington.  The land between the hydraulic canal and the river was 
always intended to be utilitzed as industrial space; maybe community grants 
can be found to protect the floodway as a planned wetland with 
development near 127 
 

Thank you for your comment. 

5. There is a need to reduce traffic congestion. However it seems this will just 
move the congestion to where this connects to 129.  Were there any talks of 
the south side of Hamilton bypass.  Hamilton Mason road at bypass 4 is a 
straight shot to 128 headed west. This would allow people to travel NSEW 
with east access to 129, byp 4, 128.  To the north of Hamilton is rural areas 
with lower population.  Lots of people passing through Hamilton go to 
Fairfield, Ross, Liberty Township and farther east.  Just looking at aerial 
photos it looks to have the lowest impact on residential areas as well.  Just 
my two cents.  Thank you! 
 

Thank you for your comment. The project was developed to address the 
transportation needs identified for the NHX study area and detailed in the 
project Purpose and Need, which can be viewed here. A goal of the NHX 
project is to support economic development occurring in the City of 
Hamilton, as well as improve pedestrian and bicycle connectivity by 
including sidewalks and a shared use path to connect to existing pedestrian 
and bicycle facilities in the area. A “south side of Hamilton bypass” would 
not meet these goals. Finally, the Project Team is conducting detailed traffic 
analyses to evaluate the impact of the proposed NHX project on the local 
road network. Alignments will not be advanced which increase congestion 
on the local road network. 
 

6. All of the proposed alignments have too many intersections and too many 
curves.  None of them would be an attractive alternate for drivers 
attempting to traverse Hamilton from east to west or vice versa.  A much 
more reasonable alignment would bear directly north from OH 129 just west 
of Hampshire Dr.  Continue nearly due north through the county engineer 
office area, cross the hydraulic canal, and then bear west across the vacant 
farm fields,  Continue west to an interchange with US 127, across the Great 
Miami River, and connect to Washington Blvd. 
 
This study fails to address the traffic impacts on the west side of the river.  
All of the countless alternates would dump excessive traffic onto two-lane 
streets (Washington, Gordon, B, etc.)  Before proceeding with this study, 
further engineering should address widening Washington Blvd or building a 

Thank you for your comment. Potential traffic changes to Rhea Avenue, 
Gordon Avenue, and NW Washington Blvd. will be studied in the next phase 
of this project.   
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new bypass farther to the north. 
 

7. 1. Route using Neal/Joe Nuxhall are "off the beaten path." 
2. Homes on Miami/9th in significant need of maintenance. Note: many are 
abandoned/boarded up. 
3. Original plans on announcements had high focus on ABE/EBE - probably 
affected turnout from Fordson Heights. 
4. The park/splashpad/ballfields rarely used. There were no community 
events planned or interest to make the ball fields "historical" until the city 
wanted to build on it. 
5. People are worried about a park they never use! 
 

Thank you for your comments. 

8. Build river crossing & rail crossing & improve existing through/connector 
streets & work on community development. 
 

Thank you for your comment. 

9. It looks like A is the only feasible option imo...it needs to be farther north 
than right at SN...this gives the best option as far as eliminating most 
intersections and avoiding downtown Hamilton.  
 

Thank you for your comment. 

10. The East-west connector at NW Washington is needed, but perhaps the 
solution is to focus more on going toward 127 and then over to the 
Woodsdale/Rt 4/63 corridor to connect to I-75. 
 

Thank you for your comment. 

11. This comment hits the point exactly on what is being missed for the North 
Crossing. If the issue is to relieve traffic through downtown while getting 
people to the West Side this project should also be considered a by-pass 
(North Hamilton By-pass Crossing). This route when tweaked is the least 
disrupted, but needs to address the flow of traffic onto Washington Blvd.  
 

Thank you for your comment. Potential traffic changes to NW Washington 
Blvd. will be studied in the next phase of this project.   

12. add one.. up joe nuxholl, up campbell, across rt 4, behind the engineers 
office up the hill to 129 

There is insufficient width along the Campbell alignment given the existing 
topography, as well as the hydraulic canal, bird sanctuary, and residences in 
this area. 
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Needs Response Responses 
1. Would be nice to know if my house will be affected before I make any 

upgrades - patio, tankless water heater, seamless gutters just to name a few 
 

We expect to narrow down the routes to two or three choices later this 
spring and those will be studied in more detail over the next nine months to 
a year to determine a final alignment.  

2. I feel using Neal Blvd routes aren't going to help reduce much traffic. You'll 
be tearing down historic water fountain left in neighborhood. 
Miami/9th routes have higher abandoned homes, older/worn down homes 
not taken care of. 
 
Also the meeting in Nov 2022 didn't show ANY routes w/Neal, find it a little 
shady there are half alternative routes w/that street now. I feel like ppl in 
that area may not have came today due to that street not being shown prior. 
 

Thank you for your comments. 
 
It was important to us that the public has an opportunity to review and 
provide feedback on the same alternatives that the Stakeholder Committee 
had the opportunity to review, so all alternatives were presented at the 
public open houses (both in-person and virtual). Through the Stakeholder 
Committee meetings, we gained the committee’s preferences and 
recommendations on which alternatives to advance for further study. Note, 
at the November community meeting, the stakeholder committee 
preferences were shared. We will consider the feedback gathered from both 
groups as we determine which, if any, of the alternatives to advance to the 
next phase of development.    
 

3. Why are you trying to go through the fair grounds and about the cemetery? 
They need to rest. and you are going to tear up their resting places... also 
tearing up the barns, arenas, and other places that could eliminate horse 
shows and other events there altogether could impact Butler county because 
people will have to take their kids to other fairs and line those county's 
pockets with money because they have to take their 4H child to a fair that 
will allow them to show horses. thesekids work hard on their projects all 
year... this is not fair to them at all. What about those losing thier homes 
because of this project? you might "compensate" them and "pay" for a new 
home. but what about those whose homes where there for years and do not 
want to move or lose their homes they had worked so hard to keep in their 
family?! Also you stated you would pay them to move. will you look for a 
new house they are looking for that they need for a higher price if one is 
more expensive than the home they have now due to the market increase? 
Will you be paying that as well? I am sure most of those families have homes 
that were passed down to them from family. And I am pretty sure they are 
worth more than you can give them... and they most likely can not move ore 
afford another house because of the wayt the housing market is and the 
crazy interest rates on homes anymore... 
 

The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is 
advanced to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how 
that impact will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a 
building, the design team will look for a nearby location near where the 
structure can be rebuilt prior to removing it). We are still looking at the 
routes at a very high level and it’s possible that none of the routes that 
impact the fairgrounds will be advanced for further study. We expect to 
narrow down the routes to two or three choices later this spring and those 
will be studied in more detail over the next nine months to a year.  
 
The design team has been working hard to develop project alternatives that 
avoid or minimize impacts to Greenwood Cemetery. Of the 16 possible 
routes that have been discussed, six would impact a small area in the 
northeast corner of the cemetery near the intersection of Joe Nuxhall 
Boulevard and Neal Boulevard (less than an acre). Most of this potentially 
impacted area is open space. The City does not anticipate the need to 
relocate any graves. 
 
Any project relocations will be undertaken in accordance with ODOT’s 
relocation policy. 
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Needs Response Responses 
4. Please learn your lesson from the South Hamilton crossing. It doesn't get 

used a lot and it displaced families. It makes the neighborhood unattractive 
and it didn't encourage economic growth, defiantly not from attracting 
families to move into the neighborhood. 
  

Thank you for your comment. 

 
 
If you would like to receive email updates about the North Hamilton Crossing project, please enter your email address below. 
 

Needs Response Responses 
1. I do not understand why it was noted during the October 2022 meeting the 

routes running through Fordson Heights were being removed from 
consideration, leading many homeowners and renters in Fordson Heights to 
believe they no longer had to worry about their quiet, family-friendly 
neighborhood being involved in this… but now these options are apparently 
back on the table?!? I wonder how many people from Fordson Heights have 
no idea that these options are still out there and are, therefore, not 
participating in this survey? Many of the homes on Neal Blvd are 80-95 years 
old, with at least one home from the 1890s and have been well cared for all 
of these years, sometimes owned by the same family for generations. Please 
do not wreck one of the most pleasant neighborhoods on the east side for 
this project 
 

It was important to us that the public has an opportunity to review and 
provide feedback on the same alternatives that the Stakeholder Committee 
was able to review. Through the Stakeholder Committee meetings, we 
gained the committee’s preferences and recommendations. The public open 
houses (both the in-person and virtual sessions) allowed us to gather input 
from the public. We will consider the feedback gathered from both groups 
as we determine which, if any, of the alternatives to advance for further 
study.  
 

 
 
ABOUT YOU TAB 
Please suggest any additional ways you think we can improve the inclusiveness of our public outreach efforts. 
 

Suggestions Responses 
2. it's own social media page, news articles, yard signs in all 17 strong 

neighborhoods, posters in local businesses or the library? 
 

Thank you for your suggestions. 

3. Have more neighborhood reps present at stakeholder meetings and ensure 
reps are actually talking to people in their neighborhood (as I have talked to 
several in the potentially affected areas that had not heard anything from their 

Thank you for your suggestions. 
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neighborhood representative).  Include reps from offices/businesses that will 
be directly affected by the route (such as Butler County ESC, Juvenile Court and 
Corrections Center, the businesses along the route..   
 

4. Include citizens at meeting that involve their houses.  
 

During the next phase of project development, we will be meeting with 
potentially affected neighborhoods to discuss and explore the alternatives 
advanced for further study in much greater depth. These engagements will 
give the community and project team the opportunity to work together to 
ensure that both project goals and neighborhood/community goals are 
understood and considered as the proposed alternatives undergo further 
analysis and possible refinement. 
 

5. If you know what streets would be utilized, put street names on the boards. 
 

Thank you for your suggestion. Major streets will be labeled on future 
maps. 

6. For younger people: social media 
For middle age/elders: utility bill inserts 
 

Thank you for your suggestion.  
 
Information about the project is currently being posted on the City of 
Hamilton’s social media sites: 
 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HamiltonOH 
Twitter: @HamiltonOH 
Instagram: https://www.facebook.com/HamiltonOH 

 
Information about the January 23, 2023 Public Open House and the Virtual 
Open House was sent out in residents’ and property owners’ January 
utility bills. 
 

7. Pick a better location and presubmit the info before the meeting 
 

Though we were pleased with the exceptionally high level of attendance 
and engagement at the January 23, 2023 in-person public open house, we 
understand that the cafeteria at the Fairview Elementary School proved to 
be too small of a venue for the meeting. We will be looking for larger 
venues for future public meetings. 
 
We were not able to release project materials prior to the January 23 in-
person Open House because they were still in development up until the 
meeting date. However, we extended the length of the 30-day Virtual 
Open House (which also began on January 23) by another 15 days to 
provide the public with additional time to review the materials, provide 
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comment, and ask questions. In the future, we will consider delaying the 
date of any in-person public meeting to allow us enough time to complete 
the materials and release them for public review before the meeting date. 
 

8. Signs, billboard, flyers 
 

Thank you for your suggestions. 

9. Provide more information on when and where public meetings are.  
 

Notification efforts for the January 23 Public Open House and the Virtual 
Public Open House included: 

• ¼ page paid advertisement in the Journal News  

• Multiple email notices sent to City of Hamilton subscribers through 
the City’s eblast system  

• Posts promoting the in-person and virtual open houses on the City 
of Hamilton’s Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram pages 

• A news release distributed to local media outlets on Dec. 13, 2021 

• Inserts placed in January utility bills of all City of Hamilton utility 
customers receiving paper billing; digital notices were included 
with bills for online payers. Inserts included a project Fact Sheet, 
Project Development Process information sheet, and meeting 
notification flyer.  

• 200 Fact Sheets, Project Development Process information sheets, 
and meeting notification flyers provided to North End RENEW and 
the North End Market for distribution and for North End RENEW 
representatives to leave as door drops around their 
neighborhoods 

• Approx. 250 Fact Sheets, Project Development Process 
information sheets, and meeting notification flyers distributed by 
City representatives via door drops at properties located in key 
North End areas and along Dayton Street 

• Yard signs (20) in both Spanish and English placed in throughout 
North End neighborhood and key other locations in the study area 

Notifications for future meetings will be distributed in a similar manner. 
 

10. Newspapers, social media, mass mailings to areas affected. This is a once in a 
lifetime chance to better Hamilton. Don't be so worried about the cost but 
what is best for all involved. Another bridge over the river and railroad crossing 

Thank you for your suggestions. Notification efforts for the January 23 
Public Open House and the Virtual Public Open House included: 

• ¼ page paid advertisement in the Journal News  
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is a plus where ever it is placed. But in my opinion, diverting traffic further to 
the north is the best way to go (Alternative A). 
 

• Multiple email notices sent to City of Hamilton subscribers through 
the City’s eblast system  

• Posts promoting the in-person and virtual open houses on the City 
of Hamilton’s Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram pages 

• A news release distributed to local media outlets on Dec. 13, 2021 

• Inserts placed in January utility bills of all City of Hamilton utility 
customers receiving paper billing; digital notices were included 
with bills for online payers. Inserts included a project Fact Sheet, 
Project Development Process information sheet, and meeting 
notification flyer.  

• 200 Fact Sheets, Project Development Process information sheets, 
and meeting notification flyers provided to North End RENEW and 
the North End Market for distribution and for North End RENEW 
representatives to leave as door drops around their 
neighborhoods 

• Approx. 250 Fact Sheets, Project Development Process 
information sheets, and meeting notification flyers distributed by 
City representatives via door drops at properties located in key 
North End areas and along Dayton Street 

• Yard signs (20) in both Spanish and English placed in throughout 
North End neighborhood and key other locations in the study area 

Notifications for future meetings will be distributed in a similar manner. 

 
11. In addition to community members and homeowners, consider businesses that 

could potentially be impacted. 
 

Thank you for the suggestion. Once the proposed alternatives are 
narrowed down to two or three options later this spring, we will be better 
able to identify and directly engage potentially affected businesses in the 
next phase of project development. This phase will focus on conducting 
deeper analysis of the alternatives advanced for further study, refining the 
alternatives, and identifying a Preferred Alternative. 
 

12. us mail.  door flyers are good if someone actually drops one off 
 

Thank you for your suggestions. Notification efforts for the January 23 
Public Open House and the Virtual Public Open House included: 

• ¼ page paid advertisement in the Journal News  

• Multiple email notices sent to City of Hamilton subscribers through 
the City’s eblast system  
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• Posts promoting the in-person and virtual open houses on the City 
of Hamilton’s Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram pages 

• A news release distributed to local media outlets on Dec. 13, 2021 

• Inserts placed in January utility bills of all City of Hamilton utility 
customers receiving paper billing; digital notices were included 
with bills for online payers. Inserts included a project Fact Sheet, 
Project Development Process information sheet, and meeting 
notification flyer.  

• 200 Fact Sheets, Project Development Process information sheets, 
and meeting notification flyers provided to North End RENEW and 
the North End Market for distribution and for North End RENEW 
representatives to leave as door drops around their 
neighborhoods 

• Approx. 250 Fact Sheets, Project Development Process 
information sheets, and meeting notification flyers distributed by 
City representatives via door drops at properties located in key 
North End areas and along Dayton Street 

• Yard signs (20) in both Spanish and English placed in throughout 
North End neighborhood and key other locations in the study area 

Notifications for future meetings will be distributed in a similar manner. 
 

13. More signage. Like signs on several corners. Last time I saw one in Northend 
and two on Washington/Elkton same corner. Also walk through was a real turn 
off. People gathered in groups in front of the posters and we couldn't get 
around them to see a lot. So many routes that we didn't get to see. Plus 
several of us were using canes/walkers can't stand lengths of time. Seating was 
very limited.  Need more signage,  a bigger room, and more seats. 
 

Thank you for your suggestions. We will consider more signage to help 
promote future meetings.  
 
Though we were pleased with the exceptionally high level of attendance 
and engagement at the January 23, 2023 in-person public open house, we 
understand that the cafeteria at the Fairview Elementary School proved to 
be too small of a venue for the meeting. We will be looking for larger 
venues for future public meetings. We did, however, extend the length of 
the 30-day Virtual Open House (which also began on January 23) by 15 
days to provide the public with additional time to review the materials, 
provide comment, and ask questions, as needed. 
 

14. I was just wondering where people would hear about this. I get the City of 
Hamilton weekly newsletter (I think it's called) so I was made aware of this 

Notification efforts for the January 23 Public Open House and the Virtual 
Public Open House included: 

• ¼ page paid advertisement in the Journal News  
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survey but I wonder how many people are unaware. 
 

• Multiple email notices sent to City of Hamilton subscribers through 
the City’s eblast system  

• Posts promoting the in-person and virtual open houses on the City 
of Hamilton’s Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram pages 

• A news release distributed to local media outlets on Dec. 13, 2021 

• Inserts placed in January utility bills of all City of Hamilton utility 
customers receiving paper billing; digital notices were included 
with bills for online payers. Inserts included a project Fact Sheet, 
Project Development Process information sheet, and meeting 
notification flyer.  

• 200 Fact Sheets, Project Development Process information sheets, 
and meeting notification flyers provided to North End RENEW and 
the North End Market for distribution and for North End RENEW 
representatives to leave as door drops around their 
neighborhoods 

• Approx. 250 Fact Sheets, Project Development Process 
information sheets, and meeting notification flyers distributed by 
City representatives via door drops at properties located in key 
North End areas and along Dayton Street 

• Yard signs (20) in both Spanish and English placed in throughout 
North End neighborhood and key other locations in the study area 

Notifications for future meetings will be distributed in a similar manner. 
 

15. Small community meetings with highest-impact neighborhoods (North End) 
with translators in attendance 
 

During the next phase of project development, we will be meeting with 
potentially affected neighborhoods to discuss and explore the alternatives 
advanced for further study in much greater depth. These engagements will 
give the community and project team the opportunity to work together to 
ensure that both project goals and neighborhood/community goals are 
understood and considered as the proposed alternatives undergo further 
analysis and possible refinement. 
 

16. With such a large impact to the Butler County Fairgrounds, I am disappointed 
that those that live outside the city, but use the fairgrounds and travel through 
the area frequently, were not very aware of this/it was not highlighted 
appropriately as a con/significant impact - I am on social media quite a bit and 

We continue to build our outreach network every day which includes 
identifying individuals and organizations that should received information 
about the project. One of the best ways for us to reach you is through 
social media and email. Since we post information about the NHX project 
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had no idea about this and it's potential harm to the fairgrounds until 3/9/23. 
 

primarily on the City of Hamilton’s social media platforms, we encourage 
you to follow their pages:  
 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HamiltonOH 
Twitter: @HamiltonOH 
Instagram: https://www.facebook.com/HamiltonOH 

 
We also encourage you to share your email address with us so we may 
send you project updates as they become available. You can sign up for 
updates by visiting the NHX project website and clicking on the Subscribe 
button at the bottom of any page of the website. 
 
The NHX design team understands that the fairgrounds have significant 
community value. If a route impacting a portion of the fairgrounds is 
advanced to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how 
that impact will be mitigated (for example, if it is unavoidable to miss a 
building, the design team will look for a nearby location near where the 
structure can be rebuilt prior to removing it). We are still looking at the 
routes at a very high level and it’s possible that none of the routes that 
impact the fairgrounds will be advanced for further study. We expect to 
narrow down the routes to two or three choices later this spring and those 
will be studied in more detail over the next nine months to a year.  
 

17. Stakeholders and city council members need to get out in the community to 
talk to the actual residents. Many do not have internet and have no idea what 
real impact you threaten our community. Using words like ENVISION or 
ILLUSTRATIVE purposes only leave a lot of room to lie. Start being honest with 
yourselves. Would you want a cemetery of your loved ones disrupted, or have 
opportunities of your children or grandchildren taken away in the town you 
live? Probably not, so go back to the drawing board.  
 

We are continually working to keep stakeholders and City Council 
members up-to-date on the details and progress of NHX project 
development.  
 
To help inform community members about the public open house held in 
January, city representatives distributed approximately 250 information 
packets (which included a project fact sheet, Project Development Process 
information sheet, and a meeting notification flyer) to properties located 
in key North End areas and along Dayton Street. 
 
The design team has been working hard to develop project alternatives 
that avoid or minimize impacts to Greenwood Cemetery. Of the 16 
possible routes that have been discussed, six would impact a small area in 
the northeast corner of the cemetery near the intersection of Joe Nuxhall 
Boulevard and Neal Boulevard (less than an acre). Most of this potentially 
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impacted area is open space. The City does not anticipate the need to 
relocate any graves. 
 

18. Sadly today's government is constantly dividing the American people by race, 
gender, income, etc. I agree with giving all affected a voice, but this page could 
be done away with. My race, age, or income level has nothing to do with the 
pertinent details of building a road. 
 

The page you are referencing features a series of demographic questions 
that the Ohio Department of Transportation asks on all of its surveys. The 
questions are designed to help ODOT better understand who is 
participating in the project development process. Feedback received is 
used to help ODOT identify possible improvements that need to be made 
to their outreach process.  
 

19. Better organization & controlled meeting 
 

We’re sorry you were disappointed with the format of the in-person public 
meeting. We acknowledge that the meeting space chosen for the meeting, 
the cafeteria at Fairview Elementary School, proved to be too small due to 
the number of people who attended (more than 300). We will be looking 
for a larger meeting space for the next public meeting. 
 

 
 

Needs Response Responses 
1. The walk thru meeting was way too small, way too vague. There are way too 

many routes not yet evaluated to see how people are going to be affected. I've 
been through this before living on High St.. It was horrible during constuction 
and no concern for the residents at all. Please treat all residents involved with 
respect. We received none until demanding meeting with all officials involved.  
 

We’re sorry you were disappointed with the format of the in-person public 
meeting. Though we were pleased with the exceptionally high level of 
attendance and engagement at the January 23, 2023 in-person public 
open house, we understand that the cafeteria at the Fairview Elementary 
School proved to be too small a venue for the meeting. We will be looking 
for larger spaces for future public meetings. We did, however, share the 
same information and materials online through the Virtual Open House 
which was open 24/7 for 45 days. People could visit and review the 
materials there as often as they wanted. 
 
During the next phase of project development, we will be meeting with 
potentially affected neighborhoods to discuss and explore the alternatives 
advanced for further study in much greater depth. These engagements will 
give the community and project team the opportunity to work together to 
ensure that both project goals and neighborhood/community goals are 
understood and considered as the proposed alternatives undergo further 
analysis and possible refinement. 
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We encourage you to sign up for email updates by going to our website 
(northhamiltoncrossing.org) and clicking on the Subscribe button at the 
bottom of any page. 
 

2. Continue to update your progress so the community knows. Thank You for this 
very thorough explanation regarding this North Hamilton Crossing 
  

Thank you for your suggestions. 
 
We encourage you to sign up for email updates by going to our website 
(northhamiltoncrossing.org) and clicking on the Subscribe button at the 
bottom of any page. 
 

3. why does my income have to do with it ?  
 

This question was part of a series of demographic questions that the Ohio 
Department of Transportation asks on all of its public input surveys. The 
questions are designed to help ODOT better understand who is 
participating in the project development process. Feedback received is 
used to help ODOT identify possible improvements that need to be made 
to their outreach process.  
 

4. These have nothing to do with this actual project!! (to reduce 129 congestion) 
  

These questions were part of a series of demographic questions that the 
Ohio Department of Transportation asks on all of its public input surveys. 
The questions are designed to help ODOT better understand who is 
participating in the project development process. Feedback received is 
used to help ODOT identify possible improvements that need to be made 
to their outreach process. 
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(submitted via Comment Forms and the Virtual Open House site) 
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ALL COMMENTS RECEIVED 
 
CONDITIONS TAB 
Question 6: Are there any other environmental features that you are aware of that are not included on the maps above? If you 
said yes, what are they? 
 

Comment Upvotes Themes 

1. Mental Health Treatment Center 1 Misc 
2. Bike/walking path 0 Recreation 
3. N/A 0 N/A 
4. Are the wetlands behind Fordson natural? 0 Question 
5. Quality Wetlands adjacent to the canal. Otters, Beaver, herons and waterfowl will be affected if the 

route close to the canal is selected. 
17 Wetlands, Wildlife 

6. Agricultural Habitat for wildlife, agricultural land vital to environment and economy. 4 Wildlife, Agriculture 
7. We do not need another bike path near Spooky Nook.  This will not be safe for Bikers or all of the guests 

of Spooky Nook.  We already have a good Bike trail on the East side of the River.  Do NOT waste the 
money on a Bike trail between the River and the Hotel of Spooky Nook! 

11 No Bike Path, Needs Response 

8. Butler county fairgrounds  7 Fairgrounds 
9. The amount of land being disturbed for this is disgusting! This is NOT ok!  2 Misc 
10. Butler County Fairgrounds on the fringe 1 Fairgrounds 
11. Butler County Fairgrounds.  Historical Cemetary 4 Fairgrounds, Cemetery 
12. Butler county fair grounds! 3 Fairgrounds 
13. Water main connections to primary residence are lead based underground and over 75 years old. Con: 

this project does not address the property owners environment. 
0 Misc 

14. Chemdyne Area 0 Chemdyne 
15. Much more info needed 0 Misc 
16. Map is too small to read 0 Misc 
17. Butler county Fair grounds! 0 Fairgrounds 
18. Butler County Fairgrounds…. Will greatly affect our 4H department 1 Fairgrounds 
19. Ground water well sites 0 Misc 
20. N/A 0 N/A 
21. - 0 N/A 
22. Fairgrounds are a historic site & canal is home to wildlife & eco system.  0 Fairgrounds, Wildlife 
23. 20+ leaking storage tanks???? I'd say that needs addressed immediately  1 Misc 
24. Printout is bad so I cannot comment. 1 Misc 
25. Farmland that is included in the area that should be considered. 2 Agriculture 
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Comment Upvotes Themes 
26. Butler County Fairgrounds/Agricultural Society 0 Agriculture, Fairgrounds 
27. Difficult to read maps at the scale presented.  Is the Great Miami River an ecological resource apart from 

the FEMA considerations?  Champion Paper is now Spooky Nook not sure if the change in context affects 
historic status?   Any historic association wit the railroads in the study area? 

0 Question 

28. There is a historical arch bridge on the former CH&D/B&O line/current CSX line spanning the Old 
River/Hamilton Hydraulic Canal; Also, the area highlighted in blue on the ecological map is known as 
Campbell's Island, historically known as Millikin's Island, and does contain a Ft. Ancient Culture site, 
though it was excavated in the 1920s.  I see that the site is marked on the map, but feel that needs to be 
given proper attention if any project were to occur in that area. 

0 Historical, Suggestion 

29. Butler county fair grounds 0 Fairgrounds 
30. Butler County Fairgrounds and the farm land on the North End, plus the wet lands by the canal. 0 Agriculture, Fairgrounds, 

Wetlands 
31. Butler county fairgrounds, local farmland, wooded areas and habitats for wetland animals  0 Fairgrounds, Agriculture, 

Wetlands, Wildlife 
32. Disagree -- we need to connect along the river on both sides -- it is not about Spooky Nook, it is about 

linking other areas of town together, like Main St or further down to Southern Hills.  The new bikeway 
ends at Spooky Nook and should continue to connect more neighborhoods.  

1 Recreation 

33. We need a safe path to the main trail. 0 Recreation 
34. Bird sanctuary  0 Wildlife 
35. The city in itself is in such dire need of all sorts of repairs, take a good look at the streets we have are 

absolutely TERRIBLE. And you want to create more of what you refuse to take care of now !!!!!! 
0 Misc 

36. The wetlands and birding areas near the canal. 0 Wetlands, Wildlife 
37. Farmland should be protected. Major disruption of land and possibly historical sites like the Greenwood 

Cemetery and Butler County Fairgrounds. All this for a transportation project to make Spooky Nook, an 
unproven financial investment for the the community and its investors as it is too new to evaluate, more 
accessible. 

0 Historical, Agriculture, 
Fairgrounds, Needs Response 

38. Nothing 0 N/A 
39. It appears to me if I'm reading it correctly that option A addresses the current concerns  0 Misc 
40. If you are going to have bike paths, how will you keep the citizens safe while on the path? Will there be 

dogs aloud and will there be a breed restriction?  
0 Question 

41. Bird Sanctuary, bike and walking trail and the farm 0 Recreation, Wildlife, 
Agriculture 

42. Most of the houses in the North End could be considered historic structures.  They survived the worst of 
the 1913 Flood. 

0 Historical 

43. If you download it, the picture becomes more readable. 0 Misc 
44. Butler county fair grounds.  0 Fairgrounds 
45. Butler County Fairgrounds need to be protected 0 Fairgrounds 
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46. The grounds for the Butler County Agricultural Society is not called out. 0 Agriculture 
47. Butler County Fairgrounds. You cannot replace the land that you would destroy. Hamilton is so 

concerned about saving historical aspects of the city. The fairgrounds is a valuable part of our 
community's history and heritage 

0 Fairgrounds 

48. Butler County Fairgrounds. It will greatly affect our 4H program, local farmers and history. It is ridiculous 
to make even more concrete and black top. Need a better solution. Too many environmental and 
historical impacts. 

0 Fairgrounds 

49. Butler County Fairgrounds 0 Fairgrounds 
50. Farmland along the river! 0 Agriculture 
51. Butler County Fairgrounds.  Several routes have significant impact on camping, parking, and the horse 

barns and arenas.  There's nowhere to relocate these. 
0 Fairgrounds 

52. Disturbing final resting places of those deceased. I just learned about this today in a post I hope this is 
not even being considered and was just a misunderstanding on this persons part. There is no road 
important enough to allow you to remove a loved one  from a grave site and relocate them.  

0 Cemetery, Needs Response 

53. Fairgrounds 0 Fairgrounds 
54. The Butler County Fairgrounds 0 Fairgrounds 
55. Butler Co. Fairgrounds.  0 Fairgrounds 
56. Save Agriculture, it is a way of life and it's what puts food on your tables. The Butler Co. 4-H and FFA 

programs need to be helped and grown not squashed by a road plowing through. The BC Agricultural 
Society is historical and a family tradition. Save the Fairgrounds! 

0 Fairgrounds 

57. Agree. Back in the late 90's early 2000's a group of Hamilton Firefighters bought the OLD Kroger building 
on westside Hamilton and built a Sports Zone. It was for a short time a training facility for minor league 
players in the area. People are putting ALL their hope in Spooky Nook and who is to say how long it will 
be an investment in the community. Life happens and hardships happen.  

0 Misc 

58. Ya don't take away the butler county fairgrounds from all the kids apart of 4h 0 Fairgrounds 
59. Do not take ground from the Fairgrounds!!! You already let a horrible Dollar General take the extra 

parking .  
0 Fairgrounds 

60. The Butler County Fairgrounds.  4-H and FFA are a few of the wholesome activities available to kids 
today.  They keep our kids actively involved in learning new things of interest to them, taking care of 
livestock, understanding the processes involved in keeping our food sources available... Kids work year 
round on projects to be able to display and share their learning with others at the fair.  This is a long 
standing tradition in Butler County - While the official ‘start’ of the Butler County Fair is said to be in 
1851, the fair-like concept began many years prior. The first official Butler County Fair was held in 1831. 
Hamilton residents would gather around the old courthouse and showcase things such as farming 
equipment, livestock, and produce. This continued until the Butler County Fair was officially organized in 
1851 by the Butler County Agricultural Society.  Way too many things have been stripped from kids 
today.  Technology cannot be the only thing we offer our kids.  They need hands on learning, sharing, 

0 Fairgrounds 
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and friendships!!!  Slow down, smell the fresh country air that is left, and drive like you have some sense, 
the roads will be fine as is.... 

61. Butler county fair is cultural site 0 Fairgrounds 
62. As a suggestion- If we implemented a contract with the train stations that they could not operate during 

rush hour traffic times that would allow traffic flow to bounce to the additional needed areas and would 
cost less than the additional structures submitted to be put in place. It would also allow train engineers 
to get the breaks that they need and allow the city operate and function as the previous plan. Obviously 
that contract would cost the city funds but it’s worth an idea to see the price difference versus 
construction costs.  
Additionally if anything were to be done to the Butler County Fair grounds for the sake of our city I think 
our city should ultimately pay a heavy price for that as that’s a county wide known location that bring in 
revenue to our city with guests from all over the county.  
 
The bike and walking trails could be a great thing or a bad thing as the trails in other cities like that tend 
to have a lot of news articles come out about late night murders. With it being right next to Spooky Nook 
it could potentially not be great for our community. It would be beautiful for sure but if it’s constructed, 
safety would have to be a number one priority.  
I also believe we should implement a “warming station” in a specific part of town so that the homeless 
have a place to charge their phones, ride share to jobs, change of clothes. Homelessness is running 
rampant. Shelters aren’t able to take many people anymore and evictions are happening all over. We’re 
only as strong as our “weakest” link. Many people who are homeless are amazing people with terrible 
luck. It would be nice to see us invest in our own people to get us up and moving again while the city is 
prospering again. Help the small landlords be able to compete with the big time real estates that are 
buying everything up like a monopoly game.  

0 Suggestion, Fairgrounds 

63. Fairgrounds. What will be done to preserve the land of the fairgrounds to keep it a place our kids can 
continue to have programs through 4h and FFA  

0 Fairgrounds, Question 

64. Butler County Fairgrounds  0 Fairgrounds 
65. Protect the Fairgrounds!  0 Fairgrounds 
66. fairgrounds  0 Fairgrounds 
67. Every year at the Butler County Fair kids from all over the county have the opportunity to bring their 

livestock and other projects to the fairgrounds. Throughout the year the kids, and adults, have 
meetings/events at the fairgrounds. Events outside of the 4-H/FFA organizations are also held at the 
Fairgrounds all through the year. Please do not take land away from the fairgrounds, it would 
significantly impact our local youth! In fact, the fairgrounds could have even more usefulness to the city 
with concerts and events that could attract more visitors! 

0 Fairgrounds 
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68. BUTLER COUNTY FAIRGROUNDS. You cannot destroy a piece of history. Investors/contractors/city 

officials should have thought about all of these traffic concerns BEFORE moving forward with the spooky 
nook project. Unbelievable.  

0 Fairgrounds, Needs Response 

69. Butler County Fairgrounds! 0 Fairgrounds 
70. Butler County Fairgrounds 0 Fairgrounds 
71. Fairgrounds  0 Fairgrounds 
72. Joe Nuxhall Ballfields has a historic marker. Bird sanctuary along Joe nuxhall.  0 Historical 
73. Bird sanctuary along Joe nuxhall. 

Joe nuxhall ball fields has a  historic marker.  
Wetlands around the canal, the animals will be effected.  

0 Wetlands, Historical 

74. Canal and bird sanctuary.  The less houses to be torn down the better 0 Wetlands 
75. Joe nuxhall ballfields are historical. 0 Historical 
76. Butler county fairgrounds/civil war encampment historical  0 Fairgrounds, Historical 
77. Butler County Fairgrounds is not mentioned in any of these environmental sites. Not even once. 

Eliminated the equestrian program, removing horse arenas, and 2/4 horse barns is not acceptable to the 
4-H members and families. The youth of Butler County works with their horse projects for years to 
prepare for this fair each year. Different from the livestock projects that are sold during the end of the 
week of the livestock auction, these horse exhibitors continue working with their horses years after 
years. 4-H members are eligible at 8 years old or in 3rd grade until 18 years of age.   

0 Fairgrounds 

78. The Greenwood Cemetery needs to be left alone, period. 170 year old cemetery that is a resting 
sanctuary for more than 10 of my family members, one which was laid to rest 1 year ago, is a historical 
site in Butler County. The engineer on Fox 19 News stated "they do NOT envision" moving any grave sites 
etc. However, until there is something in writing that states they will not move or relocate any existing 
plots or future plots that have already been purchased by other family members, I do not believe a word 
they say. This is absolutely ridiculous that they want to build a two lane crossway with center 
landscaping islands and decorative trees on the outside of each lane. It was stated in the "cons" that half 
of an acre of the Greenwood Cemetery would be affected in three different proposals.  

0 Cemetery, Needs Response 

79. Where is the Butler county fairgrounds listed on here? 0 Fairgrounds, Question 
80. Greenwood Cemetery - concern about taking part of cemetery for the road with possible graves  being 

disturbed.  Fairgrounds - disturbed that road will go right through fairgrounds taking equestrian 
programs away from the 4-H children.   

0 Fairgrounds, Cemetery, Needs 
Response 
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Question 7. If you have any comments regarding the demographics of the study area shown on the maps above, please share 
them below. 
 

Comment Upvotes Tags 

1. I believe the percentage of residents over 64 is incorrect in the Fordson Heights area.  I lived there for 
19 years and, while the demographics changed over time, there is still a significant amount of senior 
citizens that live there, many in home that they have lived in most of their adult lives or are multi-
generational homes.   

6 Fordson 

2. The area of the North End that is listed as underserved could become more severed with this project. 
I would expect the city to want to make this area much nicer with more traffic and visitors driving 
through. This could be a great opportunity for residents to get that area cleaned up and nice. 

7 Improve Areas 

3. A deep concern for displaced residents. $1 of rent/mortgage does not equal a $1 elsewhere.  0 Financial Concerns 
4. It’s sad how you care more about Spooky nook and it making you money than the people who have 

lived in the community for decades. All you care about is money for yourselves. There is no empathy 
for those you are displacing. 

0 Community Impacts 

5. NA 0 N/A 
6. Please ensure that NHX does not displace current residents due to gentrification.  Make 

improvements for current residents, not just for those driving thru or those hoping to gentrify the 
area and reap financial benefits for investors, not residents. 

13 Improve Areas 

7. Pls find ways to allow residents around NHX to gain improved access to the jobs shown on the 
economic development section and access to the training and supports they may need to qualify for 
those jobs. 

3 Improve Areas 

8. Excess traffic, taxes, ect. What? 0 Community Impacts, Question 
9. Con: not one mention of allocating any of this project to revitalizing infastructure of the property 

owners 
0 Community Impacts 

10. These populations need assistance and fair pricing for properties & moving expenses 0 Financial Concerns 
11. I appreciate the consideration of the lower income, elderly, & non-English speakers 0 Misc 
12. No problem with removal of uncared for property 0 Misc 
13. You will cut into the fair grounds and cemetery 1 Fairgrounds, Cemetery 
14. Most of these people can't afford to move to other areas where rent is higher. 0 Financial Concerns 
15. Go through Walden Pond instead 0 Suggestion 
16. Butler County Fairgrounds… will greatly affect our 4H department 1 Fairgrounds 
17. Can't really see from your map but I heard that there is a farmer that will be adversely affected from 

losing farm land to project. We do not need any more farm land taken out of production 
2 Community Impacts 

18. The new roadway should avoid the north end residential areas as much as possible. This would avoid 
bisecting the neighborhood and allow for better traffic flow on the new roadway. 

1 Community Impacts 
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Comment Upvotes Tags 
19. I don't believe the benefit of the few out way to displacing of people out of their homes. Yes you are 

buying property but most of the people living in these homes do Not own them they are renting. And 
they rent in this low income area because they cannot afford to pay more . 

4 Rent Not Own 

20. MAIN THING IS TO GET RID OF TRAFFIC CONGESTION ON MAIN STREET. 3 Misc 
21. We were planning on living here into our retirement years. Not so sure anymore. We pay taxes to 

both. Our home is Hamilton,  our lots are Fairfield Township. This has been home to us for27 years. 
It's SAD!! 

1 Misc 

22. I feel that this would be a great improvement concerning the congestion in the City of Hamilton. 
Especially for people who works outside of Butler County. I am so excited.  

1 Misc 

23. I cannot make a comment because maps are too hard to see/read, 2 N/A 
24. No 0 N/A 
25. This improvement MUST happen for Hamilton to keep up with the other growing areas around us. 

However, in the video it is said "a fair price will be given for those displaced by the project and 
relocation with be paid for." This needs to be paid for up front, not through a reimbursement, 
because most all of the people being displaced do not have the funds to move. Also, your fair price 
will essentially price them out of finding any home in Hamilton as the property values there will be 
much lower than what is available in the market. So, in the funds I believe that it needs to be 
allocated that the price of their property be paid for at whatever level is needed for them to afford 
comparable housing in Hamilton and not based on the property value. Hamilton, especially the more 
wealthy population, will benefit greatly from this improvement and that needs to be paid out upfront 
to the less fortunate. Hamilton decimated families when they built 129, don't do this again.  

1 Financial Concerns, Needs 
Response 

26. It is obvious that this project will have a significant impact to low income households in the study 
area.   Minimize relocations and preserve existing housing to the extent possible.   Do not displace 
residents for convenience of visitors or commuters outside the City.  

0 Community Impacts 

27. Please fix existing streets 0 Improve Areas 
28. They already have gotten rid of a lot affordable homes people lived in and pushed elderly people out 

of their homes previously. where are they suppose to go that’s affordable since the market has 
skyrocketed in Hamilton.  

0 Question, Financial Concerns 

29. Fix existing streets 0 Improve Areas 
30. The NH Xing will bring economic opportunities for the City. Those gain, perhaps through a TIF, should 

then be redirected into investments within the North End neighborhood. 
0 Improve Areas 

31. Too many people are losing their homes  0 Community Impacts 
32. No comment  0 N/A 
33. These are not as cut and dry as these pictures would make it.  When you look at a farm and a 

fairgrounds, many people are affected that don't live on the address. 
0 Community Impacts 

34. Crossing from NW Washington Blvd over to Joe Nuxhall  Blvd around the Cemetery over to Route 4 
and around the back of the fairground wound impact the least number of homes.  

0 Suggestion 
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Comment Upvotes Tags 
There are a lot of vacant lots in that area where new houses and apartments could be built to 
rehouse those residents who  homes are impacted and they would not have to leave the area.   
it would also be a good opportunity to make small parks with play ground equipment, basket ball 
hoops , picnic table and chairs etc,  to improve the quality of life in the area.   So that the affected 
street community residents can stay connected, rather than have traffic light to hold up the traffic 
have a pedestrian bridge over the road as used a lot in Europe and LasVagus.  

35. I think we need to start making an effort to have more Spanish translated materials. Also, where 
possible, include recordings for blind and visually-impaired people.  

0 Suggestion 

36. The city needs to invest in improving the roads, improve lighting, holding landlords accountable and 
sustaining affordable housing in the North End, not dividing the neighborhood and putting a 5 lane 
road through it. This would only hurt the underserved population more. The neighborhood has 
spoken and we say don't displace our residents, and leave our park and fields alone!!!! 

0 Community Impacts 

37. The North End residents were mainly kept in the dark about this until recently. Very few were aware 
of the first stakeholders meeting or the ones after. I would think that the stakeholders would consist 
of the homeowners that would be affected in the city's actions for these routes they are suggesting. 
I'm aware that most people that are in favor of the impact on northern live on the west side and are 
just looking for a quicker way to get back and forth across town.  

0 Misc 

38. Please ensure that we think and respect the lives here. We don't want to divide our community and 
push generations that have lived in their homes for years to be displaced. Please leave our green 
space, our parks , our homes alone. We are already an underserved community, we don't need a 5 
lane road bisecting our quiet community. 

0 Community Impacts 

39. A person that use to work for a city public works city's really don't think about stuff before making 
decisions because your going to destroy the fair grounds where kids like my daughter make 
memories! 

0 Fairgrounds, Needs Response 

40. Preserve green wood cemetery  0 Cemetery 
41. I DO NOT think it is ok to disturb the butler county fairgrounds or the cemetery either!!!!!!! 0 Fairgrounds, Cemetery 
42. Protect the 4-H and FFA youth of Butler County. Protect the Fairgrounds!  0 Fairgrounds 
43. The Butler County Educational Service Center is severely impacted by a number of these alternatives. 

The fact that we employ over 750 people as well as host a number of large events each year will have 
serious consequences to not only our employees but the entire community serve.  

0 Misc 

44. Please keep in mind that Hamilton is our county seat.   I am sure some of the hundreds of rural Butler 
County children that learn important skills at the fair are underserved as well, even if they don’t live 
within the affected area.   With easements and such, the fairgrounds would be gone.  Can you afford 
to buy and build a new fairground elsewhere?  Or will we be the only county in the state with no 
county fair? 

0 Fairgrounds, Question 
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Comment Upvotes Tags 
45. My family is buried in greenwood cemetery. Thats hollowed ground. I do not believe in disturbing  

our dead. Both green wood nd the butler county fair grounds should not be touched. They are 
historical land marks 

0 Cemetery, Fairgrounds, Needs 
Response 

46. Displacing citizens is not the answer. If a road goes through the North End it will be detrimental to 
our community.  

0 Community Impacts 

47. The whole East side of  Hamilton is underserved and always has been. No one cares about us. Look at 
our roads compared to west side roads which are continually repaved. Just one example.  

0 Misc 

48. Stakeholders that have come to start the Spooky Nook project came with a few million in pocket. 
However, the citizens of Hamilton have been footing the bill since and will now be forced to provider 
the funds for this project. Majority of this population is underserved and this is wrong. Relocating the 
underserved population, regardless of buy out with a portion of their own tax dollars to do this, will 
impact the ongoing cost of maintaining their new home. Are the stakeholders going to pay for 
that??? 

0 Question, Financial Concerns 

49. Transportation from new location may negatively affect their employment or income because many 
people now walk to local health care centers, the cemetery, ball parks, and local stores and may be 
forced to purchase vehicles that are now in their budget. Are the stakeholders going to pay for new 
vehicles for these families??? 

0 Question, Community Impacts 

50. These populations are not underserved.  They are the most served!  Lower income does not mean 
they are not being served the same as everyone else.      

0 Misc 

51. The Butler County Fair Grounds is a historical site existing over 165 years old. I am completely 
disappointed and outraged that stakeholders and the city council did not appropriately inform 
participants in the 4-H and FFA communities of the specific plans. Your illustrative maps and vague 
verbage undermine the people of this town. The first virtual meeting and invites were during the 
middle of a Nation-wide and World-wide pandemic when people of this town did not even feel safe 
going to the grocery store to feed their families. Shame on the people that though it was appropriate 
to have the first meeting during a pandemic.  

0 Fairgrounds 

52. I fear the term "economic development" as applied to the North End.  The neighborhood that will 
remain to the north of the route that plows through the area and south of the cemetery will be easy 
pickings for buyout for some sort of mass development similar to that what is being done on N. 
Second St. north of Black Street.  Then the area south of the proposed route and north of Heaton St. 
will fall prey to the same thinking.  The area with the least means to defend itself, the least means to 
find and afford adequate housing in areas out side of the "north end" and with a history of being 
ignore and overlooked are being preyed upon with these plans. This kind of urban planning went out 
in the 70s.  Splitting up neighborhoods to create more direct traffic routes has been thoroughly 
REJECTED as an intelligent means of dealing with mass transit projects through urban environments. 
Inn fact, cities like Portland, Oregon and Boston have reclaimed the the land lost to multilane traffic 
route through their cities.  It just isn't done anymore. Why are you even considering this costly and 

0 Community Impacts, Question 
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Comment Upvotes Tags 
destructive plan?  If ever there was an example of certain class of people having no "privilege" to be 
heard, represented and protected by their city government. 

53. A dollar of rent in the area known as the North End will not equal a dollar in other areas of the city.  I 
have friends who rent a three bedroom house for their family of four on N. Seventh for $875.  Just 
two blocks away on Dayton Street you can barely find a one bedroom apartment for that amount.  
The city claims they have a support program for those displaced, including rent support. How long 
will the financial assistance continue.  How will they afford to live in Fairfield where a two bedroom 
apartment runs $1400? How will the be able to access public housing they may qualify when the 
waiting list holds little promise of securing housing for months and even years?   Yes, some of the 
housing stock in the effected area may not meet the standard most of us expect.  That is the result of 
poor enforcement of zoning and safety laws. Proper enforcement would raise the standard. We seem 
to be in such a hurry to displace people from their homes in the name of these new and to date, 
unproven and incomplete commercial  developments. One only has to look at the area at the corner 
of N. Tenth and High St. The developer has yet to come up with a final plan two years after the city 
was in a big hurry to tear down the housing there. 

0 Financial Concerns, Question 

54. This doesn't affect the end goal. Anyone affected or forced to relocate should be compensated with 
fair market value. 

0 Misc 

55. Were they certified for accuracy 0 Question 
56. This is immaterial, in my opinion, to the ultimate stated goals. (129 congestion) 0 Misc 

 
 
NHX CONCEPT TAB 
Question 8 (Optional): Please use this space to share any additional comments you may have regarding the proposed concept 
for the roadway. 
 

Comment Upvotes Tags 
1. Looks nice and homey 0 Misc 
2. Isn't this a little slow to get all of the west side of Hamilton across town? 1 Question 
3. The presentation was a mess over crowded, should have been held at a larger facility to facilitate the 

amount of people that are coming to be informed. 
2 Misc 

4. The proposed speed limit seems like an ideal balance of traffic flow with safety for residents. However 
the example photos appear to have wide lanes and long sight lines which leads to actual traffic 
conditions regularly exceeding the speed limit. Please consider traffic calming measures such as trees 
in the median and side lawns. 

5 Speed Reducing 

5. Needs to have median in middle and pedestrian friendly countermeasures to slow traffic down 3 Speed Reducing 
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Comment Upvotes Tags 
6. There’s a huge difference in the appearance of both examples.   0 Misc 
7. All the trees and bike path would be great to see. This could be a great chance to make this area bright 

and become an area to showcase. This would make it easy for residents to get access to downtown, 
access the bike trail and access to the west side. 

7 Bike Path 

8. If you put this on Princeton it will be a traffic disaster!  It will be noisy, and highly inconvenient.  
Specifically the neighborhood of Fairfield ridge will be greatly impacted. 

0 Misc 

9. Incorporate traffic calming measures to discourage speeding, but don't bog traffic flow with a lot of 
traffic signals 

0 Speed Reducing 

10. No curb parking 4 No Parking 
11. You are taking away historic ballfields and peoples homes.  I do not like it.  2 Removing Land 
12. Any route that bisects residential areas north of Heaton and south of Northland will add more burden 

to an impoverished & underserved population. As an historical site, the ballfields need to stay intact as 
that is how we identified to the state of Ohio history connection.  

0 Historic, Community Impacts 

13. Speed pads will be necessary. As someone who grew up frequently travelling along Tylersville in that 
model area - drivers go 45-50 mph and it's very unsafe for walking even on the sidewalks.  

0 Speed Reducing 

14. This is a waste of time and money. No one is going to take this route when trying to get to the west 
side. It is too far out of the way.  

0 Unsupportive, Misc, Needs 
Response 

15. I would argue for a higher speed limit. Middletown has many similar designs at 45MPH - if cross 
streets and traffic allow, 45MPH seems reasonable. 

0 More Efficient 

16. Make a 4 lane hwy with speed of 45 or more By Pass 0 More Efficient 
17. I (we) would have preferred a limited access roadway (such as/similar to HWY 129) with on/off-ramps 

for major streets, but that is probably prohibitively expensive and may not have best served the needs 
of the communities/stakeholders involved. 

0 Limited Access 

18. We do also have a railroad track on vine that would allow traffic to flow through he without destroying 
the homes and lives of hundreds of people. This neighborhood is so unique and to just tear it down 
and put people in danger by digging up Chem Dyne (which isn’t ready for public reuse) is very 
unnecessary.   

10 Chemdyne, Railroad Track, 
Suggestion 

19. Speed limit should be raised as well as eliminating the landscaped median. The need for efficient 
travel should be an important aspect of the roadway. No roundabouts should be considered as they 
tend to slow traffic down and they are very expensive. 

3 More Efficient 

20. If you feel the need for a Bike Trail then make the Bike Trail separate.  Don't we already have a Bike 
Trail in Hamilton? 

2 Question, No Sidewalks 

21. How will the street in this area be lit up at night? 0 Question 
22. I particularly like the picture with the vegetation in the middle.  Trees and landscaping really do make 

a community world's better.  It shows commitment to the area and community.  And to visitors 
coming to the area who see that we care enough to plant trees and take care of the landscaping sends 
a message that Hamilton is a good community in which to live. 

0 Beautification 
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Comment Upvotes Tags 
23. Impacts fairgrounds too much 0 Fairgrounds 
24. If the route is going to go through the North End part of Hamilton, will access to the roadway be 

somewhat limited. If there are going to be a lot of traffic lights or stop signs, it won't end up being 
much better than RT 129 (High Street) is now. I thought the idea was to take the through traffic on RT 
129 from east of Hamilton via the North Crossing and send them to Washington Boulevard to points 
north and west of Hamilton. That way the only through town traffic that would be absolutely required 
would be to get to Millville Avenue. 
 
If traffic is funneled to Washington Boulevard, is the going to be some sort of traffic control for the 
areas side streets other than just stop signs? The four way stop at Washington Boulevard and 
Cleavland Avenue spaces out traffic on Washington Boulevard. This makes getting out of or crossing 
the side streets between Cleavland Avenue and Eaton Avenue difficult at times. 

3 Question, Limited Access 

25. The tylersville example is a good one.  It looks nice, it helps with environmental sustainability, and can 
be a point of pride for residents. 

1 Beautification 

26. Seems like it will just turn into another route 4 of people driving too fast and houses selling to 
businesses to make more used car lots.   

1 Unsupportive, Misc, Needs 
Response 

27. Nice idea but likely not enough capacity long-term and we will back to the status quo of too much 
congestion.  

0 Unsupportive, Misc, Needs 
Response 

28. Would like to see street trees and other streetscape improvements as much as possible. Consider 
install of public trashcans in key areas like commercial corridors. 

0 Beautification 

29. Will there be safe crossing to get to the other side? 0 Question 
30. I would love to see reduction of traffic on 129/High/Main during morning and afternoon rush hours 0 Support 
31. Understand the need. Like the fact that it is blvd style road. I think it will help address the Nook related 

congestion issue. Very interested to see what improvement are proposed around the roadway: 
Community improvements, possible residential development improvement ideas & plans. 

0 Neighborhood improvements 

32. It probably is the best kind of roadway, but we thought it was more of a highway 0 Thought Highway 
33. Upgrade neighborhood alley roadways, electrical lines, water hookups, property needs, small road 

alley cut offs. 
0 Neighborhood improvements 

34. Do not disturb the Chem Dyne Area. Catastrophic consequences. I know about the original complaints 
about the area. I know the original (unintelligible) who stopped up this lethal location. 

0 Chemdyne 

35. Cross trafic control??? 0 Question, Limited Access 
36. Prefer a greened median in the center. 1 Beautification 
37. Landscaped medians, while pretty and good for traffic calming, restrict left turn access to homes and 

businesses along the street. I too have concerns about digging up ChemDyne and more needs to be 
done to get CSX to cooperate with the city and give up their unused tracks. 

2 Chemdyne, Railroad Track, More 
Efficient 
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Comment Upvotes Tags 
38. Concerned about more road noise. We live above the fairgrounds in Fairfield Ridge and are worried 

about noise. Will a sound barrier be installed of the tree road removes trees and grassland behind our 
homes? Also, the of loss of natural resources for the fox, deer, etc that live between us and the 
fairgrounds will be ousted once again. 

1 Question, Removing Land 

39. Away from residences with higher speed limit ideal 0 More Efficient, Removing Land 
40. Parking on a bridge? 0 Question 
41. The road design is fine but any road that tears down homes and displaces residents is not a plan I 

favor. 
0 Removing Land 

42. find a way to do the crossing but not take farming and peoples land. This will create traffic in un-
wanted areas  

1 Removing Land 

43. For god's sakes install the bare minimum stop lights. 1 More Efficient 
44. No need to slow down traffic, its a bypass not a state park.  Keep traffic MOVING. 0 More Efficient 
45. Fact.  Bike trails here is an expense we could prolly do without.  Im more for a DEDICATED bypass, and 

not just more roads with stop signs and stoplights, if it is done that way, the congestion will just sit in a 
different part of town.  Good grief, bike trails.  Why? 

0 No Sidewalks, More Efficient, 
Needs Response 

46. As long as it's not going down Neal Blvd. 1 Misc 
47. I think a landscaped median between traffic heading in opposite directions will add significant value to 

this project.  
0 Beautification 

48. The entire concept is needed and is excellent. 0 Support 
49. This is the least important item right now. 0 Misc 
50. If the new roadway steers clear of mostly residential neighborhoods, sidewalks wouldn't be needed. 0 No Sidewalks 
51. Sorely needed, especially with Spooky Nook now operating 0 Support 
52. it's going to create homeless men, women and children and we don't need more homeless people. 2 Misc 
53. Adding additional lanes on both sides of the roadway for street parking would actually be very helpful 

to the residence  
1 Add Parking 

54. CROSSING NEEDS TO BE SEPARATE OF NIEGHBORHOODS, LIKE   
 AN  EXTENSION OF 129 TO NORTHWEST HAMITON TO SPEED UP TRAFFIC.PLENTY OF ROOM FOR 
BUSINESS AND RESIDENTIAL AFTER A HIGHWAY STYLE EXIT. 

1 More Efficient 

55. I agree with everything except the speed limit. I understand the 35 MPH for the neighborhood areas, 
but if there are any long stretches without neighborhoods I think the speed limit should be increased 

0 More Efficient 

56. The new roadway should have a median and synchronized traffic signals.  No on street parking. 1 No Parking 
57. A turn lane would be better than median or divider.  2 Misc 
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Comment Upvotes Tags 
58. I am very concerned if this road development uses north west Washington Blvd  the access points 

from residential streets and residential driveways is already a nightmare!!  At morning hours and 
evening rush hour it is almost impossible to get out of driveways and side street to travel towards 
downtown.  I have not seen any plan that outlines how this traffic pattern will be safer?   There are 
several  senior communities along this route and their safety is my concern too 

1 Question 

59. Great Idea. I believe the speed should be 45. 1 More Efficient, Support 
60. Don't like the landscape median.  1 Misc 
61. The only thing I don't like is the ability for people to speed.We have a real problem with speeders in 

residential neighborhoods and school zones with no response to the problem.Example Park Ave,the 
recent speed limit signs are useless 

1 Speed Reducing 

62. how do you cross the streets at the intersections safely will there be traffic lights 1 Question 
63. It's amazing that for more than 50 years people wanted a bridge across the Miami River south of 

Columbia bridge, by St. Claire Ave. Now all of a sudden we need one north of town?  
1 Misc, Question 

64. Cross walks with flashing lights, like Miami Oxford has, should be used to ensure the safety of the 
residents in these neighborhoods.  

1 Speed Reducing 

65. I think enforcing a 35mph will be very challenging due to the two lanes each way. When Main & High 
are not congested, speed remains an issue there. 

0 Speed Reducing 

66. Please include provisions for street trees along both sides of any new roadway.   Also consider placing 
utitlies underground.   Limit speeds to 25 mph in residential areas. 

0 Beautification, Speed Reducing 

67. Design is nice, but speed limit should be 40-45, given the distance it will cover (as long as it is not 
routed through residential areas where houses are in close proximity to the street, which I hope it is 
not).   

0 More Efficient 

68. Bike path money is a waste and very expensive  0 No Sidewalks 
69. Please fix existing streets 0 Neighborhood improvements 
70. Please fix existing streets 0 Neighborhood improvements 
71. Roundabouts are proven to increase traffic flow. Folks just need to learn how to use them. 0 Misc 
72. What would it look like when it crosses the flood plain.  Would it be a raised causeway? 0 Question 
73. Please include protected bike lanes within the design. 0 Bike Path 
74. Trees in the median would be nice.  Also if alot of parking is added the street will appear much more 

wide, although parking does also tend to slow traffic which may be a benefit. 
0 Beautification 

75. My biggest concern would be for Emergency vehicles. High street right now is a mess  for Emergency 
vehicles and those trains that back traffic up at peak times. 

0 Misc 

76. trees will hurt the sight lines, who is going to keep children from playing in the center median? 0 Question 
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77. it is also very difficult to cross at the intersections between West Elkton and Cleavland now. We have 

to think of public safety before speed of travel. We will need traffic light on each side of the river. At 6 
to 16 our children think they are indestructible and will not have the best judgement on crossing a 35 
to 45 MPH road. Will it be your son or daughter that dies to get a traffic light put up, to little late. 

0 Speed Reducing 

78. Minimize the side roads/street lights on this roadway or it will clog up with cars just like High/Main 
street does 

0 Limited Access 

79. Parking should be included in drawings and will be needed! 0 Add Parking 
80. Speed limit should be 40, like Neiland Blvd. 0 More Efficient 
81. With the proposed installation of landscaping, it is important to anticipate/plan for future 

maintenance and consult with the City Arborist to ensure appropriate tree species are planted.  If 
possible, lighting inside the island would look nice. 

0 Beautification 

82. Needs higher speed limit — at least 45mph 0 More Efficient 
83. No grass medium 45 miles speed limit 0 More Efficient 
84. This looks like it would fit on Joe Nuxholl all the way up through campbell, then across route 4, behind 

the engineer office and up the hill to the highway 
0 Suggestion 

85. I have been on both of those stretches of road on Tylersville and Wilmington Pike, Kettering. They are 
great.  We can do this. 

0 Support 

86. 129 at Hampshire is dangerous and already hard to get in and out of as it is.  If it must come close, why 
not send the traffic down Princeton Pike past the stores and restaurants there instead.  I'm sure they 
would all benefit from the excess traffic and the by-pass is an easy access to the regional highway. 

0 Suggestion 

87. I think that mph caps are minimally observed (think Ross Ave, B Streets 25 mph, but rarely observed). 
Things like medians and multi-use lanes make the roads calmer, cleaner, and safer.  

0 Speed Reducing 

88. This is an unsafe plan, putting the road near or on chem dyne, near a park which children play at. Who 
will be held accountable when the first child fatality happens? We all know that Joe Nuxhall is already 
used as a drag strip. This will not only divide the neighborhood, but pose a huge safety concern. 

0 Speed Reducing, Chemdyne 

89. This is a safety issue and no matter what you do it won't mitigate the risks of children being put in 
danger of increased traffic, noise pollution and the division of the neighborhood. 

0 Speed Reducing 

90. The road should be built without dividing the North End neighborhood, uprooting families 0 Removing Land 
91. The road should be built without dividing the North End neighborhood, without uprooting people and 

families, and without destroying the history of the neighborhood.  This could be done by finding a path 
around the North End neighborhood, and in some places making the road narrower. 

0 Removing Land 

92. I would not see a problem with going through ChemDyne if it is done safely with the approval of the 
EPA or other officials who would be involved. 

0 Chemdyne Support 

93. Another 35 mph road. Need quicker commute 0 More Efficient 
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94. Most people  try to avoid all downtown streets of Hamilton. Traffic is never moving. Need more trees. 

Need a faster less interrupted roadway. Should be kept away from residential areas and allow traffic 
to actually move. Do not need additional congested areas that we already have and continue to just 
further exasperate instead of improve. Most of the roads in the area need repaired. Need to repair 
before make more to need repair 

0 More Efficient, Suggestion 

95. Too large of an impact on Butler County Agricultural Society. The Fairgrounds need to be preserved. 
Keep 4-H and FFA significant in Butler Co. 

0 Fairgrounds 

96. Pick somewhere else 0 Unsupportive, Misc, Needs 
Response 

97. Just doing quick math, I'm seeing approximately 100' wide path.  Seems excessive considering there 
doesn't seem to be an ideal path without significant sacrifice. 

0 Misc 

98. Worried about impact to fairgrounds, a very important place in butler county  0 Fairgrounds 
99. Leave the living where they live. The dead as well, no new road, no matter how much connectivity it 

will bring, is worth digging up the deceased. If this road was so highly needed why wasn't it put in 
before starting construction on spooky nook. 

0 Removing Land 

100. If necessary the roadway could be separated to facilitate accommodation of existing structures.  I 
think the bridge should line up with Washington Blvd on the West end and terminate with Hampshire 
on the East.  I think that closing the Black Street Bridge because of age probably necessary, but It 
needs to be replaced with the replacement lining up with the rerouted Rhea St.  The East end of the 
new route ending on Hampshire will reduce traffic on the East end of High Street which is a big 
benefit.  Extending the road from the new Black St. Bridge to the new North Crossing blvd. will also 
reduce High Street traffic. 

0 Suggestion 

101. Just fix the streets that were torn up and badly patched many many years ago  instead of correctly 
resurfacing streets Hamilton made all of them a hot mess. We don’t really care as people of Hamilton 
make it easier for out of Townes can get to spooky nook   Fix the streets that are already present. This 
idea is the most ridiculous thing I have ever heard of for one establishment (spooky nook). If they 
don’t like our city streets move on to another city and tear it up 

0 Needs Response, Neighborhood 
improvements 

102. I would like to see 40-45 mph 0 More Efficient 
103. I do not agree with 35mph in a residential neighborhood.  I also don't see the need to tear down more 

homes due to putting a median in with flowers.  
0 Speed Reducing 

104. Don't need a median. 0 Misc 
105. So many other options!!!!!   Why not use the old truckers route when the Ford plant was there?  Why  

not use that route?  It would be a much easier way to go and it's already set for 3 lanes which would 
include a turn lane if needed.  Then spam the Great Miami River and turn the road to connect back to 
Spooky Nook.  But the better question is why wasn't Spooky Nook built at better location that could 
handle the influx of traffic?.  That's just my 97 cents worth 

0 Suggestion 
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106. I live in the 1400 block on Maple Ave. we have Rt 129 behind us and the tree lined walking path is 

between our backyard and Rt 129. The path is very lovely, however there is much garbage/litter that 
gets left to blow in the wind. There are no garbage cans. However if there were garbage cans, would 
they be maintained? This is the East side which no one cares about.  Since the 129 connector was put 
in, people now use the 1300 & 1490 blocks of Maple as a cut-thru to avoid the traffic on Rt 129. Our 
street is now very unsafe for all the children who walk to and from school, as well as the residents who 
live on Maple. And the condition of the street pavement is horrendous: pot hole after pot hole. No 
one observes the speed limit either. Please consider all of this for the nearby residents of the new 
crossing.  

0 Misc 

107. Test response 0 Misc 
108. An extremely expensive vision that is going to drain the city for many a year  0 Unsupportive, Misc, Needs 

Response 
109. Many houses or land will need to be used to make that happen.  Maybe one lane both ways and a turn 

lane and parking if needed.       
0 Suggestion 

110. Has any one from the city and stakeholders shared that the underserved population are footing the 
bill for this decorated landscaping and north Hamilton crossing??? You will bankrupt our city!!!! Stop 
presenting these routes as great for the community when the end goal is to get athletes to Spooky 
Nook!  

0 Needs Response, Unsupportive, 
Misc 

111. All these paths lead to Spooky Nook! This should have NEVER been brought to this small town. This 
same scenario happened in PA and completely bankrupt their small hometown. Shame on Hamilton 
Council for even allowing this to happen. Every route disrupts historical sites in Hamilton, OH. German 
Village/Historical District, Butler County Fairgrounds, and Greenwood Cemetery. All have been here 
between 170-175 years.  

0 Historic 

112. This plan has a major impact to the county fair 0 Fairgrounds 
113. You will not be digging up our ancestors in the cemetary.  Nor plowing through our beloved 

fairgrounds  
0 Cemetery, Fairgrounds, Needs 

Response 
114. The current roadways in Hamilton ( 129 Io High St,)  has less traffic from current employers in 

Hamilton on weekends when soccer tournaments are going on at Spooky Nook.  So why put in all of 
this infrastructure to accommodate out of town families., We hen current Hamilton taxpayers are 
footing the bill for all of this? 

0 Question 

115. The new overpass on Grand Boulevard present the city with a low cost alternative to the NEX.  Traffic 
from the west side of the city can be routed down B street to the Pershing Avenue Bridge. With minor 
improvements. B street could be widened, or have more lanes open southbound in the A.M.  and 
more lanes open northbound in the P.M. Traffic crossing the river at Pershing avenue can proceed 
across the new overpass, through Grand Boulevard onto Hamilton Mason to By-pass 4. It so simple. 
The new traffic circle and overpass greatly aide the flow of traffic both ways on this route. 

0 Suggestion 
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Question 17: If you have any comments regarding on the initial alternatives discussed above, please share them in the box 
below. It will help us if you identify which alternative(s) you are referring to in your response. 
 

Comment Upvotes Tags 

1. First few are too long and unnatural looking. Not sure drivers will seek to go that far out of the way to 
get into the city. The last few are more direct and look to better aid in splitting up traffic more 
efficiently going in and through downtown. 

2 Con North, Pro South 

2. Alternative A allows for the most direct access to the north west and west side of the city. It allows a 
large volume of traffic to flow uninterrupted into the northern half of the West side. It would also 
incentivize through traffic traveling to/from north and west through the city to take NW Washington 
with less lights than risk taking High/Main with many lights. This would take significant strain off of the 
Eaton-Main st. and 129-127 intersections. 

4 AltA Support 

3. Most pros, least cons, least affected houses, stays away from graveyards and parks  0 Efficient 
4. I want to keep the historical areas untouched, and the green spaces need to be preserved  10 Historic 
5. Alternatives A through D would cause excessive problems for Fordson Heights, a quiet, peaceful 

neighborhood that has remained a charming subdivision since its creation, full of senior citizens and 
young families.  It would also interfere excessively with businesses on route 4, particularly the new 
storage business that your roadway would run right through the middle of.   

0 Con North 

6. Alternatives A-D would affect too many people in the North End and Fordson Heights, not to mention 
businesses on Route 4 with very little benefit to traffic.  Less than 30 seconds of drive time does not 
seem worth the monetary cost or the effect on these neighborhoods.   

3 Community Impacts 

7. In your October 2022 meeting notes, it says no further study was recommended for these  routes.  
What happened to that? 

2 Question 

8. Please do not relocate families or existing neighborhoods.  Build the road far enough out that 
development will expand.  

1 Home Loss 

9. Routes close to High seem like better options. I would not want to drive so much farther to the 
northeast on a long odd road. Excited to see what those areas in the Northend around 9 Street and 
Miami Ave will look like and become.  

2 Con North 

10. Having a river bridge as a backdrop to RiversEdge amphitheater - not a good idea  0 Misc 
11. Please take into consideration the impact on the county fairgrounds and it's value to the development 

of youth in the county.  Many of these routes impact the fairgrounds in a negative manner and really 
don't positively impact the surrounding areas either.  It is important to consider the impact on the 
community as development continues to infringe on greenspace and agriculture and the overall 
impact that has on the community as a whole.  

11 Fairgrounds 
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12. Economic development farther up the river is very important as it will help reduce traffic on High St. 

Currently we only have development along High/Main. There will already be enough traffic around 
Spooky Nook from visitors. If it all ends at Spooky Nook, no  residents will use the crossing because of 
traffic. It needs to be dispersed farther up the river. 

3 Expand Study 

13. All these routes show how little you care about the people who live I’m this neighborhood. You don’t 
care how many lives you will destroy. You Al have been so sneaky during this entire process. You 
should be ashamed of yourselves.  

0 Misc 

14. routes to the north using Neal Blvd is too far out of the way to drive 2 Con North 
15. I have a plan to save all the homes & the ball fields 0 Suggestion 
16. I don't like any alternatives that impact any historical parts of the county.  There should not even a 

consideration of running a boulevard through the fairgrounds or german village.  We know that this 
project is priority now because of Spooky Nook.  Its a shame that its even thought of ruining a piece of 
property that has been used for the same purpose since 1851 for a business that may or my not be 
around in 15 years. 

5 Historic, Needs Response 

17. Has a route north of the study area been examined?  I would suspect that a lot of traffic is coming into 
the city from 129 from 75 as I experience it often.  Connecting something like Liberty Fairfield Road to 
Washington Blvd seems as though it would drastically reduce the traffic congestion through minimal 
relocations as there are roads in place as well as a potentially already existing river crossing leaving 
only the need for a smaller 'creak' crossing. 
 
Something like this should not be about providing economic growth by taking people into an area.  It 
should be about freeing up the areas where there is current economic growth taking place so that 
people who choose can more easily access them with elimination of noise (traffic) pushing individuals 
away. 
 
Also fully against having this terminate at Spooky Nook!  Doing so is going to increase traffic delays in 
an area that through unlimited planning will only be able to handle destination traffic and never 
through traffic which the NHX is proposed to do. 
 
LASTLY, back to the first point of looking outside of the study area there is a greater potential to 
increase the speed on the roads to make up for the increased distance ultimately creating a winning 
situation to ease congestion and simply handle traffic. 

12 Expand Study, Question 

18. I completely agree. It notes a con being land taken from farming and land taken from Greenwood.. but 
it is not taking people from their homes. That is the most important factor to me. There are so many 
people that take Main, Park, Eaton and N. B to get to the upper portion of the west side. Why are we 
not taking this into consideration? I am a resident of the west side of town and NO route is convenient 
to people that live further out even past Walmart. This option is the best available for residents and 

2 AltA Support 
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traffic and I do not see how it will take longer. It also doesn't affect any of the historical 
neighborhoods such as German Village or Dayton Lane. It's mostly blank land. It is unfortunate for the 
farms, but I guarantee they won't even be farms in a few years due to build a box neighborhoods 
popping up once Hamilton grows even larger due to Nook.  

19. Historic districts should not be considered.  It's hard to believe that we can't change a paint color in 
the historic district without approval, but rerouting significant traffic and changing the neighborhood 
composition is being considered. 

2 Historic 

20. Least expensive alternative with the quickest travel time! 1 Efficient 
21. Anything other than Alternative A is just going send more traffic right to the Spooky Nook area which 

is going to be a nightmare if projected crowds materialize. Or, traffic will just return back to RT 129 
(Main Street) to get all the way through Hamilton. 

2 AltA Support 

22. I would like the community to have very clear information about: 
1. What any of these options will do to property value of the surrounding homes. 
2. What plans are in place to build affordable housing for the "underserved communities" in Hamilton 
so that all this development doesn't push out residents.  
3. What immediate help will be available to renters who will loose their homes if the plan pushes them 
out.  

1 Question 

23. How might this project spur local neighborhood economic development by residents and become a 
national model for inclusive economic devopment?  In other words, foster the growth of mom and 
pops that build community and sense of place and reverse the decades long trend of wiping them out 
with big retailers. 

0 Question 

24. Don’t love any of them.  If you went just south of Hamilton Hamilton Mason Road to grand Boulevard 
straight across the river. There is very little housing affected and will allow greater access to bypass 
four and 129. 

1 None, Suggestion 

25. I know fair is only 1 week out of the entire year, however A-D looks like it would really impact 4-h 
families showing livestock and horses. Especially the families that set up campers around the outside 
of the track and between the horse show rings and the enginer property.  

0 Fairgrounds 

26. none of these alternatives should be considered.  Displacing families and tearing up neighborhoods 
and parks because Hamilton didn't consider this need before Spooky Nook was developed 

1 None 

27. Please do not destroy the fairgrounds! These kids work so hard all year on their projects and look 
forward to the fair every year. Many of your proposed routes would eliminate the horse show arenas 
and could potentially eliminate Butler County’s 4-H horse department! 

4 Fairgrounds, Needs Response 

28. Stay away from the fair grounds, you would be doing a great disservice to a lot of kids in 4H programs. 
Those fair grounds also bring the community together of all generations.  

4 Fairgrounds 

29. Alot of these routes take out historic property of the Butler County Fairgrounds, a tradition over 140 
years old. If you destroy the horse barns, arenas, secondary entrance and potentially the track do you 
plan on replacing it?! Butler County children work hard for months preparing for fair week, taking 4H 

4 Fairgrounds, Question 
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from them could potentially mean an end to the BC fair altogether. Forcing hundreds of 4H children 
and their families to show in surrounding counties will certainly take money away from your city. We 
all want better traffic flow but please use a route that does not impede on the historical integrity of 
Butler County and the City of Hamilton.  

30. Every route impacts something worth preserving--homes, parks, fairgrounds, etc. Make this project 
transformative by finding ways to mitigate those impacts--relocate houses to vacant lots, create new 
parkland, employ street calming measures to reduce higher speeds, etc. 

1 Suggestion 

31. None of these alignments provide a true bypass to the downtown and eastern Hamilton residential 
areas.  All will have too many curves, too many intersections. 

1 None 

32. I would prefer to cross the river up at NW Washington to give direct access to the west side. 3 AltA Support 
33. None of the routes that utilize Neal Blvd. 0 No Neal 
34. Looking to avoid going down Neal and across the new self storage business. 0 No Neal 
35. We invested a lot of money to build a home in Hamilton and the road would be very close to our 

property probably devaluing it not sure why we weren't told when we began the bldg. process 
0 Misc 

36. After speaking the three people, I need more information. 0 Misc 
37. Concern: Any vibration on the sight can cause slow leakage into the water - causing major health 

concerns. 
0 Chemdyne 

38. Alternative A seems to have the least potential stops from Wash Blvd to 129. Any stops or 
intersections will slow traffic. Also must think of ingress and egress to and from the route. Current 
infrastructure seems best at 129 and Wash Blvd. 

0 AltA Support 

39. I feel the numbers are completely off on cost of projects. All projects that impact the fairground is 
unworkable. 

0 Fairgrounds 

40. Most concerned about lose of homes.  Please consider the number of families affected, not just the 
number of buildings affected.  Many of the homes in the areas affected are divided into apartments 
and so displacement (destruction) of one building may affect multiple families.  Especially concerned 
about net loss of low income housing units.  I appreciate the idea that some of the vacant lots in the 
area may be used to build new homes for some who are displaced.  But, I would like to see a one to 
one net replacement of lost housing units.  We do not have enough affordable housing in Hamilton as 
it is.  So even if some displaced families are housed outside of the area, it is still necessary to replace 
their housing unit in the area.  So that after all this is said and done we have the same number of 
housing units or more (even better) than we started with.  Also, I prefer you do not cross the ball field 
park.  There are not many parks in this area and this is a historic park given its tie to Joe Nuxoll. 

2 Home Loss, Historic 

41. Alternative c really makes the most sense with the best impact and outcomes. 0 AltC Support 
42. Plan should run NW Washington, "B" St. to current Black St. Bridge, over new bridge, overpass over 

RR, to Nuxhall Blvd, to Neal Blvd, to Rt 4, to Fairview to Rt 129. 
0 Suggestion 

43. This will have a huge negative impact on people doing fair, bringing horses and other animals will be 
more difficult if we don't have a way to get them there or a place to keep them. 

0 Fairgrounds 
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44. Highly disagree. Any of those routes tear up historic neighborhoods. Those neighborhoods are why 

people are coming to Hamilton, to visit or to live, in the first place. Alternative A is the only one that 
makes sense 

0 AltA Support 

45. Alternative A ties into Washington Blvd, which makes for a good bypass around the city. None of the 
others achieve any kind of bypass goal at all 

1 AltA Support 

46. A better solution would be to extend Grand Blvd. across the river and run it to OH 128. It would be 
cheaper, impact fewer people, and get a better result 

1 Suggestion 

47. Ditto: Consideration needs to be made on the impact of the ButlerCpunrt Fairgrounds and the 
negative effect these plans will have on the 150 year history of the fair as well as our large 4H Youth 
Development programs. Please do not destroy/ impact the hoarse barns, equine show arena, equine 
camping, secondary entrance, etc. Youth Development is incredibly important for our society right 
now. Other option: relocate the butler county fairgrounds to a plot of land in the country AND provide 
all appropriate barns, arenas, grandstands, etc. 

1 Fairgrounds, Needs Response 

48. To me, this is the best solution of them all.  Alternative A needs to be reworked a bit, but clearly offers 
the best path to the West side, and NW Washington.  But AFTER arriving into the Freshman School 
area, it becomes another nightmare, and those properties are too new AND expensive to remove, 
ROUTE A simply needs a better look, and a slight alteration to fall into NW Washington again at the 
High School. 

2 AltA Support 

49. Agreed, the closer it gets to High Street, the more nonsensical it begins to look.  E, E1 tweaked is as 
close to High Street as it should get, and somehow get to NW Washington Blvd. The congestion on 
NW Washington right now is very bad from Cleveland to Eaton, and there is ALOT of displacements 
needed to clear that, which wont happen.  Or SHOULDNT 

0 Con South 

50. German Village needs to be left alone at all costs. 
That would both impact the historical area itself and it's residents, many of which are senior citizens/ 
the underserved. 

0 Historic 

51. Reducing traffic coming off 129 is the greatest need.  If we are strapped for investment dollars, the 
cost of this plan is more reasonable 

0 129 Reduction 

52. If Alternative A is selected, I do hope that Washington Blvd is widened between Cleveland Ave and 
Eaton Ave to allow for the added traffic. Also, there should be one traffic light added on Washington 
Blvd to allow area residents to cross or access Washington Blvd. The logical place for that traffic light 
would be at Cleveland Ave. 

0 Suggestion 

53. To much R/W and historic impacts 0 Historic 
54. Alternative A would allow for more development northeast of Hamilton. 0 AltA Support 
55. You should absolutely avoid running a road this large through any properties that would impact 

Greenwood cemetery.  
0 Cemetery 

56. Please take into consideration the value that the farmland adds to our city. It may seem like a great 
opportunity because you aren't navigating already developed areas, however the farmland is historic 

2 Agriculture 
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and makes the bike trail beautiful. They have already allowed the bike path to be built on their land for 
public benefit. Do not build a road through the middle.  

57. I do not understand how building a new road system through the North End neighborhood of 
Hamilton would not support economic development. I feel it would enhance the properties remaining 
and bring new opportunities. Will there be restrictions added to the remaining properties not allowing 
growth, renewal and changes because of the new road? 

0 Question 

58. I do not want any disruption of chem dyne or any land surrounding it.  Period. 0 Chemdyne 
59. The travel time measured is inconsistent as it does not take into account travel time from different 

parts of the west side. Crossing the river further north, as in Alternative A, yields different results than 
a proposed route that requires using the Black Street Bridge or a crossing even further south. I think 
attention needs to be paid for which of these routes is most accessible to the majority of travelers. 
Forcing them to travel from Washington (if that is the case) south on B Street to reach NHX will cause 
bottlenecks on two lane roads near Spooky Nook, which creates even more problems 

0 Misc 

60. I am concerned about the impact on Butler County Educational Service Center (as well as the 
surrounding neighborhoods). Several proposed routes suggest completely repurposing a large part of 
the organization's property and parking lot that is regularly filled during daytime hours. What plans are 
in place to generate new parking options for one of Hamilton's larger employers (800 staff)? 

0 Question 

61. A is the best option without moving families and underrepresented community. If travelers need to go 
to shops on Main, they can use 129, if they just need to drive pass Hamilton then use option A. It can 
greatly help divers traffic.  

0 AltA Support 

62. I believe this alternative is the most beneficial for long term traffic flow and supporting urban 
revitalization without serving as bypass of downtown.   None are easy.    

0 Misc 

63. Fairfield Township is refusing to cooperate with any option that goes through their land so outside of 
this study area is not an option.  

0 Misc 

64. Sad to see so many people more concerned with the impact of the fairgrounds than they are of all the 
people who will end up displaced by this project. I get it, history is important, but the people living in 
these neighborhoods now are more important. I voted for A, E, and G for this very reason. While some 
people will be impacted no matter what, this project needs to happen regardless and those three 
seem to have the best balance of pros vs cons. I already commented that they need to do better by 
the people displaced and the lower cost of construction for some of these means there will be more 
room for money to be spent on the people who matter most who will not see long lasting benefit 
from this like the businesses and families (mostly west side).  

0 Home Loss 

65. I do not support any route that impacts a historic district or channels a high volume of traffic into a 
heavily residential/historical (though not officially designated) neighborhood.  Also, all routes should 
be respectful of Greenwood and St. Stephen's Cemeteries.  It is one thing to skirt around them, but 
the road should not pass through them.  Because of this, the best, and really only acceptable, option is 
Alternative A. 

0 AltA Support 
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66. Yes  This survey is terrible TOO HARD to understand and participate in Cannot see it on our lap top 

computer. Therefore I am done with it. 
0 Misc 

67. Please fix existing streets 0 Fix Existing 
68. Please fix existing streets 0 Fix Existing 
69. I just want to know when the area is going to get rezoned for businesses so I can plan for the future.  0 Misc, Needs Response, 

Question 
70. What impact would a major flood have? 0 Question 
71. This does nothing for west-side residents - waste of time 0 None 
72. Alternate A is by far the best Option, but needs reworked for a smoother transition through certain 

areas. This is the least disruptive to people. 
0 AltA Support 

73. No new bridge south of Black Street 0 Con South 
74. Prefer Alt. A 0 AltA Support 
75. Alt A 0 AltA Support 
76. why not up joe nuxholl, up campbell, across rt 4, behind the engineers office, and up the hill? 0 Suggestion 
77. It also says option A provides absolutely no reduction in traffic volume or traffic time.  If you look at 

the route closely, there are many homes in Fordson Heights - and a brand new storage business  on 
Route 4 - that would be torn down to run the route from Neal to Route 4.  Plus, their initial renderings 
of A shows the street cutting front yards on Neal down to practically nothing.  The lots in Fordson 
Heights aren’t very big to begin with, and cutting them further seems completely unfair.  

0 Home Loss 

78. A is my preferred options as Ive previously  stated  0 AltA Support 
79. Where are the other hybrid models shown at the open house? 0 Question 
80. Alternatives B and C would have the least impact on neighborhoods.  They make use of Joe Nuxhall 

Blvd. which is already a 4 lane road.  The parts that go around Greenwood Cemetery can be dealt with 
by possibly making the road narrower in that area. 

0 Suggestion 

81. One more thing they are trying to take from our kids!  0 Misc 
82. Please do not put a road through the fairgrounds! We are one of the last fairgrounds to offer a large 

equine program.  Having a major road even close to the fairgrounds will ruin it. 
0 Fairgrounds, Needs Response 

83. These options are what is best for Spooky Nook, not the vast majority. The place is barely opened and 
not worth investing new roadways in yet, or ruining homes, fairgrounds, cemeteries etc that the 
LOCAL community established. Let’s see if Spooky Nook can even hold it’s own before uprooting 
others. 

0 Misc, Needs Response 

84. These routes effect the fairgrounds and not to mention many families who live in that area.  0 Fairgrounds 
85. I understand parents concern about the fairgrounds for the kids, but could the exchange be to move 

the fairgrounds out of the downtown area. I think there is enough support to keep fairgrounds in the 
county, but why not have a newer facility away from the congestion of the city. This would also allow 
more space for other development to support the new road. I am typically just cutting through from 

0 Suggestion 
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West to 129 and would love an option that allows me to come from Waahington Blvd and bypass all of 
downtown.  

86. Historical areas need to be left alone, including the fairgrounds. Our youth and future generations 
need 4-H and FFA to positively impact their lives. We need agriculture to thrive in Butler County. 

0 Historic 

87. Please realize the importance of the fairgrounds to the community and participants.  They are already 
using every inch of space they have and have nowhere to relocate if entrance, parking, camping spots, 
barns, show arenas, infield, etc. are taken away for this project.   

0 Fairgrounds 

88. Leave the fairgrounds alone.  Any route you take should not go near. 0 Fairgrounds 
89. I do not like any plans that disturb our historical landmarks especially any disruption of land at 

Greenwood Cemetery or the Fairgrounds. 
0 Historic, Cemetery, Fairgrounds 

90. Alternative G is the only one that preserves the Fairgrounds.  Time and money goes into these spaces 
from our 4-H and Adult/ child organizations for improvements. They work all year to to help keep this 
place going. It represents so much to so many. Agriculture is needed more now than ever. The 
Fairgrounds are a part of Hamilton/ Butler County history. It raises great upstanding adults!! Don't ruin 
the Fairgrounds for concrete. It will also be a very, very dangerous area for Fair Participants. Homeless 
will destroy the area and have greater access to the area more than they already do. There are lots of 
beautiful wildlife that live in this area as well. It will destroy their homes. I am very sad to see these 
plans. Unfortunately Alternative G is the only one to chose. Save the Fairgrounds!!! 🍀 

0 Fairgrounds, Needs Response 

91. Minimize butler county fair impacts 0 Fairgrounds 
92. This is very disappointing. Only one option won't GREATLY negatively affect the Butler County 

Fairgrounds (the youth of our own county, green space, and a historical space)! 
0 Fairgrounds 

93. Please leave the fairground alone!!  0 Fairgrounds 
94. Alternatives E, E1 and F have drastic consequences for the Educational Service Center located at 400 

N. Erie Hwy. The center provides a wide range of services to many citizens and  works with a number 
of community partners. The loss of a majority of the parking lot would have a negative effect on the 
750 employees that work at the ESC as well as all the community partners we work with on a daily 
bases. 

0 Con South 

95. Option A needs to take into consideration that NW Washington is already a nightmare, especially 
during school hours. It is difficult getting in/out of Hamilton West Estates already due to back-up from 
the 4 way stop at Cleveland or traffic from the schools going West Elkton. There needs to be updates 
made to both of those already flooded intersections and considerations for those living in the 
neighborhoods of Hamilton West Estates, Washington Estates, Berkeley Square, the condominium 
community, and the new subdivision being developed (which will also add to traffic along NW 
Washington). 

0 Suggestion 

96. Several of these alternatives would eliminate the majority of the parking lot for the Butler County 
Educational Services Center located at 400 North Erie. The center provides educational services 
throughout Butler County. It has 750 employees and works with many community partners and 

0 Con South 
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residents on a daily basis. The loss of the parking lot space would have a significantly negative impact 
on the work of the ESC. Specifically, the alternatives with the most concern are E, E1 and F, as well as 
AE, BE, ABE, and EBE 

97. My biggest concern is the traffic congestion and noise from 129. I would like to see that reduced but 
not at the expense of environmental factors.  

0 129 Reduction 

98. How is going down Heaton saving any time ??  Will there be multiple stop lights??  After crossing the 
bridge to west side will have to turn left or right to go to Main Street (129)  or towards Rhea avenue.  I 
also noticed you taking out part of the fairgrounds..  a historical landmark property in this area not 
only because of the fair but because it was a battleground during the civil war era.  However I did 
notice that ODOT behind the fairgrounds was left safely untouched.  They can relocate??  I am also 
curious as to how far in to the cemetery would be used? My grandparents, a cousin and an Aunt are 
all rested there close to Neal Blvd. My dad currently resides on Neal Blvd.  I am thinking that Route A is 
the best to access the west side of Hamilton, as well as north of Hamilton into New Miami with truck 
access being able to go to 127N without having to go through town… if there will be truck access.  I do 
wish that there were better drawings and maps to show just how the connections would be at 
Washington Blvd, B street and 127.  

0 AltA Support, Question 

99. After looking over each options pros and cons it seems to me that some group or groups of peoples 
will be negatively impacted. I hope there are discussions to be made to make up for the loss for each 
individual group that will have.  

0 Community Impacts 

100. Better since it does not impact the Fairgrounds which is huge for the Agricultural and 4H communities 
and gives great opportunities for youth. 

0 Fairgrounds 

101. Need to stay away from the fairgrounds and yet not impact historical district either. Most of the 
others impact the fairgrounds and farmland on Canal which is not a good idea at all. 

0 Fairgrounds 

102. The stakeholders committee needs to go back to the drawing board. Consider a route from Route 4 
and New Miami area of town. One that will not affect any of the historical sites in our town. Everyone 
of these proposals is poor and only benefits Spooky Nook Stakeholders pocket! Stop trying to take 
away opportunities for our children, disturbing the peace of the deceased, and taking away existing 
housing for our underserved population that walk to many places in the city. Shame on you!!! 

0 Expand Study 

103. There are not any alternatives that will not significantly impact people in this community. I was told 
this has nothing to do with Spooky Nook but people think that and will be very upset if you take land 
from the fairgrounds, softball fields or land from the cemetery.   We need to preserve all the farmland 
we can in this area if we want to eat.  Many have said alternative A but that farmland is the farmer's 
livelihood.  We will severely impact him and his future generations all for the convenience of everyone 
else.  I disagree with that.  Spooky Nook may not last very long based on how the economy is going 
right now.  You are going to uproot so many lives.  I don't have another solution but I feel horrible for 
all those that will be impacted by this upheaval.  Economic development is not the end all be all here.                

0 None 

104. This route parallels High Street that can accommodate traffic  and this do iednt make sense at all. 0 Misc 
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105. I thought that the goal for this new road, was to reduce the current and anticipated congestion of 

129/High St. Any option that doesn't reduce 129 congestion shouldn't be considered. 
0 129 Reduction 

106. Focus should be to address primary & secondary needs. Critical would be 1) economic impact to pay 
for upgrade. 2) East-west belt way around Hamilton. Alternative A is best solution. 

0 Misc 

 
 
HYBRID ROUTES TAB 
Question 26: If you have any comments regarding on the hybrid alternatives discussed above, please share them in the box 
below. It will help us if you identify which alternative(s) you are referring to in your response. 
 

Comment Upvotes Tags 

1. Using Joe Nux Blvd and Neal seems like a sloppy and unnatural road. Its long and odd looking. 
Downtown and West side drivers may want a more straight and direct route. Keeping a road tighter 
and closer to High may aid in a better means to divert/split up city traffic.  

5 Pro South 

2. N/a 0 N/A 
3. As previously stated, many of these alternatives create far too much negative impact on Fordson 

Heights (which has been a nice quiet neighborhood of senior citizens and young families since it was 
created), with basically no appreciable benefit to drive time.  People will want the straightest shot 
from point A to B, not some twisting and turning road.  Additionally, there are new businesses that 
have been built along routes AC-BD, not to mention there is a Head Start school, that would be 
effectively taken or ruined by these plans.   

0 No Hybrid 

4. Your October 2022 meeting notes say that no further study is recommended for AD-BE.  Are those 
back on the table now? 

0 Question 

5. I’m curious how much it would improve traffic if you simply replace the Black Street bridge and put an 
over or under pass at the crossing on Heaton.  I lived in Fordson Heights for over 15 years and 
frequently ended up taking High Street to get to the west side because trains delayed traffic.  If the 
city expects people to follow the twists and turns of some of these plans, surely you can just as easily 
expect people to get to the new bridge taking the existing Fair and Heaton Avenues.   

3 Suggestion 

6. When there was a Vine Street crossing it also seemed to flow better instead of putting all traffic onto 
Heaton. 

2 Misc 

7. Keeping the road close to High would maybe be best to split up incoming downtown traffic. rather 
then a road farther to the Northeast which will not help the downtown flow. Some of the effected 
areas in the northend may come out ahead with a total clean up and fix up of those areas. 

1 Pro South 

8. na 0 N/A 
9. Why do all this work and not have connectivity to the west? 0 Question 
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10.  0 N/A 
11. I can’t believe the city is willing to destroy so many houses, the park where Hoe Nuxhall was 

discovered by the reds at, a splash pad and a park where kids go sled ridding in the winter. Such 
heartless officials in office.  

0 Community Impacts 

12. routes to the north using Neal Blvd is too far out of the way to drive 4 Con North 
13. Ask yourself why driver drive all the way out 129 to 75 to go to Cincinnatti or Dayton when they could 

just use Route 4   
0 Misc 

14. Follow my By Pass plan & save everbody 0 Suggestion 
15. Combining Alt. AE with Alt. BC would seem to be a good route. Having the route go over the river just 

north of the gravel company would help with congestion on NW Washington BLVD. as well as provide 
better access to Spooky Nook. Using the Heaton St. access over/under the RR tracks might be a better 
route also. Hamilton needs an efficient route around Hamilton and this would provide that if traffic 
lights were not installed every block. 

1 Suggestion 

16. The same comment as with the other options, have you looked outside the study area.  129 / Liberty 
Fairfield Rd / Washington Blvd. 

1 Suggestion 

17. I do not understand how these professionals think some of these routes will not reduce traffic. If you 
give them a road that takes them out of traffic and a more direct route home.. they will use it. Like... 
what??!  

0 Misc, Needs Response 

18. Worse case scenario, connect Washington Boulevard with a bride to RT 129. Not everybody using High 
Street and Main Street are trying to travel all the way through Hamilton. 

1 Suggestion 

19. Worse case scenario, connect Washington Boulevard with a bride to RT 127. Not everybody using High 
Street and Main Street are trying to travel all the way through Hamilton. 

0 Suggestion 

20. These alignments all have too many curves, too many intersections.  Poor engineering. 0 None 
21. These ideas are to new, I don't know the benefits and/or forseeable problems with either one. 0 None 
22. Again, not Neal Blvd. 0 No Neal 
23. Neal Blvd/Joe Nuxhall route is too far out of the way for people to use - won't save time 

ABE - I like the position of the bridge to the north of the dam - ext of NW Wash Blvd 
0 No Neal 

24. Looking to avoid Neal Blvd & going across self storage business. 0 No Neal 
25. These routes seem shorter and streamlined which makes the most sense will not impact our property 0 Pro Hybrid 
26. This should not be the final outcome. The economic impact on homeowners is devistating unless 

funds are alocated to property revitalization. 
0 None 

27. The maps were horrible & very unclear to see existing roadways & structures. 0 Misc 
28. ABE & EBE were discussed a bit more so I had more information. 0 Misc 
29. All sights that impact the butler county fairgrounds had a negative effect on 0 Community Impacts 
30. Do not agree with any routes that disrupt the cemetery.  0 Community Impacts 
31. I saw so many comments says stay away from the fairgrounds- do they not undersatnd most of the 

routes would aid people getting to the fairgrounds from 127 without having to go to High? Do they 
0 Question 
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not see that the routes go around the fairgrounds? That might need to just be added to all the "Pros" 
where it applies "Does not impact fairgrounds" 

32. Most of these plans take out the field and horse barns (only G does not) and would likely result in the 
dissolvement of the fairgrounds.  Just because that’s the route, doesn’t mean they don’t have to take 
quite a bit of land to each side and have easements.   And if you have never been around livestock, 
they are skittish and one large highway next to them is bad enough. 

0 Fairgrounds 

33. Can't see through the crowd 0 Misc 
34. Hybrid purpose? Cut costs/add costs?  Reducing 129 traffic paramount. Extending travel further west 

paramount (If we are doing this to help east/west travel through our city, don't reduce the route such 
as stopping at Lagonda. 

0 Question 

35. Any route North of Black Street bridge should require all the homes on B Steeet to be eliminated.  B 
Street will need to be widened to accommodate the extra traffic. 

0 Misc 

36. HIGHWAY STYLE NW TO SR129, 55-6-MPH 0 Suggestion 
37. The best option for crossing the river to the West is tying into Washington Blvd.  All other areas listed 

are already congested. 
0 AltA Support 

38. I don't think that a hybrid route is the best way to go for this project.  The inability of a segmented 
route to effectively convey traffic across the city can be seen in the proposed boulevard system for the 
West Side of Hamilton 1920s-1960s that resulted in the NW Washington, N Washington, and S 
Washington Blvds which were never able to be linked together to form a loop around the West Side as 
intended.  If the NHX is also disconnected in this manner, I fear the same fate will befall it as time 
progresses.  I also think it is important to remember that although this is proposed to be a two lane 
boulevard at this point, as the city continues to expand in the coming decades the need for expansion 
of this road will likely become apparent. 

0 No Hybrid 

39. Fix existing streets 0 Suggestion 
40. I can't narrow my choice to one plan but I do like the plans that use US 127 to connect the two 

segments. I always envisioned that this route would go further out and around the city. As far as 
connectivity to Rhea Ava or NW Washington Blvd, what will be done to control traffic in those areas?  

0 Question, Pro North 

41. add one.. up joe nuxholl, up campbell, across rt 4, behind the engineers office up the hill to 129 0 Suggestion 
42. Perhaps the "No Build" alternative could involve building a new bridge, converting the Black Street 

Bridge into a pedestrian bridge, and not building a roadway. 
0 Suggestion 

43. There. That sounds reasonable. 0 Suggestion, Misc 
44. Stay away from the fairgrounds. 0 Fairgrounds 
45. Minimize fairgrounds impacts 0 Fairgrounds 
46. All of these would greatly impact the Butler County Fairgrounds!!! 0 Fairgrounds 
47. Alternatives AE, BE, ABE,EBE have the same negative consequences to the Butler County Educational 

Service Center located at 400 N. Erie Highway that were discussed in previous comments above. 
0 Con North 
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48. These all are unacceptable.  Chem-dyne, historic neighborhoods, historical fairgrounds that serve 
hundreds of youth, learning centers, cemeteries, low income neighborhoods …..these are unethical 
solutions.   I would rather sit in the traffic rather than any of these come to fruition.   And ANY option 
near the fairground will likely end the fairground and it’s 166 of tradition and skills these kids use to 
carry on their multi generational farmsteads.   The only county in Ohio with no fair?   Will you be 
paying enough to relocate and build equivalent structures for the fair and homes to those put out?  
Doubtful.    Please don’t disappoint me Hamilton, I have been so proud of your recent revitalization. 

0 Question, Needs Response, 
None 

49. I don’t like the farmland being negatively impacted.  0 Agriculture 
50. Stay out of our farmland and stop trying to take away opportunities for our children.  0 Agriculture 
51. Do not like - these are short term solutions that will be hard for future growth of Hamilton. 0 None 

 

 
INPUT TAB 
Question 29: If you have any additional comments or questions, please share them below. 
 

Comment Upvotes Tags 
1. I see the need for this project, it is long overdue and required. With the current growth and future 

development within the city of Hamilton it makes this project even more needed. After the opening of 
the well done South Crossing in the recent years. I understand the need for projects like this and the 
long term needs. 
 
I prefer the routes in the 9th or Miami area. Its looks more like a purpose-built road. It appears that 
those routes would better pull traffic off of High Street more efficiently. I would assume that those 
areas in the North End may seek this as an opportunity to revitalize and enhance that area.  
 
All of the routes that go more north are long and sloppy looking, That area around the old Grant 
Elementary/Fordson is a beautiful older neighborhood and having a road next to it may have a negative 
effect on one of the few thriving neighborhoods on the East Side.  If you are going that far out of the 
way, maybe go even farther and build a bypass of sorts. But i understand that this would then not 
complete the primary goals this project is seeking to meet. 
 
This looks like it will be a giant project, but I truly see many greater long-term positives and successes it 
will bring the entire region.  

10 Pro Project 

2. The minutes from the last stakeholder meeting show several of these options were recommended “No 
Further Study.”  Why are they included in this? 

0 Question 
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3. Great to see the routes. Excited for what will become of this project. Hamilton has grown so much in 

the last few years. This road will help so much for years to come. Keeping it close to the SW and closer 
to High looks like the best way to go from a traffic standpoint. Those areas effected could really use a 
facelift and clean up also. 

0 Pro Project 

4. Don't mess up a beautiful area. Dayton Lane and Fordson Heights are gems to the city of Hamilton and 
it would be sad to destroy these areas just for a road. The Greenwood Cemetery area should not be 
touched at all as this is also a precious and old place. Cleaning up the North End wouldn't be a bad idea 
it's needed. A busy road running anywhere near a neighborhood is terrifying for a parent with kids 
especially ones that walk to school. 

0 Misc 

5. The alternatives to the north are too long and out of way for me to use, as I visit friends and family in 
Hamilton. 

0 Con North 

6. This needs to not impact the Butler County Fairgrounds.  This would be detrimental to the function of 
the grounds. 

2 Fairgrounds 

7.  0 N/A 
8. You are treating the citizens in the north end like second class citizens. Keeping them in the dark is 

unacceptable.  
0 Misc 

9. I just wish it wouldn't take so long to get started  ! 1 Pro Project 
10. I suggest making B Street wider to Pershing Ave Bridge - this would allow traffic to use the Grand Ave 

overpass to Hamilton Mason Road to Route 4 By Pass to 129 or to I-275 via Route 4 and Gilmore or by 
128 to US 27 to I-275 

0 Suggestion 

11. We are very excited about this project. Looking forward to its benefits to us: a) Faster, less congested 
route from where we live to West Hamilton; b) Less congestion on High Street & HWY 129, both of 
which we frequently use. 

0 Pro Project 

12. This project may be too complicated with trying to do all things such as economic growth and 
improving east west connectivity. In my opinion an overpass/underpass over/under the RR tracks and a 
new bridge should be the main focus of this project. The other things will follow because if you build a 
better way to get around Hamilton they will come and use it. The RR tracks in this city are dangerous 
and need to be addressed first above all else. People have died waiting for emergency squads to get 
through blocked roadways. So make it simple and efficient. 

2 Less Priorities 

13. Exactly!! Using a pro/con noting it doesn't reduce traffic from 129 is false. Just so false. If it is available, 
people will use it. I will use it simply to access Bridgewater rather than using the current routes 
available. I care more about people staying in their homes, bridges, over/under passes rather than 
economic development. That is already happening. Let us not throw irrelevant things into the mix. Not 
when there are more important factors to consider.  

2 Less Priorities 

14. Would be nice to know if my house will be affected before I make any upgrades - patio, tankless water 
heater, seamless gutters just to name a few 

0 Misc, Needs Response 
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15. Not sure why coming off of the rt4 bypass would not be a better alternative. People to the north, 

where much of the new housing developments are, would jump off 129 and take a straight shot across.  
3 Suggestion 

16. The project comes down to 4 issues: where to put the road on the east side, where to put the road on 
the west side, where should the new bridge be and where should the new overpass be.  The east side is 
where I live, so highly important to me.  The choices seem to come down to Neal, Heaton, or Dayton 
streets.  Heaton is the most logical because people are already using it as an alternative to high street.  
Also, the city has already been knocking down houses in the neighborhood for years and likely buying 
the properties at a sub-standard price.  The road just needs a better connection to 129.   
People traveling to the west side on this road are either going to their homes or the shopping at the far 
end of town (Meijer, Movie Theatre, etc.). or to the High School or Oxford.  Getting to the high school 
from the east side can be a nightmare - it took over 1/2 hour to get down Eaton last year for 
graduation.   
From the West side, people are either going to Bridgewater or leaving the city.  If you want to go 
downtown, you would still use the downtown bridge. 
So the choices on the West side are either north of spooky nook or south of it.  The logical choice is 
North of it - connecting to Washington blvd.  That would provide residents on both sides to avoid the 
crush of downtown - and if we want to get there, we take the scenic route through downtown.  
Consider pumpkin fest - Hamilton closes the highway through town.  Basically, forcing residents to use 
the other bridges.  Main street cannot be improved to take more traffic.    
That said, the new underpass needs to be on the Heaton connector - either using the existing road 
going or a diagonal through the vine street area.  I understand there are plans already for the Beckett 
Paper property and this might give that project the necessary access.  If the new underpass were built 
at the vine crossing, it would allow traffic to continue as is for the time being on Heaton.  The bridge 
needs to go North of Black St bridge as well.  I believe this was close to one of the alternatives and 
would be least disruptive and of most value to those of us who live north of 129.  Thanks 

6 Suggestion 

17. I believe the Old Ford Canal should be protected at all costs (or even enhanced/more integrated) and 
the road/crossing should ultimately connect with Washington.  The land between the hydraulic canal 
and the river was always intended to be utilitzed as industrial space; maybe community grants can be 
found to protect the floodway as a planned wetland with development near 127 

0 Suggestion 

18. There is a need to reduce traffic congestion. However it seems this will just move the congestion to 
where this connects to 129.  Were there any talks of the south side of Hamilton bypass.  Hamilton 
Mason road at bypass 4 is a straight shot to 128 headed west. This would allow people to travel NSEW 
with east access to 129, byp 4, 128.  To the north of Hamilton is rural areas with lower population.  Lots 
of people passing through Hamilton go to Fairfield, Ross, Liberty Township and farther east.  Just 
looking at aerial photos it looks to have the lowest impact on residential areas as well.  Just my two 
cents.  Thank you! 

1 Suggestion 

19. most of the ones agreeing with this project is not losing their homes.  We shouldn't have to give up our 
homes because Hamilton screwed up!! 

1 Home Loss 
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20. All of the proposed alignments have too many intersections and too many curves.  None of them would 

be an attractive alternate for drivers attempting to traverse Hamilton from east to west or vice versa.  A 
much more reasonable alignment would bear directly north from OH 129 just west of Hampshire Dr.  
Continue nearly due north through the county engineer office area, cross the hydraulic canal, and then 
bear west across the vacant farm fields,  Continue west to an interchange with US 127, across the Great 
Miami River, and connect to Washington Blvd. 
 
This study fails to address the traffic impacts on the west side of the river.  All of the countless 
alternates would dump excessive traffic onto two-lane streets (Washington, Gordon, B, etc.)  Before 
proceeding with this study, further engineering should address widening Washington Blvd or building a 
new bypass farther to the north. 

3 Suggestion 

21. Concerned about the personal effect on my property (1)  
(2) new taxes, I'm a senior and live on a fixed income  
(3) and naturally (the biggie) what/how will the traffic be maintained in my neighborhood? 

0 Question 

22. The traffic downtown has been bad for quite some time. The trains are a disaster - always blocking the 
tracks. 

0 Misc 

23. I feel using Neal Blvd routes aren't going to help reduce much traffic. You'll be tearing down historic 
water fountain left in neighborhood. 
Miami/9th routes have higher abandoned homes, older/worn down homes not taken care of. 
Also the meeting in Nov 2022 didn't show ANY routes w/Neal, find it a little shady there are half 
alternative routes w/that street now. I feel like ppl in that area may not have came today due to that 
street not being shown prior. 

0 Misc, Needs Response 

24. 1. Route using Neal/Joe Nuxhall are "off the beaten path." 
2. Homes on Miami/9th in significant need of maintenance. Note: many are abandoned/boarded up. 
3. Original plans on announcements had high focus on ABE/EBE - probably affected turnout from 
Fordson Heights. 
4. The park/splashpad/ballfields rarely used. There were no community events planned or interest to 
make the ball fields "historical" until the city wanted to build on it. 
5. People are worried about a park they never use! 

0 Suggestion 

25. Build river crossing & rail crossing & improve existing through/connector streets & work on community 
development. 

0 Suggestion 

26. The storage unit behind us was just built and they spent a lot of money to build it. It would be a poor 
oversight on the City of Hamilton to encourage new builds that were very expensive to put a new road 
over. 
We like the idea of more opportunities to get across town. 

0 Pro Project 

27. All bridges across Miami River should be rebuilt economic inpact of not being able to be a walking and 
people friendly environment has kept my home and businesses in area not assesible to economic 
growth. No where to park, parking tickets on homeowners and business owner in front of their own 

0 Businesses 
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properties has isolated the public, having another bypass around Hamilton will futher drive property 
owners out. 

28. I hope the three people, Raymond, Matt & Eric, were honest in that the voices of those who live in 
Hamilton matter. 

0 Misc 

29. I am aposed to any historic or farm land disruption or the disruption of graves 0 Cemetery 
30. I am glad to see economic progress for Hamilton. However something must be done about East/West 

traffic. Alternatives currently to High/Main are through residential areas and are a danger. 
0 Pro Project 

31. MAP quality = POOR 
I need street names! 

0 Misc 

32. If housing units need to be displaced it would be great if part of the improvements in this project 
included the building of some low-income, well managed housing units in this area in a number to 
equal or to exceed those being eliminated, like two or three times the number.  This would be a great 
asset and improvement for the area and for those living there.   

0 Home Loss 

33. I find it hard to believe there is no possible way to reinforce and expand Black Street bridge. Couldn't 
something at least be built along side for foot traffic/bicycles and build a new 4 lane bridge? There also 
needs to be another bridge more north to connect Washington Blvd, esp if parts of New Miami/St Clair 
are being annexed by the city. 

0 Question 

34. The Black street bridge will be converted to a pedestrian/bike crossing. They say that in the plans. It 
cannot sustain car travel indefinitely.  

0 Black Street 

35. Why are you trying to go through the fair grounds and about the cemetery? They need to rest. and you 
are going to tear up their resting places... also tearing up the barns, arenas, and other places that could 
eliminate horse shows and other events there altogether could impact Butler county because people 
will have to take their kids to other fairs and line those county's pockets with money because they have 
to take their 4H child to a fair that will allow them to show horses. thesekids work hard on their 
projects all year... this is not fair to them at all. What about those losing thier homes because of this 
project? you might "compensate" them and "pay" for a new home. but what about those whose homes 
where there for years and do not want to move or lose their homes they had worked so hard to keep in 
their family?! Also you stated you would pay them to move. will you look for a new house they are 
looking for that they need for a higher price if one is more expensive than the home they have now due 
to the market increase? Will you be paying that as well? I am sure most of those families have homes 
that were passed down to them from family. And I am pretty sure they are worth more than you can 
give them... and they most likely can not move ore afford another house because of the wayt the 
housing market is and the crazy interest rates on homes anymore... 

1 Question, Fairgrounds, 
Cemetery, Needs Response 

36. Would like to know schedule/timeline of next steps 0 Question 
37. Any plan that favors relocating members of the community during a period of historically high housing 

cost is not a plan I can support. This road is textbook gentrification and not the kind of progress I can 
support for the city. 

0 Home Loss 
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38. My main concern is the impact of Hamilton businesses. It seems like we're building a direct liner to 

Liberty Twp businesses. 
0 Businesses 

39. This is a very well done overview. 0 Misc 
40. 'l,['lm,[',k[ok[ok[, 0 N/A 
41. None at present 0 N/A 
42. It looks like A is the only feasible option imo...it needs to be farther north than right at SN...this gives 

the best option as far as eliminating most intersections and avoiding downtown Hamilton.  
0 Suggestion 

43. Fixing the streets 0 Fix Existing 
44. Fixing the existing streets in Hamilton should be the No. 1 priority. Fix these before any new streets are 

constructed. 
0 Fix Existing 

45. Everyone who lived in the area when Chem Dyne was open, then had the fire, then when the EPA 
moved in for clean up, please remember the mess.   The EPA can tell us everything is fine but we all 
know better.  How many people have suffered with cancer?   And look at the EPA telling the residents 
of East Palestine that they are fine.  NOTHING should be built on or near that property now.   

0 Chemdyne 

46. Isn't the current and anticipated 129/High St. congestion the main reason for building this road? If so, 
any of the routes that have little to no impact on the congestion, are a waste of resources, and should 
not be considered. 

0 Question 

47. Can the project consider just a new river crossing and/or RR grade separation without a complete 
highway corridor from 129 that will impact large areas of the City? 

0 Question 

48. This project needs to be done and has needed to be done since the 1970s due to the expansion of the 
West Side.  Any cultural or historical sites impacted by or adjacent to the route of this project should be 
respected and commemorated.  The loop on the outer perimeter of the city as shown in Alternative A is 
clearly the best option in my mind, as it does not add to conjestion in the city.  It would be nice if that 
route could be continued into Fairfield Township and connected to 129 in the Hampshire Drive area.   

0 Pro Project 

49. Why do we have city council. Let THEM decide this. It is THEIR job. This was a terrible survery to take 
part in. Now you totally have no direction. This was THAT BAD... 

0 Misc 

50. The East-west connector at NW Washington is needed, but perhaps the solution is to focus more on 
going toward 127 and then over to the Woodsdale/Rt 4/63 corridor to connect to I-75. 

0 Suggestion 

51. Fix existing streets  0 Fix Existing 
52. I bought my house 7 years ago with the assumption North End would be next in line for development 

once SpookyNook was open. My concern is the people, especially the renters, who haven't been able 
to find affordable housing NOW let alone after this project starts. Development will happen, but 
Hamilton has a responsibility to its citizens of all economic statuses. Market rate apartments going in by 
a railroad track is ridiculous. Hamilton needs to think of the people, not just the city's growth.  

0 Home Loss 

53. Will we get exit ramps like the South Crossing put at Dixie Hwy.  We will need one on MLK for those not 
going to North End/Dayton Lane areas or to Westside. It would be nice to have one in the North 
End/Dayton Lane area for those of us coming from Westside and not going near Route 4. 

0 Question 
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54. Long over due project which can be designed to be sensitive to those impacted and beneficial to the 

City’s need to create economic opportunities for all. 
0 Pro Project 

55. This comment hits the point exactly on what is being missed for the North Crossing. If the issue is to 
relieve traffic through downtown while getting people to the West Side this project should also be 
considered a by-pass (North Hamilton By-pass Crossing). This route when tweaked is the least 
disrupted, but needs to address the flow of traffic onto Washington Blvd.  

0 Suggestion 

56. add one.. up joe nuxholl, up campbell, across rt 4, behind the engineers office up the hill to 129 0 Suggestion 
57. None of these options are great, just some are worse than others.  This project should have been done 

years ago.  It is hard to see the full impact with the maps shown, but on the surface Alternative D looks 
better than others.  It appears to miss the Fairgrounds, Farmland and Regulated Materials.  It is not too 
close to existing bridges.  I could not determine how much Greenwood is affected, but if it close to 0.5 
acres, it would be a small plot of land.  How many graves would be affected? Or is it burial land for 
future use? 

0 Question 

58. Please learn your lesson from the South Hamilton crossing. It doesn't get used a lot and it displaced 
families. It makes the neighborhood unattractive and it didn't encourage economic growth, defiantly 
not from attracting families to move into the neighborhood. 

0 Misc, Needs Response 

59. Nowhere do you address how this will impact the future of the Fairgrounds. What kind of 
compensation is there to the Agricultural society for displacing something that cannot be replaced? 

0 Fairgrounds, Question 

60. Fairgrounds need to be left alone! 0 Fairgrounds 
61. 100% Agree 0 Misc, Fix Existing 
62. Fairgrounds is a historical grounds  0 Fairgrounds 
63. I think any option that affects the fairgrounds, disturbs a cemetery or ruins a historic area is likely not 

worth it.  
0 Fairgrounds, Cemetery 

64. Because it appears Hamilton might have a new North Hamilton Crossing bridge within a decade, I 
would like to suggest that consideration be given to naming the bridge in honor of Mr. David Belew, of 
Hamilton.  Mr. Belew is almost certainly the city's last living “captain of industry,” or local leader of an 
old Hamilton company, who was also a great civic leader of Hamilton.  In this case, Dave Belew served 
as president and then chairman of the Beckett Paper Company, founded in 1848 and where he worked 
for more than 30 years.  He has devoted much of his professional and personal lives to improving 
Hamilton. 
 
Naming the bridge after Mr. Belew, I believe, would serve as a tribute both to Hamilton's industrial 
history as well as to Dave Belew himself.  This also would be a very visible way to acknowledge Mr. 
Belew's near lifetime of service to his city and its citizens.  
 
As for the construction of the bridge itself, I suggest that the bridge include, on its southern side, at 
least a bike lane and a pedestrian lane.  Because of the height of the bridge – which I estimate at up to 

0 Misc 
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55 feet at its western end, depending on where the bridge is built – and the ensuing wonderful view it 
will provide, I believe planners also should consider adding a parking lane on its southern side, to allow 
drivers to park their vehicles and enjoy the splendid vistas. 
 
The building of the bridge (and incorporating most or all of the aforementioned features) will make 
Hamilton, I believe, one of the nation's few cities of our population both with so many bridges (six, 
including the one planned to replace the Black Street Bridge's function) and such an outstanding view 
of its river valley. 
 
I consider the building of the North Hamilton Crossing bridge to be yet one more opportunity for a city 
experiencing a renaissance to further beautify itself and acquire yet another outstanding feature. 
 
I hope you the planners of the North Hamilton Crossing will agree that the construction features I have 
suggested will cost relatively little compared to the overall N.H.C. project while going a long way to 
creating a truly epic small-city bridge. 

65. From a business perspective route G is the least expensive & most effective at reducing 129 traffic; 
however, the beauty of Dayton St. would be greatly diminished. That historic street adds value to 
Hamilton. For this reason, I pick routes E, E1 & F. They have the next highest reduction in 129 traffic, 
and have a lower price tag than other options. Options that take part of the farm are expensive and 
have little to no impact on 129 traffic. Options that have little to no impact on 129 traffic should not 
even be considered. 

0 Misc 

66. The congestion problem on 129 is not going to go away without help. 0 Misc 

 
 
Question 30: If you would like to receive email updates about the North Hamilton Crossing project, please enter your email 
address below. 
 

Comment Upvotes Tags 
1. Excited to see this project move forward. I do understand there will an emotional and impact on some 

residents and businesses. However, it will have a positive impact on a greater number of people. This is 
a classic case for eminent domain …I know that is easy for those of us who are not emotionally 
impacted but it is the case. In the long run , it will be a major economic positive for the neighborhoods 
and the entire City.  

0 Misc 

2. Just wish this would have been built first before the nook went in.  0 Misc 

3. I am hopeful this projects preserves the historic character of the North End 0 Misc 
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4. I do not understand why it was noted during the October 2022 meeting the routes running through 

Fordson Heights were being removed from consideration, leading many homeowners and renters in 
Fordson Heights to believe they no longer had to worry about their quiet, family-friendly neighborhood 
being involved in this… but now these options are apparently back on the table?!? I wonder how many 
people from Fordson Heights have no idea that these options are still out there and are, therefore, not 
participating in this survey? Many of the homes on Neal Blvd are 80-95 years old, with at least one 
home from the 1890s and have been well cared for all of these years, sometimes owned by the same 
family for generations. Please do not wreck one of the most pleasant neighborhoods on the east side 
for this project  

0 Needs Response 

 

 
ABOUT YOU TAB 
Question 39: Please suggest any additional ways you think we can improve the inclusiveness of our public outreach efforts. 
 

Comment Upvotes Tags 
1. The walk thru meeting was way too small, way too vague. There are way too many routes not yet 

evaluated to see how people are going to be affected. I've been through this before living on High St.. It 
was horrible during constuction and no concern for the residents at all. Please treat all residents 
involved with respect. We received none until demanding meeting with all officials involved.  

7 Needs response 

2. No suggestions  0 N/A 
3. it's own social media page, news articles, yard signs in all 17 strong neighborhoods, posters in local 

businesses or the library? 
0 Suggestion 

4. Na  0 N/A 
5. Have more neighborhood reps present at stakeholder meetings and ensure reps are actually talking to 

people in their neighborhood (as I have talked to several in the potentially affected areas that had not 
heard anything from their neighborhood representative).  Include reps from offices/businesses that will 
be directly affected by the route (such as Butler County ESC, Juvenile Court and Corrections Center, the 
businesses along the route..   

0 Suggestion 

6. nope all was well done. 0 Good job 
7. none 0 N/A 
8.  0 N/A 
9. Include citizens at meeting that involve their houses.  0 Suggestion 
10. I think you are doing a good enough job on that. Newspaper coverage should be enough from here on 

out to satisfy the NEPA requirements. 
0 Good job 
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11. Continue to update your progress so the community knows. Thank You for this very thorough 

explanation regarding this North Hamilton Crossing 
5 Good job, Needs response 

12. If you know what streets would be utilized, put street names on the boards. 0 Suggestion 
13. For younger people: social media 

For middle age/elders: utility bill inserts 
0 Suggestion 

14. Pick a better location and presubmit the info before the meeting 0 Suggestion 
15. Signs, billboard, flyers 0 Suggestion 
16. The race section is of no concern.  Everyone legally allowed to drive can be made up of any race, color, 

creed...you name it.  All the same. 
0 N/A 

17. Provide more information on when and where public meetings are.  0 Suggestion 
18. None 0 N/A 
19. None at present 0 N/A 
20. Newspapers, social media, mass mailings to areas affected. This is a once in a lifetime chance to better 

Hamilton. Don't be so worried about the cost but what is best for all involved. Another bridge over the 
river and railroad crossing is a plus where ever it is placed. But in my opinion, diverting traffic further to 
the north is the best way to go (Alternative A). 

0 Suggestion 

21. Good so far 0 N/A 
22. In addition to community members and homeowners, consider businesses that could potentially be 

impacted. 
0 Suggestion 

23. us mail.  door flyers are good if someone actually drops one off 0 Suggestion 
24. More signage. Like signs on several corners. Last time I saw one in Northend and two on 

Washington/Elkton same corner. Also walk through was a real turn off. People gathered in groups in 
front of the posters and we couldn't get around them to see a lot. So many routes that we didn't get to 
see. Plus several of us were using canes/walkers can't stand lengths of time. Seating was very limited.  
Need more signage,  a bigger room, and more seats. 

0 Suggestion 

25. I was just wondering where people would hear about this. I get the City of Hamilton weekly newsletter 
(I think it's called) so I was made aware of this survey but I wonder how many people are unaware. 

0 N/A, Suggestion 

26. NA 0 N/A 
27. Small community meetings with highest-impact neighborhoods (North End) with translators in 

attendance 
0 Suggestion 

28. Unknown  0 N/A 
29. With such a large impact to the Butler County Fairgrounds, I am disappointed that those that live 

outside the city, but use the fairgrounds and travel through the area frequently, were not very aware of 
this/it was not highlighted appropriately as a con/significant impact - I am on social media quite a bit 
and had no idea about this and it's potential harm to the fairgrounds until 3/9/23. 

0 Suggestion 

30. Na 0 N/A 
31. why does my income have to do with it ?  0 Needs response 
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32. I believe that you have done a great job in including the public 0 Good job  
33. This survey was difficult to take on a cell phone.  0 Misc 
34. Stakeholders and city council members need to get out in the community to talk to the actual 

residents. Many do not have internet and have no idea what real impact you threaten our community. 
Using words like ENVISION or ILLUSTRATIVE purposes only leave a lot of room to lie. Start being honest 
with yourselves. Would you want a cemetery of your loved ones disrupted, or have opportunities of 
your children or grandchildren taken away in the town you live? Probably not, so go back to the 
drawing board.  

0 Suggestion  

35. Sadly today's government is constantly dividing the American people by race, gender, income, etc. I 
agree with giving all affected a voice, but this page could be done away with. My race, age, or income 
level has nothing to do with the pertinent details of building a road. 

0 Suggestion 

36. Better organization & controlled meeting 0 Suggestion 
37. These have nothing to do with this actual project!! (to reduce 129 congestion) 0 Needs response 
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NORTH HAMILTON CROSSING CONTACT LOG    

DATE 
CONTACT 
METHOD MESSAGE/COMMENTS SHARED RESPONSE GIVEN 

12/15/22 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

We may have chatted about this before.  I have nothing else to 
say except PLEASE DO NOT SHUT DOWN THE BLACK ST. BRIDGE 
TO CARS.  Any alternative will be awful to people who live on the 
west side, in the vicinity of HHS, who simply want to get 
downtown and use the Black St. bridge to do so.  We don’t want 
to have to drive all the way over to High St., or have to go 
through New Miami.   
  
Also, any proposal you’re suggesting that either 1) destroys 
peoples’ homes or 2) has to flatten wooded areas is just 
obnoxious.  Again, if we wanted to live next to a highway, we 
would live in West Chester or Liberty Township or some place 
like that.  We don’t want or need access to anywhere – we 
already have it.  Don’t try to “fix” things that aren’t broke!      

I'm sharing your feedback with the design team so it can be noted. 
There are no plans to close Black Street bridge before a new river 
crossing is constructed to take its place. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Allen Messer, P.E. 

12/30/22 Allen 
Messer 
Phone 

Wanted to know if his house on [redacted] in Fairfield Township 
is needed for the project. He had heard that the route was along 
Alison Avenue. 

Told him his property is over a mile from the routes being 
considered and asked him to have his neighbors call me if they are 
hearing rumors that the project is proposed in their area 

1/3/23 Allen 
Messer 
Phone 

Wanted to know the routes still being considered and said that 
he plans to attend the open house 

Thanked him for his interest in the project and went through the 
utility insert with him to help him understand which routes the 
team plans to recommend for further study 

1/4/23 Allen 
Messer 
Phone 

Wanted to know if his and his neighbor's house in the [redacted] 
Block of Heaton Street were needed for the project. He also 
wanted to know how wide an area was needed and what the 
cross section would be. 

Told him neither his nor his neighbor's homes were within the 
limits of the area that is currently being recommended for further 
study. Also explained to him that the roadway will not be similar to 
the limited access portion of SR 129 but instead it should be 
similar to NW Washington Boulevard 

1/24/23 Allen 
Messer 
Phone 

Wanted to know if properties [redacted] owned by him were 
needed for the project. 

Told him which addresses were on a current alternative roue and 
which ones are very unlikely to be needed for the project 
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DATE 
CONTACT 
METHOD MESSAGE/COMMENTS SHARED RESPONSE GIVEN 

1/24/23 Allen 
Messer 
Phone 

Lives at [redacted] Neal Boulevard and had heard her house was 
needed for the project 

Told her that Neal Boulevard was one of the routes being 
considered but that it did not appear there would be a need to 
purchase her house even if that route were selected 

1/24/23 Allen 
Messer 
Phone 

Lives at [redacted] S Derexa and had heard his house and many 
other houses in Fordson Heights were needed for the project 

Told him that Neal Boulevard was one of the routes being 
considered but that it did not appear there would be a need to 
purchase his house even if that route were selected. Also told him 
the told number of houses that would be needed in Fordson 
Heights if one of the Neal Boulevard routes were selected was 
closer to half a dozen, not half the neighborhood 

1/26/23 Allen 
Messer 
Phone 

Left voice message. Had questions about Butler County ESC at 
400 N Erie Boulevard 

Asked if BCESC would like to be part of the stakeholders 
committee and told him I'd share the posters from Monday's 
meeting 

1/27/23 Allen 
Messer 
Phone 

Has lived at [redacted] Heaton Street for 14 years. She received 
flyers about the meeting and wanted to know more about the 
project time frame. She is a renter  

Thanked her for her interest and explained the relocation process 
and the schedule 

2/16/23 Allen 
Messer 
Phone 

Has concerns about the Chemdyne site. Had heard on Facebook 
that City Council was afraid to ask about it and she wanted to 
know more about how Chemdyne might be impacted 

Left voice message on 2/17 asking her to call back. Called her 
again on 2/27 and let her know the Chemdyne site is one of the 
top environmental issues being considered and that Council have 
walked the routes and asked many questions about it themselves. 

2/1/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email and 
Phone Call 

Mr. Messer, 
  
I attended the open house at Fairwood Elementary last week, 
and I was very disappointed with how it was set up and run.  I’m 
sure you’ve heard from a lot of people about the cluster that it 
was. 
  
That said, I do have some questions for you. I live at [readcted].  
I am in Fairfield township, but right on the edge.  My wife’s 
family are [redacted], and I am a board member on the Butler 
County Agricultural Society. 

I was great talking to you yesterday. Thank you for reaching out 
and providing comments on the alternative routes. Your input is 
very important and will be shared with the design team. 
  
The following is a recap of our conversation. Let me know if there 
is anything I missed or if you have follow up questions. 
  
Negotiations with the Bonhams about purchasing farmland are 
not impacting whether there will be a route through the North 
End neighborhood. The routes that show the best traffic 
improvement are those located west of the cemetery. Those 
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CONTACT 
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My questions are: 
  
1. Is the city trying to pit the North End folks against the 
Bonhams?  There has been a lot of chatter recently about the 
city telling the North End people that the Bonhams refusing to 
sell part of their livelihood will cause more North End houses to 
be demolished and people displaced.  Is the idea to have people 
from the north end to try to sway the opinion?  This doesn’t sit 
right if that is the case. 
2. Is the plan to go through the fairgrounds?  It seemed like 
most of the options I saw had a fairgrounds piece.  The 
proposed path would wipe out the fair as we know it.  If that is 
the plan, what is the plan to re-locate the fair?  I am under the 
understanding that if you take the fairgrounds, the fairgrounds 
would need to be relocated, and all structures would need to be 
re-built.  Is that your understanding?  If not, then what is the 
plan? 
3. At a recent Farm Bureau meeting, representatives Hall and 
Carruthers were quoted as saying that they were not aware of 
any intrusion into the fairgrounds, and they were told by 
Fairfield Township administration that they were unaware as 
well.  Is this true? 
  
  
I understand the need for the relief of congestion, but don’t 
understand the need to have a road so near the city.  The North 
Crossing should alleviate traffic from the north (63, 73 etc).  The 
south crossing should alleviate traffic from the south (cincy), and 
129 should be used by everyone in between..  This just seems to 
make things more congested and cause the elimination of a lot 
of what makes Butler County great.  Why would we destroy a 
fairgrounds, move bodies in a cemetery, run out one of the few 
remaining working farms, and impact so many of the people 
that helped get Hamilton to where they are today?  And all of 
this without having the funds to move forward?  Seem like a lot 

routes affect the same number of homes whether or not the 
project crosses the Bonham property or stays south of the canal. 
  
8 of the 16 routes that have been evaluated go through 
fairgrounds in the approximate area where the arenas and horse 
barns are located. The design team understands the fairgrounds, 
including the arena and horse barns have significant historical 
community value. The routes are not final and it may be possible 
to reshape the routes to minimize or avoid impact to these areas. 
If a route in that area is advanced to the next phase of study, 
details will be developed about how to mitigate the project's 
impact on the facilities (for example if it is unavoidable to miss a 
building, the design team will look for a location nearby that the 
building can be rebuilt prior to removing the existing building). The 
replacement building does not necessarily have to be located on 
the fairground property. It is possible that none of the routes that 
impact the horse barns and arenas will be advanced for further 
study. We are still looking at the routes at a very high level. We 
expect to narrow down the routes to two or three choices this 
spring. Those will be studied in more detail over the next 9 months 
to a year. 
  
Again, thank you for taking time to provide your comments on 
alternative routes. Please continue to stay engaged in the project 
and let me know if you have any other questions or comments.  
  
Allen 
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of questions that need to be answered at this point, but I would 
like you to address my questions above. 
  
Thank you 

2/20/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Allen, 
 
Hope your doing well today. 
 
My Fiance owns a home in Fordson Heights "North End" on 
Elaine ave. Any idea if this property will be subject to eminent 
domain? 
 
If so, we find it very odd that she hasn't received any 
communication from the the city in regards to this property. 
What's the next step of any? 
 
[redacted] 
 
Please let us know. 
 
Sincerely, 

Thanks for reaching out with this question. [redacted] Elaine 
Avenue is not on any of the 16 potential routes that have been 
discussed for the North Hamilton Crossing project and I can not 
envision a scenario where it would be considered for acquisition. 
The closest route that has been discussed is a block away on Neal 
Boulevard. If that route were selected, some of the houses on 
Neal Boulevard would be needed for the widening but none on 
Elaine Avenue. 
 
This spring, the routes are going to be shortlisted to two or three 
routes that will be studied in more detail so that a preferred route 
can be selected by early next year. Current information about the 
project is posted at the project website, 
northhamiltoncrossing.org or you are welcome to reach back out 
to me directly to request an update. We are currently gathering 
public input through the website on routes that have been 
discussed. That information will be used to help shortlist the 
routes that will be considered further. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 
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2/21/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Allen, 
 
Thanks for your quick response.  
 
We will review the information provided and if we have any 
questions we will be in touch. 
 
Have a great day! 
 
Thanks again, 

 

2/22/23 Allen 
Messer 
Phone 

Wanted to understand impact of the project on the Fairgrounds 
and express the Farm Bureau’s interest in preserving or 
replacing the facilities there in kind 

Explained to him that the Fairground impacts are not yet know. 
The routes are preliminary. If routes through the Fairgrounds are 
advanced to the next phase of study, details about how the 
impacts will be mitigated will be developed. 
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2/22/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

    Micheal Ryan suggested that I contact you about the routes as 
they effect some of the members and the fairgrounds . This was 
brought up at the last public policy meeting of the Farm Bureau 
and by members who are impacted by the proposed routes 
would be interested in talking with you and providing use with 
better information  

Thank you for reaching out about the alternative routes for the 
North Hamilton Crossing project. The Farm Bureau's input is very 
important and will be shared with the design team. Let me know if 
you'd like me to come and answer questions about the project at 
your next meeting. 8 of the 16 routes that have been evaluated go 
through the area where the arenas and horse barns are located at 
the fairgrounds. The design team understands the fairgrounds, 
including the arena and horse barns have significant historical 
community value. The routes are not final and it may be possible 
to reshape the routes to minimize or avoid impact to these areas. 
If a route in that area is advanced to the next phase of study, 
details will be developed about how to mitigate the project's 
impact on the facilities (for example if it is unavoidable to miss a 
building, the design team will look for a location nearby that the 
building can be rebuilt prior to removing the existing building). It is 
possible that none of the routes that impact the horse barns and 
arenas will be advanced for further study. 
 
We are still looking at the routes at a very high level. We expect to 
narrow down the routes to two or three choices this spring. Those 
will be studied in more detail over the next 9 months to a year. 
Feel free to give me a call if you would like to discuss in more 
detail at this time and please continue to stay engaged in the 
project and let me know if you have any other questions or 
comments in the future.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 
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2/24/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Please note my wishes as my official input for this horrible 
“north Hamilton crossing” you are about to subject the city to – 
it cuts right into my backyard and I DREAD the day this becomes 
reality.  I am begging you guys to SCRAP THIS PLAN.  Not to 
mention the well established neighborhoods in town (which of 
the “17 Strong” are you going to destroy – you’re destroying 
mine on NW Washington for sure) that you are going to level.   
  
It is disgusting and awful and coming to my back yard thanks to 
you guys.  KEEP black Street bridge – there isn’t that much damn 
traffic but OH THERE WILL BE WHEN YOU FUNNEL IT INTO MY 
BACKYARD ON NW WASHINGTON.   
  
The whole idea makes me literally sick to my stomach.  Yuck.   

I have shared all of your input with the rest of the design team. 
Your objection to the project and desire to keep Black Street 
Bridge as a vehicular bridge will be included in the official public 
input. 
  
Allen  

2/24/23 Laura 
Whitman 
Email 

Dear Laura: 
 
Here is the complete application that we submitted to the Ohio 
History Connection for the Historical Marker for Joe Nuxhall. 
 
Please note that before applying we had to receive the city’s 
permission to use the site. That agreement was made with the 
Ohio History Connection.  
 
Every statement we wrote for the marker had to have a 
reference to establish it as historical fact. They are enclosed. 
 
Also attached is a slide show that shows the Baseball and 
Character Education program we did for four years at the Joe 
Nuxhall Fields. Unfortunately in the last forty years, that is the 
only organized sports program for kids in the North End. 
 
Sadly, even the YMCA does not put on a summer program in the 
North End, saying it is too dangerous. It is the only area in town 
without this program. I can’t imagine that an organization of the 
stature of the YMCA would say that about a non-white 
neighborhood, That used to be the argument given for denying 

Thank you so much for following up and sharing this information - 
it’s quite comprehensive! I’m very glad to have it and will share it 
with the project team. Your dedication to the community is 
evident and admirable. 
  
I will let you know if we have any questions! 
  
Laura  
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services to a minority area. I though we were past those kind of 
thoughts. 
 
The North End Citizens for Community Action, our little 501c3 
group, has done some amazing things over the years on our 
own. It is a grassroots group and its hopes and dream come 
from the residents themselves. We have raised every penny we 
have expended to put on this baseball program, start a cub 
scout pack, set up IRS EITC tax center (That returned $330,000 
to North End residents, many who did not file returns before), 
conduct city wide clean-ups, Trunk or Treat Halloween and 
Christmas activities to provide Hats and Gloves to the kids and 
so much more. 
 
To put Joe Nuxhall’s name on that field and to place a marker 
there has been the goal of the people here for more than 15 
years. They did this to give the neighborhood a focal point that 
served as  place of pride and as a community asset. 
 
Do you know that our group got the city to change the name of 
the fields to “The Joe Nuxhall Fields at LJ Smith Park” about ten 
years ago. Yet there is no sign to state that at the field and city 
literature does not utilize the name.  I personally drafted a letter 
for the mayor( at his request) to the Reds to include their logo in 
a sign, I don’t think it ever got sent. 
 
Some of the members on city council stated that in the 40-50 
years of residence in Hamilton, that until we started out 
programs, they had never been to the fields or that part of 
town. 
 
I’ve studied city planning and architecture and my little bit of 
experience in the field tell me that the proposals to go from 
Heaton to Miami and across the fields reflect an outdated way 
of city planning. Plowing under neighborhoods for the sake of 
urban renewal has long been out of style. 
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The last 15 to 17 years of my life have been spent mainly 
working to to help the folks in the North End. One thing I’m 
certain of is that there is so much history in and around the 
ballfields that would be be buried or torn down by this project 
that it would be a terribly loss to the city.  If you care to, I can 
give you a tour some day to show and tell you of our long term 
plans tp show this history. It truly is the cradle of Hamilton’s 
existence. 
  
Best Regards, 

3/7/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

NWCONECTION NEEDS TO BE A HIGHWAY FOR QUICK ACCESS 
FROM WEST TO EAST AND POSSIBLE LOOP IN FUTURE WITH 
RT.27. 

 

3/7/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

I believe this is a fantastic idea, but I and several people I know 
are questioning when our streets are going to be paved as 
promised with the gas tax that was added. Our streets are in 
horrible shape, everything seems to be focused on Spooky Nook 
and visitors------NOT Hamilton residents!!  I love my city but am 
Very disappointed when promises are Broken! 
 
Please help!!!  

Thank you for your input about the North Hamilton Crossing 
project. There is no question the City has a lot of infrastructure 
needs (repaving, congestion relief, safety improvements). There is 
a lot of State and Federal funding available for parts of the North 
Hamilton Crossing project such as the replacement of Black Street 
Bridge and railroad overpass that are not available for resurfacing 
or other maintenance/replacement projects. We are working on 
getting more information out about the Street Levy progress. The 
need is so great that it is going to take while even with the 
additional funding that came from the Street Levy. 
 
Thanks again for taking time to provide input. I'll share your 
comments with the design team and with the City administration. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 

3/8/23 Allen 
Messer 
Phone 

Caller left a voicemail with no contact information. Said they 
liked Alternative A. 

None given due to lack of contact information. 
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3/8/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Hi Allen,  
 
    I feel the best option for the crossing should be just south of 
the dam. Crossing at Washington Blvd would increase other 
traffic issues well beyond those trying to eliminate. 
 
    Thank you for considering 

 

3/8/23 NHX Email I am just curious. Is there an investigation being done on who 
took the bird persevere signs down and cut the trees down? 
Was this all planned with the development of this. Where do I 
go to file charges and ask for a legal investigation to be opened. 
I do have pictures of the signs and trees before they were cut 
down. 
 
 
 
Sent from my iPad 

I'm reaching out about the questions below you sent to the North 
Hamilton Crossing website. Please confirm you are referring to the 
bird sanctuary off of Campbell Drive and Canal Road. That area 
isn't within the project area or on any of the routes being 
considered. Most of the sanctuary is on City of Hamilton property 
though. Please confirm the location and send the photos you 
referred to and I'll see if I can help find someone who has answers 
to your questions. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 

3/9/23 Allen 
Messer 
Phone 

Likes Alternate A because it has less cross traffic and she thinks 
more people would use a bypass type option 

Thanked her for input and encouraged her to continue to stay 
involved in the project 

3/9/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Mr. Messer, 
Can you tell me if/how this project would affect Greenwood 
Cemetery. I moved to Dayton back in 2015 after my late 
husband passed away. He and my in laws are buried there. I just 
came across this project tonight after work and am very 
concerned. I read what was on the project online and didn't see 
specifics regarding the cemetery but saw its within the borders 
of the maps shown. 
Please clarify for me. I appreciate your time. 

Thank you for taking time to provide input on the North Hamilton 
Crossing project. The Greenwood Cemetery is one of the top 
places the design team is attempting to avoid. There are currently 
16 routes that have been discussed, 6 of which would impact a 
small area in the corner of the cemetery near the intersection of 
Joe Nuxhall Boulevard and Neal Boulevard. Most of the area 
potentially impacted hasn't yet been used for burial. It is very 
likely that none of the routes that impact the cemetery will be 
advanced for further study. We are still looking at the routes at a 
very high level. We expect to narrow down the routes to two or 
three choices this spring. Those will be studied in more detail over 
the next 9 months to a year. Please continue to stay engaged in 
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the project and let me know if you have any other questions or 
comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 

3/9/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Allen 
    I just wanted to give some feedback on the North Hamilton 
crossing. 
       How about running Washington Blvd straight over the river 
and run it out to route 4 just north of Hamilton.  Then build a 
new black street bridge and run that road North of town to 
connect to the new part of Washington Blvd.  this gives easy 
access to buy pass 4, to connect with 129, and avoid downtown 
traffic. 
       Thanks 

Thank you for taking time to provide input about the North 
Hamilton Crossing project. One of the river crossing locations and 
routes being considered is an extension of NW Washington 
Boulevard. We have also talked about the possibility of stopping 
the project at SR 4, rather than continuing to SR 129.  We are still 
looking at the routes at a very high level. Your input is important. I 
will share your input with the design team. We expect to narrow 
down the routes to two or three choices this spring. Those will be 
studied in more detail over the next 9 months to a year. Please 
continue to stay engaged in the project and let me know if you 
have any other questions or comments. 
 
Allen 

3/9/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

First, my name is [readcted].  I’ve been a resident of Hamilton 
since birth.  I have great memories of the city throughout my 
life.  I’ve witnessed some the downfalls throughout the years.   
 
Secondly, I absolutely love the progress the city is making to 
make the city one for people to visit more often. However I do 
just want to say I disagree with using a route that will impact the 
homes of the north end and Greenwood Cemetery.  My moms 
entire family on her fathers side is buried there.  I would hate 
for the city to disturb the deceased individuals. I believe a new 
bridge is necessary, but it shouldn’t be at the expense of 
peoples homes and deceased graves.   
 
Thank you.   

Thank you for taking time to provide input on the North Hamilton 
Crossing project. The Greenwood Cemetery is one of the top 
places the design team is attempting to avoid. There are currently 
16 routes that have been discussed, 6 of which would impact a 
small area in the corner of the cemetery near the intersection of 
Joe Nuxhall Boulevard and Neal Boulevard. Most of the area 
potentially impacted hasn't yet been used for burial. It is very 
possible that none of the routes that impact the cemetery will be 
advanced for further study. We are still looking at the routes at a 
very high level. 
 
We are using existing streets to the extent feasible but the existing 
street must be widened to meet travel demand. We are working 
closely with the North End neighborhood and are minimizing the 
impact on homes as much as possible. For those houses that can't 
be avoided we will provide assistance relocating and fair pricing 
for the property that is purchased. The City is working with 
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Neighborhood Housing, a local non-profit that builds and rents 
affordable housing, to look at building replacement housing on 
vacant City owned lots within the North End Neighborhood so that 
residents who want to remain in the neighborhood can do so. 
 
Residents will be assigned a relocation manager to help them 
understand the property acquisition process and navigate through 
it. A Displaced Person cannot be required to move until 90 days 
after a comparable replacement dwelling is presented to them. 
The comparable replacement housing must be within the financial 
means of the Displaced Person. In order to ensure the comparable 
is within the financial means of the Displaced Person the price 
differential must be presented to the Displaced Persons. 
 
The Ohio Constitution requires just payment for properties 
acquired for transportation projects. Professional appraisers and 
appraisal reviewers are hired to determine fair market value for 
homes needed for the project. A consultant who specializes in 
relocations for transportation projects will be assigned to help 
residents understand the benefits they are entitled to and find 
replacement housing for them. Relocation benefits include 
payments for relocation housing, rental assistance, moving cost 
reimbursements, mortgage rate increase, utility increases, 
reestablishment expenses, and advisory services. Property owners 
are able to negotiate compensation. Purchase prices are 
negotiable and there is no requirement for an owner to accept. 
Just compensation may be determined by a local jury if a price is 
not agreed to.  
 
Your input is important. I will share your input with the design 
team. We expect to narrow down the routes to two or three 
choices this spring. Those will be studied in more detail over the 
next 9 months to a year. Please continue to stay engaged in the 
project and let me know if you have any other questions or 
comments. 
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Sincerely, 
 
Allen 

3/9/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Good Afternoon,  
       I just want to express my concern about the new road. My 
kids are in 4-H and they show their animals every year at the 
fair.  
 
Do you have an alternate place where the fair would take place 
if you put a road right through the Fairgrounds? 
 
This is not fair to our kids. 4-H has helped my kids out so much 
with their social skills and have taught them so much 
responsibility. Why take that away from them? Every year my 
kids can't wait to purchase their animals and get them ready for 
the fair. The week of fair is one of my kids favorite weeks. We 
pull our camper there and spend the entire week showing and 
making memories. Memories that they talk about the rest of the 
year. If you don't have an alternate place to have the fair then 
this option to go through our Fairgrounds is 
 
NOT FAIR TO THE KIDS.  
 
Thanks, 

Thank you for taking time to provide input on the North Hamilton 
Crossing project. The design team understands that the 
fairgrounds have significant community value. Some of the routes 
being discussed go along the outside edge of the fairgrounds. 
None of them would require the fair to relocate. The routes are 
not final and it may be possible to reshape the routes to minimize 
impact to the fairgrounds. If a route through that area is advanced 
to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how to 
mitigate the project's impact on the facilities (for example if it is 
unavoidable to miss a building, the design team will look for a 
location nearby that the building can be rebuilt prior to removing 
the existing building). It is possible that none of the routes that 
impact the fairgrounds will be advanced for further study. We are 
still looking at the routes at a very high level. Your input is 
important. If you have not already done so, I encourage you to 
visit the project website at northhamiltoncrossing.org to see more 
about the project and the routes that have been discussed. I will 
share your input with the design team. We expect to narrow down 
the routes to two or three choices this spring. Those will be 
studied in more detail over the next 9 months to a year. Please 
continue to stay engaged in the project and let me know if you 
have any other questions or comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 

3/9/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Can’t believe this is even being considered!  Take away our 
historical fairgrounds?  Completely unacceptable.  Would it be 
worth it to destroy our fairgrounds for Spooky Nook a business 
like any other that could go under at anytime for many reasons.  
Many generations of families have used, and continue to use, 
the fairgrounds and like my family may never have a use for 
Spooky Nook!  I am 66 years old and have projects in the Art Hall 

Thank you for taking time to provide input on the North Hamilton 
Crossing project. The design team understands that the 
fairgrounds have significant community value. The routes are not 
final and it may be possible to reshape the routes to minimize 
impact to the fairgrounds. If a route through that area is advanced 
to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how to 
mitigate the project's impact on the facilities (for example if it is 
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every year, my son showed hogs in 4-H for 10 years.  Starting 
this year, I am looking forward to watching my granddaughter 
also show hogs - hopefully for the next 10 years at the Butler 
County Fairgrounds! 

unavoidable to miss a building, the design team will look for a 
location nearby that the building can be rebuilt prior to removing 
the existing building). It is possible that none of the routes that 
impact the fairgrounds will be advanced for further study. We are 
still looking at the routes at a very high level. Your input is 
important. I will share your input with the design team. We expect 
to narrow down the routes to two or three choices this spring. 
Those will be studied in more detail over the next 9 months to a 
year. Please continue to stay engaged in the project and let me 
know if you have any other questions or comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 

3/9/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

The map is not very readable and as far as fair I think it needs 
stay as is we don’t need a road through it to mess fair plans up 

Thank you for taking time to provide input on the North Hamilton 
Crossing project. I'm sorry you had trouble reading the map you 
were looking at. Attached is a pdf of the boards that were 
presented at the public meeting on January 23. The design team 
understands that the fairgrounds have significant community 
value. The routes are not final and it may be possible to reshape 
the routes to minimize impact to the fairgrounds. If a route 
through that area is advanced to the next phase of study, details 
will be developed about how to mitigate the project's impact on 
the facilities (for example if it is unavoidable to miss a building, the 
design team will look for a location nearby that the building can be 
rebuilt prior to removing the existing building). It is possible that 
none of the routes that impact the fairgrounds will be advanced 
for further study. We are still looking at the routes at a very high 
level. Your input is important. I will share your input with the 
design team. We expect to narrow down the routes to two or 
three choices this spring. Those will be studied in more detail over 
the next 9 months to a year. Please continue to stay engaged in 
the project and let me know if you have any other questions or 
comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
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Allen 

3/9/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Hi Allen , 
My name is [redacted], 
I just recently read and saw plans for the proposed road through 
the fairgrounds. I come from a farm family and have been 
attending and participating in the fair for years, my kids 
currently participate in the fair. I would be completely opposed 
to any disturbance of the fairgrounds. This should have been 
thought about before spooky nook was built. To put a road 
through the fairgrounds would ruin it and take away 
opportunities for 4-h kids in the future. Please don’t let this 
happen. Thankyou 

Thank you for taking time to provide input on the North Hamilton 
Crossing project. The design team understands that the 
fairgrounds have significant community value. The routes are not 
final and it may be possible to reshape the routes to minimize 
impact to the fairgrounds. If a route through that area is advanced 
to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how to 
mitigate the project's impact on the facilities (for example if it is 
unavoidable to miss a building, the design team will look for a 
location nearby that the building can be rebuilt prior to removing 
the existing building). It is possible that none of the routes that 
impact the fairgrounds will be advanced for further study. We are 
still looking at the routes at a very high level. Your input is 
important. I will share your input with the design team. We expect 
to narrow down the routes to two or three choices this spring. 
Those will be studied in more detail over the next 9 months to a 
year. Please continue to stay engaged in the project and let me 
know if you have any other questions or comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 

3/9/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

I am against digging up my family who not only worked for 
greenwood cemetery but also are buried there with many 
others.  For out of town traffic to come to spooky nook. I am a 
religious woman and believe very strongly  that  moving our 
dead is sacrilege. Shame on you all.  

Thank you for taking time to provide input on the North Hamilton 
Crossing project. The Greenwood Cemetery is one of the top 
places the design team is attempting to avoid. There are currently 
16 routes that have been discussed, 6 of which would impact a 
small area in the corner of the cemetery near the intersection of 
Joe Nuxhall Boulevard and Neal Boulevard. Most of the area 
potentially impacted hasn't yet been used for burial. It is very 
likely that none of the routes that impact the cemetery will be 
advanced for further study. We are still looking at the routes at a 
very high level. We expect to narrow down the routes to two or 
three choices this spring. Those will be studied in more detail over 
the next 9 months to a year. Please continue to stay engaged in 
the project and let me know if you have any other questions or 
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comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 

3/10/23 Allen 
Messer 
Phone 

Dislikes any of the routes that use Neal Boulevard and is 
concerned about impacts to the cemetery 

Thanked her for input and encouraged her to continue to stay 
involved in the project 

3/10/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Mr. Messer, 
Thank you so much for the quick response. This has definitely 
helped put my mind to rest. I will continue to follow the 
progress. 
 
Best Regards  

 

3/10/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

I am talking about Neal Blvd and Campbell. I believe I will not 
send the pics.I believe they need to be delivered to the media. 
When the trees got cut down and the signs were pulled. We had 
no idea this is why. This looks very shady. I think it needs to be 
looked into and many people need to know about it.  
Sent from my iPad 

There was brush cleared along the hydraulic canal because people 
camping there were leaving a bunch of trash and harassing park 
staff. At any rate the clearing had nothing to do with the North 
Hamilton Crossing project. We don’t have the route selected at 
this time and don’t plan to start clearing for the project for a few 
more years. 

3/10/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

To whomever is in charge, 
Please don’t mess with the fairgrounds OR Greenwood 
Cemetery.  These are sacred places that have stood for 
centuries and have to remain.  Spooky Nook certainly picked the 
right name because it’s becoming scarier and scarier as the days 
go by.  This is not fair or ethical. 
[redacted]- life long Butler County resident. 

Thank you for taking time to provide input on the North Hamilton 
Crossing project. The design team understands that the 
fairgrounds and cemetery have significant community value. The 
routes are not final and it may be possible to reshape the routes 
to minimize or avoid impact to the fairgrounds and cemetery. If a 
route through that area is advanced to the next phase of study, 
details will be developed about how to mitigate the project's 
impact on the facilities (for example if it is unavoidable to miss a 
building, the design team will look for a location nearby that the 
building can be rebuilt prior to removing the existing building). It is 
possible that none of the routes that impact the fairgrounds will 
be advanced for further study. We are still looking at the routes at 
a very high level. Your input is important. I will share your input 
with the design team. We expect to narrow down the routes to 
two or three choices this spring. Those will be studied in more 
detail over the next 9 months to a year. Please continue to stay 
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engaged in the project and let me know if you have any other 
questions or comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 

3/10/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Dear Mr.Messer, 
I urge you to look at other options when looking at places for 
the road.  The Butler County Fairgrounds and 4-H has had such 
an impact on my life and my daughters.  Please do not divide 
and put a road through it.  These kids work all year leading up to 
the fair on their projects.  For them, the fair is the best week of 
their entire life. 

Thank you for taking time to provide input on the North Hamilton 
Crossing project. The design team understands that the 
fairgrounds have significant community value. The routes are not 
final and it may be possible to reshape the routes to minimize 
impact to the fairgrounds. If a route through that area is advanced 
to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how to 
mitigate the project's impact on the facilities (for example if it is 
unavoidable to miss a building, the design team will look for a 
location nearby that the building can be rebuilt prior to removing 
the existing building). It is possible that none of the routes that 
impact the fairgrounds will be advanced for further study. We are 
still looking at the routes at a very high level. Your input is 
important. I will share your input with the design team. We expect 
to narrow down the routes to two or three choices this spring. 
Those will be studied in more detail over the next 9 months to a 
year. Please continue to stay engaged in the project and let me 
know if you have any other questions or comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 

3/10/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Mr. Messer,  
 
As many residents know, the Butler County fairgrounds has been 
a staple for many, many years. From showing animals and 
livestock, to the demolition derby and veggie car races, there is 
something for almost everyone at the Butler County Fair; and 
for that, Butler County needs its‘ fairgrounds.  
 
When was the last time you spent time at the Butler County 

Thank you for taking time to provide input on the North Hamilton 
Crossing project. The design team understands that the 
fairgrounds have significant community value. The routes are not 
final and it may be possible to reshape the routes to minimize 
impact to the fairgrounds. If a route through that area is advanced 
to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how to 
mitigate the project's impact on the facilities (for example if it is 
unavoidable to miss a building, the design team will look for a 
location nearby that the building can be rebuilt prior to removing 
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Fair? When I say at the fair, I don’t mean just walking around 
eating fried Oreos and hand dipped corn dogs. I don’t just mean 
throwing rings to win a wooden cane, or a ping pong ball to win 
a fish. I mean, when was the last time you really walked around 
to capture what goes on behind the scenes?  
 
Have you seen the look on the face of a 10 year old when they 
win a first place ribbon for decorating a cake? Have you seen the 
hard work and effort a seven year old puts into showing a 
chicken? Or, a 6th generation farmer showing their livestock? If 
you haven’t, I don’t think you’ve really experienced the fair. I 
don’t think you should have the ability to change the future of 
so many people, and so many children who are involved in the 
fair. I think if you did spend time at the fair, spent time at 4-H 
meetings and gatherings, you would know what this place 
means to so many people. You would know that putting in a 
major road through the heart of the fairgrounds, wouldn’t even 
be an option.  
 
The Fairgrounds is a solace for all involved in what makes the 
fair, The Fair. From the multiple Butler County 4-H groups, the 
generations of Demolition Derby car drivers and farmers, to 
vendors and everyone in between; the fairgrounds offer so 
much more than just a corn dog and a wooden cane.  
 
Not everyone can be a star basketball player, football player, 
track star or cheerleader. And not everyone is a farmer or derby 
car driver, but thankfully for those who want to be involved in 
something, there are over 100 activities that 4-H offers and that 
is what our children need. I fear that if the fairgrounds go away, 
slowly 4-H will go away.  
 
I ask you from the bottom of my heart, please reconsider the 
construction plan in question. Please don’t take away the 
fairgrounds from our family and from our community. There are 
so many children that need this consistent activity and look 

the existing building). It is possible that none of the routes that 
impact the fairgrounds will be advanced for further study. We are 
still looking at the routes at a very high level. Your input is 
important. I will share your input with the design team. We expect 
to narrow down the routes to two or three choices this spring. 
Those will be studied in more detail over the next 9 months to a 
year. Please continue to stay engaged in the project and let me 
know if you have any other questions or comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 
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forward to this year after year. In these days of technology and 
hiding behind screens, let our kids have this, please.  
 
Kindest regards,  
[redacted], 33 year Butler County resident, mother of four.  

3/10/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Dear Mr. Messer,  
 
I live near [redacted]. I'm in Fairfield Township, just a couple of 
blocks from the Hamilton City line, about a mile from the 
fairgrounds. It's our family home, and I've lived there since I 
moved to Ohio as a young girl in 1989. In fact, I was in 4-H for 
ten years as I grew up, and my sisters and I used to walk to the 
fairgrounds in order to participate in 4-H activities at the fair. I 
use the bike path that goes along the old canal down to the 
Great Miami river regularly, and I love it. My first job was in the 
local Kroger bakery, and when I applied for it, I asked Mr. Forest 
on the Sr. Fair Board if he'd give me an interview.  
 
I am also a 4-H Club advisor now. I have been volunteering with 
the 4-H program as an adult for twenty years.  
 
The 4-H club I volunteer with has anywhere from 80 to 120 
youth members every year. That's just our club, and our club is 
one of many. I am so privileged to watch our club members 
grow and flourish over the years as they gain leadership and 
citizenship skills as well as discovering career paths. Many of the 
4-H members I have watched graduate over the years return to 
Hamilton to work and raise their families. They stop by the fair 
every year to say hello and introduce their children. As their 
children grow old enough for 4-H, many of them have joined the 
club I volunteer with. I never have to wonder who I should call 
for any good or service; I just ask at the next 4-H club meeting, 
and one of the parents always has a good local  
recommendation for me. The community ties we build together 
are strong, and they help all of us flourish.  
 

Thank you for taking time to provide input on the North Hamilton 
Crossing project and your encouraging comments on the progress 
Hamilton has made in recent years. The design team understands 
that the fairgrounds have significant community value. The routes 
are not final and it may be possible to reshape the routes to 
minimize impact to the fairgrounds. If a route through that area is 
advanced to the next phase of study, details will be developed 
about how to mitigate the project's impact on the facilities (for 
example if it is unavoidable to miss a building, the design team will 
look for a location nearby that the building can be rebuilt prior to 
removing the existing building). It is possible that none of the 
routes that impact the fairgrounds will be advanced for further 
study. We are still looking at the routes at a very high level. Your 
input is important. I will share your input with the design team. 
We expect to narrow down the routes to two or three choices this 
spring. Those will be studied in more detail over the next 9 months 
to a year. Please continue to stay engaged in the project and let 
me know if you have any other questions or comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 
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I have worked with young people in a variety of contexts, and 
for my money 4-H kids are the best kids I know. I have recruited 
4-H members in the workplace whenever I've had the 
opportunity, because their work ethic, competency, and sense 
of responsibility is second to none. I have never regretted 
recommending a 4-H alum for a job in my workplace. They have 
generally outperformed their peers, and improved the work 
culture around them. I have written dozens of recommendation 
letters for 4-H members over the years, for college admission, 
trade school, scholarship opportunities, and job applications. I 
have never doubted that the member I was recommending was 
a good candidate for any of those opportunities.  
 
I know that the youth organizations which participate in the 
county fair (including 4-H, FFA, FCCLA, Boy Scouts, Girls Scouts, 
Jr. Grange, and Farm Bureau Youth) are not organizations which 
necessarily have a high profile in Butler County. They are not as 
glamorous as sports teams, and they don't have the prestige of 
the performing arts. But I am requesting you to consider the 
immense value these programs have both to individuals and to 
the strength of our community as you consider where the new 
road will connect to Route 4. The county fairgrounds and the 
facilities there are central to the experiences of every young 
person who participates in these programs. The fair board has 
worked long and hard to update and develop one of the most 
historic county fairgrounds in Ohio into a facility that can serve 
our community today and into the future.  
 
I have watched the development of downtown Hamilton as well 
as the Rossville area with pleasure, excitement, and a quiet 
sense of pride and satisfaction in our community. Although our 
house is just over the line into the township, I have always 
considered myself a Hamilton girl, and I hope that never 
changes. The Spooky Nook complex is a triumph for our 
community, and I understand and agree that we need another 
connection point to lighten the transportation load. Done well, 
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this project will be every bit as influential and transformative as 
the Jack Kirsch underpass or the transformation of By-Pass 4. I 
know that you have the best interest of our city as a whole in 
mind. Please do what you can to preserve the fairgrounds both 
for the economic impact of the events held there and for the 
young people who are the future of our community.  
 
Sincerely,  

3/10/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

I saw a post on Facebook about Greenwood Cemetery & the 
dead possibly being moved. My question is which side of the 
cemetery is being discussed? The oldest side or the newer side 
with St Stephens Cemetery attached? 

Some of the routes show the possibility of disturbance to the 
newer part of the cemetery at the northeast corner near the 
intersection of Joe Nuxhall Boulevard and Neal Boulevard, but I do 
not anticipate the need to relocate graves. The potential 
disturbance could be within the fenced area but it doesn't appear 
that there are burials in that location yet. It is possible that none 
of the routes that impact the cemetery will be advanced for 
further study. We are still looking at the routes at a very high level. 
Your input is important. I will share your input with the design 
team. We expect to narrow down the potential routes to two or 
three choices this spring. Those will be studied in more detail over 
the next 9 months to a year. Please continue to stay engaged in 
the project and let me know if you have any other questions or 
comments 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 

3/10/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Hello Mr. Messer, 
 
I would like to extend my family’s regret of the new roadway 
being proposed. Quite honestly, we feel that NONE of the 
proposals are what’s best for the City of Hamilton and its 
surrounding areas. Rather, they seem to provide what is best for 
Spooky Nook and those whom will continue to pad their pockets 
from its development and tenure, which is never promised to be 
successful long-term.  
 

Thank you for taking time to provide input on the North Hamilton 
Crossing project. The design team understands that the 
fairgrounds have significant community value. The routes are not 
final and it may be possible to reshape the routes to minimize or 
avoid impact to the fairgrounds and cemetery. If a route through 
that area is advanced to the next phase of study, details will be 
developed about how to mitigate the project's impact on the 
facilities (for example if it is unavoidable to miss a building, the 
design team will look for a location nearby that the building can be 
rebuilt prior to removing the existing building). It is possible that 
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The “initial routes” labeled A-D, will directly impact myself, my 
family and thousands of youth that are currently able to 
participate in the Butler County Fair. These routes, while 
seemingly innocent to those not involved with all that fair offers, 
will be detrimental to the grounds and the 4-H, FFA, Girl Scouts, 
Boy Scouts, Farm Bureau Youth and COUNTLESS other LOCAL 
community members and youth.  These are the youth that are 
trained, taught and guided to be the future of our very 
successful workforce and community. These are youth that 
don’t have the means, finances or guardians able to give them 
the ability to play increasingly more expensive sports and other 
activities, where the fairgrounds offers projects inexpensive and 
sometimes free projects and outreach for many. 
 
As a 4-H club advisor, I am lucky enough to watch hundreds of 
youth grow, learn and mature through these projects and go on 
to do very “big things”.  Doctors, Veterinarians, Engineers, 
Politicians, Nurses, Aerospace Engineers, Farmers, Mechanics, 
Teachers, Electricians, etc. are just a drop in the bucket of what 
I’ve watched grow from the Butler County Fairgrounds 
personally. 
 
I do hope that you won’t take this decision lightly. This decision 
to change/add to the roadway that is largely based on the 
development of one establishment, is unfair to a majority of 
your residents and community that pay the taxes for such 
projects.  There are other options, that may not support such a 
large road being added, will still help ease the burden of 
additional traffic. 
 
While I can only write on behalf of my family, friends and club 
members, please know there are thousands of families asking 
the city to reconsider, or at least not ruin the existing 
fairgrounds.  
 
Respectfully, 

none of the routes that impact the fairgrounds will be advanced 
for further study. We are still looking at the routes at a very high 
level. Your input is important. I will share your input with the 
design team. We expect to narrow down the routes to two or 
three choices this spring. Those will be studied in more detail over 
the next 9 months to a year. Please continue to stay engaged in 
the project through the project website northhamiltoncrossing.org 
and let me know if you have any other questions or comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 
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3/10/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

So is it true that this project could go through Greenwood 
Cemetery? 

The project is not going through the Greenwood Cemetery. The 
Greenwood Cemetery is one of the top places the design team is 
attempting to avoid. There are currently 16 routes that have been 
discussed, 6 of which would impact a small area in the corner of 
the cemetery near the intersection of Joe Nuxhall Boulevard and 
Neal Boulevard that hasn't yet been used for burial. It is very likely 
that none of the routes that impact the cemetery will be advanced 
for further study. We are still looking at the routes at a very high 
level. We expect to narrow down the routes to two or three 
choices this spring. Those will be studied in more detail over the 
next 9 months to a year. Please continue to stay engaged in the 
project by visiting the project website northhamiltoncrossing.org 
and let me know if you have any other questions or comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 

3/10/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

My husband is buried in greenwood cemetery and I have 
purchased the plot next to his. Will there be community 
meetings in the future as routes are considered? Where is the 
best place for me to get updates. I don't use Facebook. What 
are the chances greenwood cemetery will be effected?  
Thank you for your time.  

The project is not going through the Greenwood Cemetery. The 
Greenwood Cemetery is one of the top places the design team is 
attempting to avoid. There are currently 16 routes that have been 
discussed, 6 of which would impact a small area in the corner of 
the cemetery near the intersection of Joe Nuxhall Boulevard and 
Neal Boulevard that hasn't yet been used for burial. It is very likely 
that none of the routes that impact the cemetery will be advanced 
for further study. We are still looking at the routes at a very high 
level. We expect to narrow down the routes to two or three 
choices this spring. Those will be studied in more detail over the 
next 9 months to a year. Please continue to stay engaged in the 
project by visiting the project website northhamiltoncrossing.org 
and let me know if you have any other questions or comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 
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3/11/23 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Allen, 
  
I have been asked to make my opinion known, but this is hard to 
do in an exact manner because I am truly unclear on how this 
road is going to impact the Fairground.  I do not understand why 
this road has to impact the Fairgrounds in any way.  This Fair has 
been going on for well over a hundred years.   Any roadway 
through the Fairgrounds will impact the kids, whether it be their 
safety or even noise level, as well as the animals and events that 
take place at the Fairgrounds.  I am curious to know why the 
path must be through the Fairgrounds?  Thank you for your time 
and I will wait for your respons. 

Thank you for taking time to provide input on the North Hamilton 
Crossing project. Your input is important. The design team 
understands that the fairgrounds have significant community 
value. The routes are not final and it may be possible to reshape 
the routes to minimize impact to the fairgrounds. If a route 
through that area is advanced to the next phase of study, details 
will be developed about how to mitigate the project's impact on 
the facilities (for example if it is unavoidable to miss a building, the 
design team will look for a location nearby that the building can be 
rebuilt prior to removing the existing building). We are still looking 
at the routes at a very high level. It is possible that none of the 
routes that impact the fairgrounds will be advanced for further 
study. I will share your input with the design team. We expect to 
narrow down the routes to two or three choices this spring. Those 
will be studied in more detail over the next 9 months to a year. 
Please continue to stay engaged in the project and let me know if 
you have any other questions or comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 

3/12/2023 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Dear Mr Messer,  
 
I am very concerned about the new proposed road going they 
the Butler county Fairgrounds.   The fairgrounds provides all 
families, low income-average-higher income, a place to grow, 
learn, & play thru 4-H. 4-H provides so many opportunities to 
explore & learn for all ages. So many opportunities come thru 4-
H and using the fairgrounds, that has been a staple in the 
community for over 100 years. I understand you have to 
eliminate congestion & things have to grow, but as a “planner” 
you really need to realize that not everyone makes 6 figures. Not 
everyone cares about huge sports complexes. I think many 
people have an ideology that their child will be in the NFL. Less 
than 1% of this is true. It seems we are doing a lot of planning 
for 1 sports complex. Well we need to save & protect the 

Thank you for taking time to provide input on the North Hamilton 
Crossing project. Your input is important. The design team 
understands that the fairgrounds have significant community 
value. The routes are not final and it may be possible to reshape 
the routes to minimize impact to the fairgrounds. If a route 
through that area is advanced to the next phase of study, details 
will be developed about how to mitigate the project's impact on 
the facilities (for example if it is unavoidable to miss a building, the 
design team will look for a location nearby that the building can be 
rebuilt prior to removing the existing building). We are still looking 
at the routes at a very high level. It is possible that none of the 
routes that impact the fairgrounds will be advanced for further 
study. I will share your input with the design team. We expect to 
narrow down the routes to two or three choices this spring. Those 
will be studied in more detail over the next 9 months to a year. 
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fairgrounds for the rest of the majority of the community that 
wants to protect heritage & teaching children - 4-H teaches kids 
how to interview (a life skill), teaches them respect (a life skill), 
teaches them to invest in themselves (a life skill); we need the 
fairgrounds, a safe fairgrounds, with no external road going thru 
it, in order to bring kids together with 4-H. 4-H also teaches kids 
where our food comes from and how to protect that. You take 
away land, property, & the fairgrounds, eventually, food sources 
run out. That needs to be considered in all long term projects 
that Butler County has in the works. I am 45 years old. The fair & 
animals & projects are what has build many adults in this 
community.  
My point to this, is that you build a new road to eliminate 
congestion, then they area gets a new road, then it’s developed, 
then the congestion returns-endless, never ending battle. Please 
don’t take away the one thing in our community that benefits 
EVERYONE!!!! Low income children deserve to have the same 
opportunities as those children that are born to parents with 6 
figure income. It is not their fault. We need to understand that 
4-H And the fairgrounds is the only true  activity/opportunity 
that ALL children in the community have. Please, please don’t 
take this away from them for a stupid road. Thank you for your 
time.  
Sincerely,  
 
Sent from my iPhone 

Please continue to stay engaged in the project and let me know if 
you have any other questions or comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 

3/12/2023 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Dear Mr. Messer: 
 
I have completed the North Hamilton Crossing Survey, and I 
included at its end the following information, but I have decided 
to send this information to you personally also because of your 
capacity as a Hamilton official. 
 
Because it appears Hamilton might have a new North Hamilton 
Crossing bridge within a decade, I would like to suggest that 
consideration be given to naming the bridge in honor of Mr. 

Thank you for taking time to think about ideas to make the North 
Hamilton Crossing project even better. I will share your ideas with 
the rest of the design team. The suggestion for the bridge naming 
is a great one. Ultimately Council will decide on a name for the 
roadway and bridges and I suspect there will be consideration of 
Dave Belew. Feel free to reach out if you have any other thoughts 
about the project as it progresses. 
 
Allen 
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David Belew, of Hamilton. Mr. Belew is almost certainly the city's 
last living “captain of industry,” or local leader of an old 
Hamilton company, who was also a great civic leader of 
Hamilton. In this case, Dave Belew served as president and then 
chairman of the Beckett Paper Company, founded in 1848 and 
where he worked for more than 30 years. He has devoted much 
of his professional and personal lives to improving Hamilton. 
 
Naming the bridge after Mr. Belew, I believe, would serve as a 
tribute both to Hamilton's industrial history as well as to Dave 
Belew himself. This also would be a very visible way to 
acknowledge Mr. Belew's near lifetime of service to his city and 
its citizens. 
 
I do not know the convention for the naming of bridges, but I 
will happily send you additional information about Mr. Belew's 
community service if that would aid the bridge's being named in 
his honor. 
 
As for the construction of the bridge itself, I suggest that the 
bridge include, on its southern side, at least a bike lane and a 
pedestrian lane. Because of the height of the bridge – which I 
estimate at up to 55 feet at its western end, depending on 
where the bridge is built – and the ensuing wonderful view it will 
provide, I believe planners also should consider adding a parking 
lane on its southern side, to allow drivers to park their vehicles 
and enjoy the splendid vistas. 
 
The building of the bridge (and incorporating most or all of the 
aforementioned features) will make Hamilton, I believe, one of 
the nation's few cities of our population both with so many 
bridges (six, including the one planned to replace the Black 
Street Bridge's function) and such an outstanding view of its 
river valley. 
 
I consider the building of the North Hamilton Crossing bridge to 
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be yet one more opportunity for a city experiencing a 
renaissance to further beautify itself and acquire yet another 
outstanding feature. 
 
I hope you and the other planners of the North Hamilton 
Crossing will agree that the construction features I have 
suggested will cost relatively little compared to the overall 
N.H.C. project while going a long way to creating a truly epic 
small-city bridge. 
 
Sincerely, 

3/12/2023 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Hello, we have recently been made aware of the new possible 
road through the Butler County Fairgrounds. We would like you 
to know that we participate every year in the Jr fair with our 
children. Our family looks forward to the week of fair every year. 
It would definitely affect us in a negative way. We also breed 
and sell our own pigs to a lot of kids who show them at our fair. I 
hope you can understand the effect this would have on so many 
families who look forward and love to participate at the fair. 
Thank you!  
 
Sent from my iPhone 

Thank you for taking time to provide input on the North Hamilton 
Crossing project. Your input is important. The design team 
understands that the fairgrounds have significant community 
value. The routes are not final and it may be possible to reshape 
the routes to minimize impact to the fairgrounds. If a route 
through that area is advanced to the next phase of study, details 
will be developed about how to mitigate the project's impact on 
the facilities (for example if it is unavoidable to miss a building, the 
design team will look for a location nearby that the building can be 
rebuilt prior to removing the existing building). We are still looking 
at the routes at a very high level. It is possible that none of the 
routes that impact the fairgrounds will be advanced for further 
study. I will share your input with the design team. We expect to 
narrow down the routes to two or three choices this spring. Those 
will be studied in more detail over the next 9 months to a year. 
Please continue to stay engaged in the project and let me know if 
you have any other questions or comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 

3/12/2023 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

Hello, 
My name is [redacted], I am a member of the Butler County Jr. 
Fairboard as well as an 8-year Butler County 4-H member. While 
doing my research as well as being at many fairboard meetings, 

Thank you for taking time to look at the project information in 
detail and for reaching out to provide input about the planning. 
The design team understands that the arenas and horse barns 
have significant community value. The routes are not final and it 
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It has been brought to my attention that the 4/7 routes for the 
North Hamilton Crossing will take out the horse department at 
the Butler County Fairgrounds. If you chose one of those routes, 
you will be taking out 3 barns (one being the mounted patrol’s 
barn), our only 2 arenas, and camping spots for horse and 
livestock members. If this is to happen, that will leave the horse 
members to show in the grandstand pit where activities like the 
tractor pull and demolition derby go on. Forcing us into that 
area will end with extreme safety hazards to the horses and 
riders due to the fumes and car parts scattered all around.  
                I watched your video displayed in the overview section 
of your website. It was said many times that displacement issues 
would end in a nearby rebuild of the structure/finding new 
homes for those displaced. Finding a new section to build the 
horse department will decrease the amount of members that 
will come to show as well as guests who come to the fair. A large 
part of being at the fair is getting to walk around and see 
everything that goes on as well as supporting your friends that 
show other animals. Every year, hundreds if not thousands of 
people walk through the horse barns extremally excited to see 
the horses. You always hear “Mommy! Look at the horses” 
followed by joyous giggling and smiles. Taking out or moving the 
barns and arenas will leave the fairgrounds and fair without that 
special spark the horse department gives it every year.  
               4-H is a wonderful program filled with wonderful 
people. These people, including myself, are dedicated to this 
program especially competing at the fair. Fair is the best week 
for these kids lives, so please don’t take it away from us. The 
one week of fair is such a wonderful time for the Hamilton 
community. I hope you and your team take my words into 
intense consideration and understand how much the 
fairgrounds truly mean to us. If you have any questions please 
feel free to contact me at this email.  
Thank you, 

may be possible to reshape the routes to minimize impact to the 
arenas and horse barns. If a route through that area is advanced 
to the next phase of study, details will be developed about how to 
mitigate the project's impact on the facilities (for example if it is 
unavoidable to miss a building, the design team will look for a 
location nearby that the building can be rebuilt prior to removing 
the existing building). It is possible that none of the routes that 
impact the horse barns and arenas will be advanced for further 
study. We are still looking at the routes at a very high level. Your 
input is important. I will share your input with the design team. 
We expect to narrow down the routes to two or three choices this 
spring. Those will be studied in more detail over the next 9 months 
to a year. Please continue to stay engaged in the project and let 
me know if you have any other questions or comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 
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3/13/2023 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

I realize the difficulty of selecting an option for location of any 
major facility, especially relative to NIMBY. As a resident of 
Butler County that has spent many weeks at the Fairgrounds 
with horses, I know that this experience is extremely important 
to the youth of this county, and to their families.  
 
IF any of the options that cut through the fairgrounds are 
selected, they MUST INCLUDE CONSTRUCTION OF NEW 
FACILITIES TO HOUSE THE HORSES AND THEIR SHOWS WITHIN 
THE BUDGET FOR THAT FACILITY. 
 
It's also extremely important to involve the fair and junior fair 
board members and the advisors in plans for these new 
facilities, so that they will be designed to accommodate the 
intended uses as well as possible. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide input on this project. 

Thank you for taking time to provide input on the North Hamilton 
Crossing project. Your input is important. The design team 
understands that the fairgrounds have significant community 
value. If a route through that area is advanced to the next phase 
of study, details will be developed about how to mitigate the 
project's impact on the facilities (for example if it is unavoidable to 
miss a building, the design team will look for a location nearby that 
the building can be rebuilt prior to removing the existing building). 
We are still looking at the routes at a very high level. It is possible 
that none of the routes that impact the fairgrounds will be 
advanced for further study. I will share your input with the design 
team. We expect to narrow down the routes to two or three 
choices this spring. Those will be studied in more detail over the 
next 9 months to a year. Please continue to stay engaged in the 
project and let me know if you have any other questions or 
comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 

3/14/2023 Allen 
Messer 
Email 

I’m am writing to you in hopes that you will consider not going 
through the fairgrounds with the new road proposal.  Not only 
does this serve our community, but the youth community who 
dedicate endless hours to display their 4H projects and animals 
at the fair.  These traditions are Americana at their greatest and 
traditions handed down from generation to generation.  Butler 
County fairgrounds has been strong for 172 years.  It should be a 
historical landmark property in our community not only because 
of the fair but because it is well known that the fairgrounds was 
also a battlefield during the civil war.  One would hope that you 
would consider rerouting through the ODOT property next to 
the fairgrounds.  I’m sure those men and women would like a 
larger lot to work from with more access to interstate and 
county roads.   
I sure hope you will consider this.   
I would also like to ask just how far into greenwood cemetery 

Thank you for taking time to provide input on the North Hamilton 
Crossing project. The design team understands that the 
fairgrounds and cemetery have significant community value. The 
routes are not final and it may be possible to reshape the routes 
to minimize or avoid impact to the fairgrounds and cemetery. If a 
route through that area is advanced to the next phase of study, 
details will be developed about how to mitigate the project's 
impact on the facilities (for example if it is unavoidable to miss a 
building, the design team will look for a location nearby that the 
building can be rebuilt prior to removing the existing building). 
 
The Greenwood Cemetery is one of the top places the design 
team is attempting to avoid. There are currently 16 routes that 
have been discussed, 6 of which would impact a small area in the 
corner of the cemetery near the intersection of Joe Nuxhall 
Boulevard and Neal Boulevard. Most of the area potentially 
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that plans will go.  My grandparents are buried close to the 
fence line on Neal Blvd, and my dad actually lives on Neal.  
Would his home be torn down?   

impacted hasn't yet been used for burial. I do not anticipate a 
need to relocate graves for the project.  
 
It is possible that none of the routes that impact the fairgrounds 
will be advanced for further study. We are still looking at the 
routes at a very high level. Your input is important. I will share 
your input with the design team. We expect to narrow down the 
routes to two or three choices this spring. Those will be studied in 
more detail over the next 9 months to a year. Please continue to 
stay engaged in the project through the project website 
northhamiltoncrossing.org and let me know if you have any other 
questions or comments. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Allen 
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OHIO HISTORY CONNECTION, LOCAL HISTORY SERVICES 
800 East 17th Avenue • Columbus, Ohio 43211-2497 • 614-297-2360 • lrussell@ohiohistory.org 

September 18, 2019 
 
Jeff Gambrell & Timothy Spoonster 
The North End Citizens for Community Action 
819 Dayton Street 
Hamilton, OH 45011 
 
RE:  JOSEPH HENRY “HAMILTON JOE” NUXHALL Ohio Historical Marker 
 
 
 
 
Dear Jeff & Timothy: 
 
CONGRATULATIONS!  The Local History Services Department is pleased to report that your application has been 
accepted into the marker program and that your request for a $1,000 Ohio Historical Marker Grant has been 
awarded.  This letter will serve as your confirmation of both the funding and your application’s acceptance. 
 
Sometime between October 2019 and June 2020 our staff will be working to review sources and finalize your 
marker text.  We strive to ensure historical accuracy, economy of language, readability, and relevance for 
readers of your marker today and in the future.  While the Ohio History Connection reserves the right to revise 
the submitted marker text we promise to keep you involved throughout.  We will notify you when your marker 
moves into editorial and you will be given a chance to review changes, answer questions about research, and 
generally be a part of our process. 
 
Once the final version of your marker text has been mutually agreed upon, you will be asked to sign and date a 
copy of that text for our records.  This is the text that will be submitted to our production company and be 
placed in your permanent marker file.  Please note that any additional expenses accrued for your marker will be 
invoiced to you at the time you sign-off on the final text. 
 
I see by your application that you hope for a marker dedication in June 13, 2020.  We will do our best to meet 
this date, but we cannot confirm a delivery date until your marker text is final, payment is complete, and we 
have placed the marker into production. 
 
Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions in the coming year.  We all look forward to working with 
you to make your Ohio Historical Marker a reality. 
 
Sincerely, 
 

   Laura 

 
Laura Russell, Historical Markers Coordinator 



Statement of Significance 
 
The significance of erecting an Ohio Historical Marker at the recently dedicated Joe 

Nuxhall Fields at  L.J. Smith Park (June 15, 2019)1, derives from a major moment in Major 
League Baseball history that occurred on one of those fields: The discovery of Joe Nuxhall at 
age 14 by The Cincinnati Reds in 1943. 
 
  World War II was being waged in both the Pacific and Eurpean Theatres. The Reds, like 
most Major League teams were struggling to fill their rosters as more than 80 percent of all 
players had answered the call to serve in the military2. Interestingly, it wasn’t Joe that the scouts 
from the Cincinnati Reds came to these fields to observe; in fact, it was his father Orville3. They 
had heard about Orville’s ability to play ball and sought to recruit him for the Reds, but he 
respectfully declined, wishing rather to keep his current career and focus on tending to his 
family. Instead he recommended that they consider his son Joe, only 14, who was playing with 
his team that day in the Sunday Adult Baseball League on these fields in Hamilton’s North End 
neighborhood. 

 
Being impressed with Joe’s ability and poise, the Reds signed him to play with them in 

February 1944. It was on June 10, 1944, during a game against the St. Louis Cardinals, that 
Joe Nuxhall became the youngest player to appear in a major league baseball game4, a record 
that he still holds to this day. Joe had a rocky start in his major league debut. The Reds were 
already trailing 13-0 when Joe was called to the mound. After giving up several walks, a few 
singles, and a number of runs, Joe was of taken out of the game before recording the third out.  

 
Within a week of his auspicious debut, Joe was assigned to the Reds minor league team 

in Birmingham, Alabama. There he began a determined 8 year pursuit to make it back to the 
majors. which ended in 1952 when he rejoined Reds’ roster. His return to professional baseball 
marked a new era for Joe Nuxhall. He demonstrated more control in his pitching and likewise 
showed vast improvement in fielding and batting, becoming an All-Star in 1955 and 1956. His 
major league career went on until his official retirement in 19675. 

 
Following retirement from professional baseball, Joe continued on as a broadcaster for 

the Cincinnati Reds until his final retirement in 20046. While 60 years of his life was spent in 
major league baseball  as either as a player or a broadcaster, Joe was also cherished by his 
adoring fans for his genuiness and character. Many would give testimony to his demonstration 
of humility and compassion for others. He was actively involved in charities throughout his 
lifespan including his very own Joe Nuxhall Memorial Scholarship and Joe Nuxhall Character 
Education Fund which provides workshops and grants for educators working with children. His 

 
1 (Rutledge 2019) 
2 (History.com, 2009) 
3 (Borgemenke 2019) 
4 (Pitman 2019) 
5 (Borgemenke 2019) 
6 (Legacy.com, 2007) 



legacy lives on today through these works as well as the Joe Nuxhall Miracle League 
which provides an opportunity for children of all disabilities to play baseball7. 

 

 
7 (Fox19Now 2009) 
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Please complete this application to apply for either an Ohio Historical Marker or an Ohio 
Corporate Limit Marker.  For additional assistance and information on completing this 
application, please refer to the Marker Application Handbook found on the marker website 
Remarkable Ohio.  These guidelines will provide more detailed information about each step of 
the application process. 
 
All information is required.  Missing information will eliminate your application from 
consideration.  Please use the checklist on page 2 to ensure everything is complete prior to 
submission.  While submission of an application does not guarantee that a marker will be 
awarded, the Ohio Historical Markers program appreciates your efforts to provide the 
information needed. 
 
Please note that due to the increased popularity of Ohio Historical Markers, we can only 
entertain one application from an individual or organization in any given round of applications. 
 
Questions? 
Contact the Ohio History Connection’s Historical Markers Coordinator, Laura Russell, at 614-
297-2360 or lrussell@ohiohistory.org.  You may also visit www.remarkableohio.org. 
 

Application Deadline:  July 1 
 

Please mail your completed application, with supporting materials, to Laura Russell at the 
address below.  Submitting a paper application greatly speeds our processing and decision 
time.  To be considered, all applications must be postmarked July 1 or earlier. 
 
MAIL:  Laura Russell, Historical Markers Program Coordinator 

Ohio History Connection 
800 East 17th Avenue 
Columbus, Ohio 43211 

 
EMAIL:  lrussell@ohiohistory.org 
 

http://www.remarkableohio.org/index.php?/page/propose
mailto:lrussell@ohiohistory.org
http://www.remarkableohio.org/
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Application Check List 
 
Use the checklist below to insure your application is ready to submit.  Applications missing any 
of the following information will be considered incomplete and eliminated from consideration 
for a marker. 
 
 
_____ 

Did you complete ALL information in the following sections? 
       Location of Proposed Marker 
       Owner of Property 
       Funding Sponsor 
       Maintenance of Marker 
       Shipping Address 
       Application Submitted By 

  
 
_____ 

If applicable, did you supply a tax exempt number for the funding sponsor of marker?  
If no tax exempt number is given, Franklin County sales tax will be added to the cost of 
the marker. 

  
_____ Signed letter from the property owner granting permission to erect a marker? 
  
_____ Map showing placement of proposed marker? 
  
_____ Statement of significance, attached (with footnotes or endnotes)? 
  
_____ Suggested text of marker, attached (with footnotes or endnotes)? 
  
 
_____ 

Initial draft of text does not exceed maximum length of 130 words per side (or 15 
words for an Ohio Corporate Limit Marker).  Word count included with your text? 

  
_____ Bibliography of sources cited for statement of significance and suggested text 

attached? 
  
_____ Copies of sources used to document facts in suggested marker text attached? 
 
_____ 

 
Did you check a box for grant consideration? 

  
 
If everything is in order, then your application is ready to mail! 

X

  X

  X

  X

  X

  X

  X

  X

  X
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Additional Funding (application must be made now) 
 
___ Check if applying for funding through the Ohio Historical Markers Grant Program. 

For more information, please refer to the Ohio Historical Markers Grant Program 
document found on Remarkable Ohio. 

 
___ Check if applying for funding through the William G. Pomeroy Foundation. 

Funding is available for Ohio Historical Markers in Ashland, Ashtabula, Cuyahoga, Erie, 
Geauga, Huron, Lake, Lorain, Mahoning, Medina, Meigs, Ottawa, Portage, Sandusky, 
Seneca, Summit, Trumbull, and Wayne counties.  For more information on the criteria for 
this grant, please refer to the William G. Pomeroy Foundation Grant document found on 
Remarkable Ohio. 

 
 
PLEASE NOTE:  Applicants may only apply for one of these grants.  If you wish to have your 
marker application put into consideration for grant funds please check now.  We cannot add 
your name to this pool after the July 1 marker application deadline. 
 

 
 
1.  Title of Marker: ______________________________________________________________ 
This title or an edited version thereof will appear at the top of the marker and be used to 
identify it once erected.  Keep titles short and interesting.  It is recommended that you finalize 
the title after you draft your “Statement of Significance” and “Suggested Marker Text.” 
 
 
2.  Subject of Marker: ___________________________________________________________ 
It is suggested that you fill in this blank after you draft your “Statement of Significance” and 
“Suggested Marker Text.”  Briefly summarize the subject of the marker.  Examples: “Union 
general,” ”Historic building,” “Natural disaster.” 
 
 
3.  Location of Proposed Marker 
Include a written description, a marked map showing proposed placement of marker, and a 
photograph of the location.  Be sure to note the relationship of the location of the marker to 
the subject matter. 
 
Property Name (if applicable): _____________________________________________________ 

Address (street and number): _____________________________________________________ 

City or Village: __________________  County: _________________  State: ______  Zip: ______ 

 

Marker GPS decimal coordinates: Latitude: _ _. _ _ _ _ _ _     Longitude:  (-) _ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

X

 Joseph Henry  "Hamilton Joe" Nuxhall 

The Joe Nuxhall Fields at L.J.Smith Park

Hamilton Butler Ohio 45011

 3 9 4 0 4 9 5 5  84  5 5 0 5 7 4

1150 Joe Nuxhall Blvd.

http://www.remarkableohio.org/index.php?/page/propose
http://www.remarkableohio.org/index.php?/page/propose
timothyspoonster
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Indicate relevance of location to subject of marker:  

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
4.  Owner(s) of Property upon which marker is to be erected 
When a marker is to be erected on a property not owned by the applicant, the property owner 
must grant permission in writing.  Please include the signed letter of permission with this 
application. 
 

Property Owner(s): ______________________________________________________________ 

Organization (if applicable): _______________________________________________________ 

Address (street and number): _____________________________________________________ 

City or Village: _________________  County: ________________  State: _______  Zip: _______ 

Telephone: (______) ___________________  Email: ___________________________________ 

 
OWNERSHIP OF PROPERTY (check one): 

___ public/local        ___ public/state                ___ public/federal 

___ not-for-profit     ___ private/individual      ____ private/business 

 

 

5.  Type of Marker (check one): 

 

 

 

  

 

 

          

 

 

 

 

        _____ OHIO HISTORICAL MARKER               ____ OHIO CORPORATE LIMIT MARKER(S) 

          _____ Number of markers requested 

 

The Joe Nuxhall Fields at L.J.Smith Park were the neighborhood baseball fields that Joe Nuxhall 
 played upon as youth. He lived only two blocks away. It was here that scouts of the Cincinnati Reds,
 discovered Joe when he was 14 in 1943. Joe signed to play with the team in 1944 at age 15 and 
 on June 10,1944, became the youngest player to appear in Major League History.
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SIZE OF LETTERS AND LENGTH OF MARKER TEXT (for Ohio Historical Markers only as Corporate 
Limit Markers are limited to approximately 15 words in length) 

 

Size of letters in text: Length of marker text: 

_____ 1” Letters (up to 90-100 words per side) _____ Same text each side 

_____ 5/8” Letters (up to 130 words per side) _____ Different text each side 

NOTE: Word counts do NOT include the title of the marker or the sponsor lines at the 
bottom. 

 

ART WORK (for Ohio Historical Markers only) 

Metal plate photo to be included (prices vary)    _____ YES    _____ NO 

Custom art work to be included (prices vary)       _____ YES    _____ NO 

Be sure to attach all proposed art work to the application. 
 

 Please refer to the Ohio Historical Markers Price List for costs of markers with 
different letter sizes and text lengths. 

 Historical markers with smaller letters and longer texts are more expensive than 
those with larger letters and shorter texts. 

 Art work is an additional cost. 

 Art work must be submitted in a high resolution (300 dpi or higher) TIF or JPEG file. 

 Although art work will reduce the number words per side of a marker, it can 
effectively convey the significance of the topic commemorated. 

 
 
6.  Funding Sponsor of Marker 
Applicant or sponsor is responsible for funding the marker.  This includes the purchase of the 
marker and all costs associated with the installation of the marker. 
 
Name of Organization: ___________________________________________________________ 

Contact Person: ________________________________________________________________ 

Address (street and number): _____________________________________________________ 

City or Village: _________________________  State: __________________  Zip: ___________ 

Telephone: (______) ____________________  Email: __________________________________ 

 

Tax-Exempt: ____YES     ____ NO               Tax-Exempt Number: _________________________ 

 
Note: the organization indicated above will be listed on the bottom of the marker as its lead 
sponsor.  If more than one organization is to be credited, please list the names of the 
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organizations under “Additional funding sponsor” below.  Because of space limitations at the 
bottom of marker, no more than 4 sponsors total will be listed: the lead sponsor listed above, 
two (2) additional funding sponsors listed below, and the Ohio History Connection. 
 

*Additional funding sponsor: ______________________________________________________ 

*Additional funding sponsor: ______________________________________________________ 

 
 
7.  Maintenance of Marker 
Organization responsible for the maintenance of marker, including replacement, if necessary. 
 
Name of Organization: ___________________________________________________________ 

Contact Person: ________________________________________________________________ 

Address (street and number): _____________________________________________________ 

City or Village: ______________________________  State: ______________  Zip: ___________ 

Telephone: (______) __________________  Email: ____________________________________ 

 
 
8.  Shipping Address 
The shipping address must be a commercial address open between 8 am – 5 pm, Monday – 
Friday.  It is the responsibility of the receiver at the shipping address to inspect the marker prior 
to accepting delivery. 
 
Name of Organization: ___________________________________________________________ 

Contact Person: ________________________________________________________________ 

Address (street and number): _____________________________________________________ 

City or Village: _________________________________  State: ___________  Zip: ___________ 

Telephone: (______) __________________  Email: ____________________________________ 

 
 
9.  Statement of Significance 
The statement of significance should explain why the person, place, event, or thing to be 
marked deserves recognition on an Ohio Historical Marker.  Support all statements of fact with 
creditable sources.  Sources from the time of the topic being commemorated (primary sources) 
are strongly preferred over those that describe the topic years after the fact (secondary 
sources).  Please document all statements of fact in the statement of significance with 
footnotes or endnotes.  Please refer to the Marker Application Guidelines for more information 
about footnotes and endnotes. 
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NOTE: STATEMENTS OF SIGNIFICANCE MUST BE TYPEWRITTEN ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF 
PAPER AND ATTACHED TO THIS APPLICATION.  Limit the statement of significance to one or two 
typed 8.5 x 11 pages. 
 
 
10.  Suggested Marker Text 
On a separate piece of paper, DRAFT a suggested historical marker text of between 90 to 130 
words per side.  Suggested texts in excess of 130 words per side may be returned to the local 
sponsor for further editing before review by the markers program. 
 
Suggested texts for Ohio Corporate Limit Markers should not exceed 15 words. 
 
The text must be historically accurate, informative, and concise.  All suggested texts are subject 
to revision at the discretion of the Ohio Historical Markers program to ensure these goals are 
met. 
 
Document all statements of fact in suggested marker text with footnotes or endnotes, as in the 
“Statement of Significance.”  Including footnotes or endnotes in the suggested text connects 
statements of fact to the sources you consulted during your research.  Footnotes or endnotes 
also aid the review and fact-checking process.  These footnotes and endnotes will NOT be 
included on the finished marker. 
 
NOTE: SUGGESTED TEXT MUST BE TYPEWRITTEN ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER AND 
ATTACHED TO THIS APPLICATION.  PLEASE INCLUDE A WORD COUNT WITH YOUR TEXT. 
 
 
11.  Sources and Bibliography 
On a separate piece of paper, please list any publications or other references cited in the 
footnotes or endnotes in both the “Statement of Significance” and “Suggested Marker Text.”  
For each reference, indicate the name of the author, the title of the source, its place and date 
of publication, and page numbers where information was found. 
 
Attach to your application photocopies of any relevant pages of these sources that may help in 
the review of the marker text.  If it is impractical to photocopy the source, indicate where it 
may be found so that it may be consulted when this application is reviewed as the program 
must have access to all sources cited.  Be sure to note which footnote or endnote the 
photocopies correspond to in your “Statement of Significance” and “Suggested Marker Text.” 
 
NOTE: SOURCES AND BILBIOGRAPHY MUST BE TYPEWRITTEN ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER 
AND ATTACHED TO THIS APPLICATION.  Applications missing sources and a bibliography will 
be returned. 
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12.  Tentative Dedication Date ______________________________________________, 2019 
To help the marker program plan, what month do you hope to hold a marker dedication?  Is it 
around another special event?  PLEASE NOTE that markers take 2-3 months to fabricate AFTER 
text has been finalized and approved by both the marker program and sponsors.  Few markers 
will be finalized before late spring or summer of 2019. 
 
 
13.  Application Submitted By 

 
By completing this section, I agree that: 

 I have verified that the above information is accurate and correct to the best of my 

knowledge. 

 I, or the organization I represent, am authorized to commit the person(s) or 

organization(s) named above to fund and maintain the marker. 

 For the purpose of creating this marker, I will serve as the contact person between the 

local sponsor(s) of the application and the Ohio History Connection’s marker program 

staff.  If I cannot serve in this capacity, I will inform the Historical Markers Program 

Coordinator who is so authorized and share that person’s contact information with him 

or her. 

 

Contact Name: __________________________________________________________________ 

Name of Organization: ____________________________________________________________ 

Organization Street and Number: ___________________________________________________ 

City / Village: ___________________________________ State: ___________   Zip: _________ 

Telephone: (_______)____________________________  Email: _________________________ 

Signed: ________________________________________ Date: __________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Application updated: September 25, 2018 
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City of Hamilton ..!.. 
BUTLER COUNTY OHltllil.._ 

Laura Russell 
Historical Markers Program Coordinator 
Ohio History Connection 
800 East 17th Avenue 
Columbus, Ohio 43211 

Dear Laura, 

Office of the City Manager 
345 High St reet . Su i te 710 
Hamilton . Ohio 45011 

June 28, 2019 

I am writing to you on behalf of the City of Hamilton, Ohio to acknowledge 
the City has granted permission to the applicants, The North End Citizens 
for Community Action, to place a historical marker for Joe Nuxhall at the 
location they have specified on the City-owned property known as The 
Joe Nuxhall Fields at L.J. Smith Park on Nuxhall Blvd. in Hamilton, Ohio. 

Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 

Respectfully, 

9.}:::j~ 
Acting City Manager 

Phone: (513) 785-7181 
Email: scott.scrimizzi@hamilton-oh.gov 

____ ., ___ _ 



Citye~t~~o'J!~~t~~ 1111 

Laura Russell 
Historical Markers Program Coordinator 
Ohio History Connection 
800 East 17th Avenue 
Columbus, Ohio 43211 

Dear Laura, 

Office of the City Manager 
345 High Street . Suite 710 
Hamilton . Ohio 45011 

June 28, 2019 

I am writing to you on behalf of the City of Hamilton, Ohio to acknowledge 
the City has granted permission to the applicants, The North End Citizens 
for Community Action, to place a historical marker for Joe Nuxhall at the 
location they have specified on the City-owned property known as The 
Joe Nuxhall Fields at L.J. Smith Park on Nuxhall Blvd. in Hamilton, Ohio. 

Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 

Respectfully, 

9.~:::i~~ 
Acting City Manager 

Phone: (513) 785-7181 
Email: scott.scrimizzi@hamilton-oh.gov 

----•----



Location of Marker 
 
The Joe Nuxhall Fields at L.J. Smith Park are located in Hamilton's North End, the hometown 
neighborhood of Joe Nuxhall. The historical demographics of the neighborhood encompassed 
Appalachian, blue collar workers serving in the industrial field such as Hamilton's booming 
paper industry. Although the industry has since vanished, it plays a vital role in Joe's upbringing 
as workers, such as Joe’s father Orville, would form industrial baseball leagues and invite Joe to 
play with them. The park still remains today with five baseball fields recently named after Joe 
during a June 15, 2019 dedication ceremony. The proposed location of the historical marker is 
along the southern border of the park within viewing distance from Joe Nuxhall Boulevard. The 
area is shaded by trees and rests next to bleachers that face the baseball fields that Joe had 
been playing on when discovered at age 14 by scouts of the Cincinnati Reds in 1943. 
 

 
(Above: The Joe Nuxhall Fields at L.J. Smith Park rest in Hamilton’s North End neighborhood) 

 



 
(Above: Street view from Joe Nuxhall Boulevard showing proposed location of historical marker) 



near Hamilton — Butler

1 of 1



	

	
Final	draft	of	marker	text	for	applicant’s	signature	of	approval.		Please	carefully	review	this	
entire	document	before	signing	and	dating,	as	the	text	and	items	below	will	be	reproduced	
on	the	marker.		Return	the	signed	text	to	the	Ohio	History	Connection’s	Local	History	Services	
Department,	or	contact	it	with	any	questions.		Refer	to	previous	working	drafts	for	sources	used		
	
Ohio	Historical	Marker	to	be	erected	in	Butler	County.		
5/8”	text,	different	text	on	each	side.	
	
SIDE	1:	

JOSEPH	HENRY	“HAMILTON	JOE”	NUXHALL	
“Rounding	Third…	

	
Celebrated	Cincinnati	Reds	pitcher	and	radio	broadcaster,	Joe	Nuxhall	(July	30,	1928	–	
November	15,	2007)	grew	up	here	in	Hamilton’s	North	End.	On	these	fields	the	endearing	story	
of	“Hamilton	Joe”	Nuxhall	began	in	the	summer	of	1943.	Scouts	from	the	Cincinnati	Reds	
discovered	fourteen-year-old	Joe	while	he	was	playing	with	his	father’s	Sunday	municipal	
league	team.	Because	of	World	War	II,	the	rosters	of	major	league	teams	were	depleted	as	
players	went	off	to	fight.	Joe,	displaying	exceptional	talent	and	poise	for	his	age,	met	the	Reds’	
dire	need	for	pitchers.	He	signed	a	contract	to	play	for	Cincinnati	on	February	18,	1944.	On	June	
10,	at	age	15,	he	became	the	youngest	player	in	major	league	history	when	he	pitched	against	
the	World	Champion	St.	Louis	Cardinals	at	Cincinnati’s	Crosley	Field.	(Continued	on	other	side)		
	

NORTH	END	CITIZENS	FOR	COMMUNITY	ACTION	
W.	E.	SMITH	FAMILY	CHARITABLE	TRUST	

COMMUNITY	OF	HAMILTON	OHIO	
THE	OHIO	HISTORY	CONNECTION	

2020	 	 	 	 	 	 	 County	Code	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	



	
	
	
	
SIDE	2:	

JOSEPH	HENRY	“HAMILTON	JOE”	NUXHALL	
	…and	headed	for	home”	

	
(Continued	from	other	side)	Shortly	after	his	historic	appearance,	Joe	was	sent	to	the	minors.	
Undeterred,	he	returned	to	the	majors	in	1952	to	restart	what	would	become	a	16-year	playing	
career	that	included	135	wins,	117	losses,	and	two	All	Star	appearances.	Known	as	the	“Ol’	Left-
hander,”	Joe	retired	as	a	player	in	1967	and	began	his	40-year	broadcasting	career	with	the	
Reds,	31	of	those	teamed	with	Baseball	Hall	of	Fame	broadcaster	Marty	Brennaman.	Known	
and	loved	for	his	remarkable	baseball	career,	Joe	is	also	remembered	in	Hamilton	and	Butler	
County	for	his	love	of	community	and	generosity.	Joe’s	legacy	lives	on	through	the	Joe	Nuxhall	
Scholarship	Fund,	the	Joe	Nuxhall	Character	Education	Fund,	and	the	Joe	Nuxhall	Miracle	
League	Fields.	His	legacy	is	remembered	on	these	fields,	where	it	began	in	the	summer	of	1943.		
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W.	E.	SMITH	FAMILY	CHARITABLE	TRUST	

COMMUNITY	OF	HAMILTON	OHIO	
THE	OHIO	HISTORY	CONNECTION	

2020	 	 	 	 	 	 	 County	Code	
	

	
	
	
___________________________________	 	 ____________________	
Signature	of	Approval		 	 	 	 Date	
	
	
___________________________________	
Printed	Name 
	



Joe	Nuxhall	Historical	Marker	
Side	1	

Joseph	Henry,	“Hamilton	Joe”	Nuxhall	
(July	30,	1928-November	15,	2007)	(1)	2008	Reds	Yearbook,	p.	4	

	
“Rounding	Third………	

	
A.)	Hamilton’s	North	End	is	the	location	of	the	boyhood	home	(2)	of	the	celebrated	
Cincinnati	Reds	pitcher	and	radio	broadcaster,	Joe	Nuxhall.	(3)	
	
B.)	On	this	field,	in	the	summer	of	1943,	Joe’s	legacy	began.	(4)	
	
C.)	At	the	very	young	age	of	14,	he	was	discovered	by	a	scout	of	the	Cincinnati	Reds	
(4)	while	playing	in	an	adult	municipal	league	with	his	father’s	team.	(5)	
	
D.)	World	War	II	had	seen	the	depletion	of	many	major	league	teams	as	players	left	
to	serve	their	country	in	the	military.		(6)	
	
E.)	Joe,	displaying	exceptional	talent	and	poise	for	his	age	(7),	signed	professional	
contract	with	the	Reds	on	Feb.	18th,	1944.	(8)	
	
F.)	Later	that	spring	he	became	the	youngest	player	in	major	league	history	when	he	
pitched	against	the	World	Champion	St.	Louis	Cardinals	at	age	15	on	June	10,	1944.	
(9)		Journal,	June	12,	1944,	p.	12	
	

Side	2	
…..And	Heading	For	Home”	

	
G.)	Shortly	after	his	historical	appearance,	Joe	was	sent	to	the	minors.	(10)	
	
H.)	Undeterred,	he	returned	to	the	majors	in	1952	(11)	(Honig)	to	restart	what	
would	become	a	16-year	career	that	included	135	wins,	113	losses	and	two	All	Star	
appearances.	(12)	(2004	Yearbook,	1996	Yearbook,	2008	Yearbook,	Topps	Baseball	
Card)	record	was	135-117	
	
I.)	Retiring	from	baseball	in	1967	(13)	(2004	Yearbook),	Joe	immediately	began	his	
40-year	broadcasting	career	with	the	Reds	(14)	(2008	Yearbook),	31	of	those	
teamed	with	Hall	Of	Fame	broadcaster	Marty	Brennaman.	(15)	
		
J.)	Although	known	and	loved	for	his	remarkable	baseball	career	(16),	Joe	will	be	
forever	remembered	for	his	love	of	and	giving	to	his	community	of	Hamilton,	Butler	
County	and	beyond.		Joe’s	legacy	continues	through	The	Joe	Nuxhall	Scholarship	
Fund,	The	Joe	Nuxhall	Character	Education	Fund	and	The	Joe	Nuxhall	Miracle	
League	Fields.	(17)	
	
K)	We	honor	him	here,	on	this	field,	where,	in	1943	(18),	that	amazing	legacy	began.	
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Joe	Nuxhall	Historical	Marker	Text	



Joe Nuxhall
Position: Pitcher
Bats: Left  •  Throws: Left
6-3, 195lb (190cm, 88kg)
Born: July 30, 1928 in Hamilton, OH 
Died: November 15, 2007 (Aged 79-108d) in Fairfield, OH
Buried: Rose Hill Burial Park, Fairfield, OH
High School: Hamilton HS (Hamilton, OH)
Debut: June 10, 1944 (Age 15-316d, 7,635th in MLB history) 
   vs. STL 0.2 IP, 2 H, 0 SO, 5 BB, 5 ER
Last Game: October 2, 1966 (Age 38-064d) 
   vs. ATL 0.1 IP, 0 H, 0 SO, 0 BB, 0 ER
Rookie Status: Exceeded rookie limits during 1952 season
Full Name: Joseph Henry Nuxhall
Nicknames: Ol' Lefthander
View Player Bio from the SABR BioProject
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It is that complex where Joe was playing tn 1943 when the scouts of the Cincinnati Reds discovered him.
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"It wasn't two inches outside; it was high and 

inside, high and outside. I was even bouncing 

pitches." 

He walked Garms and up stepped Stan the Man. 

"The thing that amazed me," said Nuxhali, "is 

the Cardinals were up, 13-0, but Musial was stand

ing in there like it's a 1-0 game and I'm a needle

threader. Wham! He hit a rope to right, an absolute 

rocket. That one really loosened me up." 

Then came three walks and a single. Then came 

McKechnie. 

Nuxhali had surrendered five earned runs in 

two-thirds of an inning. The Reds trailed, 18-0. 

Eight years after making his debut, Nuxhall 

worked his way back to the major leagues in 1952 to 

record that elusive third out - and quite a few more. 

He won 135 games in a 15-year career, and lowered 

his 67.50 ERA of June 10 to a 3.90. Twice he made 

the All-Star team. He's in the Reds' Hali of Fame. 

And at noon today, a street in Hamilton will be 

named after him. 

"Ford Boulevard" becomes "Joe Nuxhali Boule

vard" in north Hamilton. Appropriately, the street 

runs by the the ballfields where the Reds discov

ered a young left-hander 50 years ago. D 

Top: Joe with his father, Orville L. "Ox" Nuxhall in Febru
ary 1944. "Our dad always pushed all of us boys to do our 

best, no matter what sport we were playing," said Joe's brother 
Bob Nuxhall. Provid,d by ti>< Nuxhallfa,,,ily 

Right: Joe, center, hangs out with some Reds teammates. 
Prov,drd by 1/,, Nux/,all fa,nily 

Far right: From left to right, back row, Frank McCormick, 
far left, Gus Bell, Frank Robinson, Roy McMillan, Johnny 

Temple, Ted Klus:wvski, manager Birdie Tebbetts,far right. 
Front row, left to right, Brooks Lawrence, Ed Bailey and Joe. 

Provid,d by ,1,, Nuxl,all fa,nily 
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Joe Nuxhall

Joseph Henry Nuxhall
Born: 7 / 30 / 1928 at Hamilton, OH (USA)
Died: 11 / 15 / 2007 at Fairfield, OH (USA)
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(http://www.baseball-

reference.com/players/n/nuxhajo01.shtml)  •  Retrosheet
(http://www.retrosheet.org/boxesetc/N/Pnuxhj101.htm)

Corrections? Additions?

If you can help us improve this player's
biography, contact us
(mailto:bioproject@sabr.org).

Joe Nuxhall
This article was written by Ryan Borgemenke (/node/49067)

One of baseball’s charms is its lack of timekeeping. Though in most games it can be
enjoyable, this charm is a potential source of frustration if a team is losing badly and
(since there is no “mercy rule” in the majors) might rather run out a clock than go the full
nine innings.

One such game came on June 10, 1944, when Joe Nuxhall became the youngest man
ever to play in the major leagues — a mark he still holds.1 The Cincinnati Reds were
trailing the St. Louis Cardinals 13-0 in the top of the ninth inning when Reds manager Bill
McKechnie (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/8bb2437d) called upon 15-year-old Nuxhall to
take the mound.

The youngster walked five men and gave up two hits, allowing five earned runs in two-
thirds of an inning. True, he was facing a first-rate lineup. The Cardinals finished the year
with 105 wins and a World Series victory. Yet why was Nuxhall — who wasn’t even old
enough to drive — in what he later described as “a very scary situation”?2

World War II was in full force — D-Day had come just four days before. Professional
baseball had lost many able-bodied men to the service, including greats such as Ted Williams
(//sabr.org/bioproj/person/35baa190) and Joe DiMaggio (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/a48f1830). Teams were resorting to
extreme measures to fill their rosters. The Reds got clearance under the child labor laws to sign Nuxhall to a contract.
“Probably two weeks prior to that, I was pitching against seventh-, eighth- and ninth-graders, kids 13 and 14 years old,”
Nuxhall said. “All of the sudden, I look up and there’s Stan Musial (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/2142e2e5) and the likes.”3

Nuxhall was so anxious that he tripped on the top step of the dugout on his way out to the mound. Controlling his
emotions the best that a 15-year-old could, he was actually able to retire two of the first three batters he faced, walking
the second. “I almost drowned. . . suddenly it dawned on me where I was,” he explained years later. “I started to shake all
over.” He gave up a walk, which included a wild pitch, and then a single to future Hall of Famer Musial. Three more walks
and a single by All-Star second baseman Emil Verban (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/5a814180) followed. “Then McKechnie
came out to lead me away.”4

Nuxhall’s career might have ended after that one outing, with a 67.50 ERA, similar to what happened with Joe Cleary
(//sabr.org/bioproj/person/31244f1f) in 1945. Yet “Nuxy” made it back to the majors, although not until 1952, and he
stuck around through 1966, long enough to earn another nickname, “The Ol’ Lefthander.” He then went on to a long
career as one of Cincinnati’s most beloved broadcasters.

Joseph Henry Nuxhall was born on July 30, 1928 in Hamilton, Ohio, about 20 miles north of Cincinnati. He was the eldest
of Orville “Ox” and Naomi (Gailey) Nuxhall’s five children. Two younger brothers, Bob and Don, also went on to play in the
minor leagues in the 1950s.

Joe Nuxhall was originally scouted by the Reds at age 14, while pitching in a Sunday baseball league. His father played in
that league too, and initially it was Ox whom the scouts were interested in signing, even though he would have been
quite old in baseball terms. However, the elder Nuxhall didn’t want to play pro ball. He was focused on raising his
children and didn’t want to jeopardize his stable job at a local General Motors plant, Fisher Body.

Instead, attention turned to Joe. “The way I tell it is I beat my father out of a job,” Nuxhall joked.5 Already standing 6-foot-
2 (he later grew another inch), Joe was the largest in his ninth grade class. He had an 85-mph fastball, albeit wild. On
February 18, 1944 Nuxhall signed his first professional contract with the Reds, worth $175 per month; he got a $500
signing bonus.6 Still a kid living at home with his parents, he bought them a new carpet with his newly-gained baseball
earnings.

He signed in February, but Nuxhall had to wait until school let out in June before reporting to the Reds, though his school
principal allowed him to be in uniform at Crosley Field (//sabr.org/bioproj/park/crosley-field) for Opening Day. In April
1944, The Sporting News wrote: “It’s a wise manager who knows his own roster these days, due to the rapid changes in
draft status and inductions. Original rosters, issued before the start of spring training, quickly lost most of their
significance –and it is likely that a high rate of turnover, especially of the athletes under 27 years of age, will continue as
the season progresses.”7 Nuxhall was deemed suitable for the Reds’ roster because he was under-age for the draft and
also a local prospect.

After his rocky June 10 debut, Nuxhall was assigned to the Birmingham Barons of the Southern Association (Class A1). He
pitched only one more inning that summer, and it was a similar experience. He walked five and allowed six earned runs.
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The following season, the 16-year-old Nuxhall improved considerably. He posted a 3.21 ERA over 23 games, pitching for
both the Syracuse Chiefs (Class AA) and Lima Reds (Class D). Despite his young age, he struck out an impressive 41
batters in his first 27 innings at Lima.

After the 1945 season, Nuxhall voluntarily retired from baseball and returned to Hamilton High School for his diploma.
Under high school athletic rules he was still considered an amateur in sports other than baseball. He was a well-rounded
athlete, earning all-state honors in football and basketball as a senior in 1946.

Nuxhall also returned to professional baseball in 1947, playing in the Reds farm system. He married Donzetta Thomas on
October 4, 1947 and the couple had two sons, Phil and Kim. Like his father and uncles, Kim played pro baseball. He was
in the low minors for the Reds from 1972 through 1974.

Nuxhall developed as a pitcher in the Reds chain through 1951, spending time with the Muncie Reds, Tulsa Oilers,
Columbia Reds, and Charleston Senators. Playing long before the designated hitter rule went into effect, Nuxhall also
gained notice as a fairly talented batter. He clubbed 15 career home runs in the majors with a .198 lifetime batting
average.

Nuxhall returned to Cincinnati’s major-league roster in 1952. Gabe Paul (//sabr.org/node/27062) had taken over as Reds
general manager the previous off-season and made many personnel changes. Only 15 players from the 1951 campaign
were on Cincinnati’s roster of 34 men during spring training in 1952.8 With “dazzling pitching” and improved control, the
24-year-old Nuxhall impressed management enough to make the major-league roster.9 On May 21, he made his first
appearance in a big-league game since he was a boy, pitching three innings of relief, allowing no runs and striking out
three batters. A little over a month later, he picked up his first major-league win against the New York Giants. Mostly
pitching out of the bullpen, he finished the 1952 season with a 1-4 record and a respectable 3.22 ERA over 37 games.

Between 1952 and 1960, Nuxhall remained a fairly consistent relief and starting pitcher. Manager Birdie Tebbetts
(//sabr.org/bioproj/person/bacfc0e7) said, “Joe has a good chance to become one of the outstanding pitchers in the
National League. He’s a great competitor and hits and fields capably enough to help himself gain stature as a successful
pitcher.”10 In 1954, 10 years after he signed his first contract, he became a major-league winner, posting a 12-5 record.

Nuxhall’s three best consecutive seasons were arguably 1954 through 1956. During that stretch, he accrued a 42-28
record and 3.66 ERA with an average of 208 innings pitched per season. He was named an All-Star in 1955 and 1956 and
led the National League leader in shutouts in 1955 with five. All-Star Dick Sisler (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/121cb7bc)
said, “That kid’s got it in spades. He’s as quick as Curt Simmons (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/e98dbe08), whom I rated the
most overpowering pitcher in the league before the Phillies lost him to the service. Nuxhall also throws quite a curve; in
fact, it’s the type which fairly explodes.”11 Nuxhall annually set a personal goal to win at least 15 games, achieving it with
17 in 1955.

Nuxhall began to slide in 1957. From then through 1960, he had a record of 32-38 with a 4.29 ERA. Still fairly young, his
struggles were more mental than physical. His temper was notorious; it took him out of games through both score and
ejections. “One pitch loses me a game, gets me thrown out, I’m fined by the league, and lectured by Birdie,” Nuxhall said.
“And I kick the sandbox (for cigarette butts) in the clubhouse so hard I almost break my toe.”12

After Tebbetts took him out of another game, he tore up his glove, finger by finger, while walking back to the dugout.13
He also once charged an umpire, nearly knocking him down, and was later fined $250 and suspended five games. Highly
competitive by nature, Nuxhall explained his temper: “I never got mad at someone making an error behind me. I got mad
at myself, or at an umpire’s decision. I just hate to lose.”14 It would be several more years until he was able to channel his
emotions productively.

Making things worse, he was increasingly unpopular when pitching at home in Cincinnati. Culminating in 1960, seemingly
every time Nuxhall took the mound, he heard nothing but boos and catcalls. “I’m as stout-hearted as anyone,” he said,
“but when you keep hearing them, it’s going to get to you. Anyone who says it doesn’t is just kidding himself.”15

Nuxhall requested a trade after the 1960 season; he was subsequently dealt to the Kansas City Athletics in exchange for
John Briggs (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/d60866cf) and John Tsitouris (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/c57480c3). Despite the
trade, he continued to struggle on the mound, going 5-8, 5.34 in 37 games. Yet he also took pride in two home runs that
year. One came against friend and former teammate Art Fowler (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/3a02c6ff); the other was off
Hall of Famer Whitey Ford (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/fca49b7c).

The A’s released Nuxhall after the 1961 season, and he then signed with the Baltimore Orioles. Just before Opening Day
in 1962, the Los Angeles Angels purchased his contract from Baltimore, but in five games he was ineffective. The Angels
released him in mid-May.

By then 33 years old, many men with less competitive spirit probably would have retired. Instead, Nuxhall signed a
minor-league contract with the San Diego Padres, then a Reds farm team. Early in his career, Nuxhall was told, “master
your temper and you’ll master your pitches.”16 Yet it wasn’t until he arrived in San Diego that he was able to put this
advice into practice. “Going to San Diego was the best thing that ever happened to me,” he later said. “I regained my
confidence and learned to control my temper. Before I went there, I was scared to throw a fastball inside to a right-
handed hitter… In San Diego it hit me. I realized I had never won a game by getting mad.”17 He added, “I still get mad. I
just don’t let it take over my thought and pitching anymore.”18

Harnessing his temper, he quit trying to overpower every hitter. He also shortened his windup and began to pitch to
spots, saying, “I found I had my eye constantly on target for the first time in my life.”19 After these major adjustments, he
achieved a 9-2 record in San Diego and earned a midseason promotion.
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Nuxhall returned to Cincinnati a changed man and pitcher, and he endeared himself to his home region’s crowd. The
same fans that had once booed him began to cheer instead. It was then that he earned the nickname that stayed with
him for the rest of his career, “the Ol’ Lefthander.” He finished the 1962 season with a 5-0 record and 2.45 ERA for the
Reds. “Sounds funny,” Frank Robinson (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/c3ac5482) said, “but at his age Joe’s learning to pitch.”20

At age 34, Nuxhall’s success carried over into the 1963 season. Starting 29 games in 35 appearances, he finished with a
15-8 record and 2.61 ERA, accomplishing his personal goal of winning 15 games in a season for the second time in his
career. Nuxhall was named Comeback Player of the Year by the Cincinnati Chapter of Baseball Writers of America in
1963.

Nuxhall pitched three more moderately effective seasons for the Reds as a swingman. “I used to be a good hitter,” he said
modestly in 1964. “But I’m not anymore. I even was used as a pinch-hitter on occasions.”21 When asked that year about
his plans for after his playing career ended, he replied he was “not prepared to do anything” outside the sports field and
that he would like to be a baseball coach, but not if it took him away from his home in Hamilton.22

Nuxhall officially retired as a player in April 1967. Over the course of his career, he amassed a record of 135-117 and a
3.90 ERA. Nuxhall earned 130 of his wins in Cincinnati and held the club record for career games pitched from 1965-1975.
He still holds the record for left-handers. Nuxhall was inducted into the Reds Hall of Fame in 1968, less than a year after
his playing career had ended.

Immediately following his retirement, Nuxhall remained in the Reds organization, embarking on his second career as a
member of the broadcast team. Despite his lack of experience behind the mike, the knowledge Nuxy had gained during
his long playing career served him well as a broadcaster and impressed his colleagues in the media. “I think it’s wonderful
the way ex-pitchers like Waite Hoyt (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/5fca5ae6) and Nuxhall can translate a pitch on radio in
terms of their own experience,” Cincinnati Post sports editor Pat Harmon wrote in 1969. “I’m doubly impressed when a
guy like Nuxhall tells me the pitcher just threw a certain kind of pitch and where it crossed the plate.”23 Nuxhall became
accomplished in his new field. Several times he was a finalist for the Ford C. Frick Award, first in 2007.

Nuxhall partnered with Jim McIntyre and Al Michaels; then, beginning in 1974, he worked alongside Hall of Fame and
Frick Award winner Marty Brennaman (//sabr.org/node/27074). Nuxhall and Brennaman first met on February 1, 1974 in
Dayton, Ohio at a photography studio where their publicity shots were taken. “The first thing I said to him upon shaking
his hand was, ‘I have your baseball card,’” said Brennaman. “From that day forward, it was a relationship in our profession
that people only dream about.”24

The two broadcast together for 31 seasons, becoming known to their audience simply
as “Marty and Joe.” Brennaman did mostly play-by-play and Nuxhall provided color
commentary. Although he’d endeared himself to Reds fans as a player, Nuxhall did so
in a different way with his radio style. Whereas Brennaman could be cantankerous at
times, Nuxhall was a perfect foil, describing games in a slow-paced, down-home
manner that caught on with listeners.25

Yet Nuxhall still also brought the same passion and enthusiasm he had as a player to
the booth, getting emotionally invested in the games. “While Brennaman describes
the flight of the ball, Nuxhall’s plaintive voice in the background is screaming, ‘get up, get up… get out of here,’” Hall of
Fame reporter Hal McCoy wrote of Reds broadcasts. “I know it sounds terrible, but that’s what I’d do if I was sitting in the
dugout, it’s the way I react to things,” Nuxhall said.26 He added, “It’s like being a player. If you don’t have enthusiasm on
the field, you’ve lost your competitive spirit. The same holds true in the booth.”27

The Ol’ Lefthander never quite left the field; he was known to pitch batting practice before games. Being a radio
broadcaster also allowed him to be part of events he didn’t get to as a player. “In all my days as a player, I never played
for a winner,” he said. “Being with the Reds as a broadcaster is the next best thing.”28 With Brennaman at his side, he
called the Reds games as they won the World Series in the 1975, 1976, and 1990 seasons.

Nuxhall did pregame interviews with players, known as the Turfside Show, in addition to postgame player interviews,
where he developed his signature radio signoff phrase “This is the Ol’ Lefthander, rounding third and heading for home.”
This phrase is displayed on the outside of the Reds’ stadium, Great American Ball Park.

Nuxhall lived in Fairfield, Ohio and was known to frequent many of the area’s Bob Evans restaurants. Despite battling
prostate cancer in 1992 and suffering a mild heart attack in 2001, he remained a fixture in the Reds radio booth until
2004. Over 60 years after his professional debut, Joe Nuxhall officially retired as a full-time broadcaster. Nuxhall was
honored in an on-field ceremony prior to a game on September 18, 2004. More than 40,000 fans cheered and greeted
him with a standing ovation as he took the field. “Joe is a person that gives you a feeling of what this game’s really about,”
said Hall of Fame manager Sparky Anderson (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/8762afda). “Six decades — imagine that. And he’s
never changed. I’m so proud of him, he’s the same old guy. If he doesn’t go into the Hall of Fame, we’re not doing a very
good job. He’s one of the genuinely likeable guys in baseball.”29

Nuxhall remained active, especially with activities and charities that benefited his home community. Beginning in 1985,
he raised money for the Joe Nuxhall Memorial Scholarship through an annual golf outing. In 2003, he raised additional
funds for the Joe Nuxhall Character Education Fund, which supports workshops and grants for teachers, coaches, and
others who work with children. In September 2004, the book Joe: Rounding Third & Heading for Home was written about
him; a portion of the proceeds benefited the character education fund. “It’s rewarding, and it’s nice to be a part of it,”
Nuxhall said.30 For his efforts, August 18, 2006 was declared “Joe Nuxhall Day” in the state of Ohio.

Unfortunately, Nuxhall was diagnosed in 2003 with lymphoma, an illness that this fiery competitor fought until the end.
Joe Nuxhall died on November 15, 2007 in Fairfield at the age of 79.

https://sabr.org/bioproj/person/c3ac5482
https://sabr.org/bioproj/person/5fca5ae6
https://sabr.org/node/27074
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With over six decades of involvement, Nuxhall affected generations of Reds and baseball fans alike. “This is a sad day for
everyone in the Reds organization,” Reds right fielder Ken Griffey Jr. (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/3e8e7034) said in a
statement. “I’m in shock. I’ve known Joe my entire life. He did so many great things for so many people. You never heard
anyone ever say a bad word about him. We’re all going to miss him.”31 The following Opening Day game, the Reds
honored Nuxhall by wearing jerseys with his number, 41. They also wore sleeve patches with the word “NUXY” for the
remainder of the 2008 season. “I got to know Nuxie since I’ve been here in ’03,” Reds pitcher Bronson Arroyo
(//sabr.org/bioproj/person/b271cb80) said. “That’s one of the better guys you’re going to find around here. If you don’t
know anything about the Reds, he’s a legacy around here.”32

Joe Nuxhall was remembered by many as humble, understanding, and compassionate, and his legacy endures. His
likeness was cast in bronze, and since 2003 it has stood at the entrance to Cincinnati’s Great American Ball Park.
Hamilton County and the city of Cincinnati also honored him by changing the street running next to the stadium Joe
Nuxhall Way. The cities of Hamilton and Fairfield also named a street in his honor.

In keeping with the giving spirit of Joe Nuxhall, his son Kim oversaw his father’s dream of a baseball league for disabled
children. Opened in 2012, The Joe Nuxhall Miracle League has broken down barriers to allow everyone to play the game
about which Nuxhall was so passionate.

Marty Brennaman put it simply in 2003. “I have no reluctance in saying this: There’s been more popular players. But there
is not a more popular figure in the history of this great franchise.”33

Related links: Listen to our SABR Oral History Collection (https://oralhistory.sabr.org) interviews with Joe Nuxhall,
conducted by Kit Crissey in 1972 (https://oralhistory.sabr.org/interviews/nuxhall-joe-1972/) and by Walter Langford
in 1985 (https://oralhistory.sabr.org/interviews/nuxhall-joe-1985/).
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T2Ec5$JCINNATI Reds Go On Batting Spree To Defeat Cubs
HOPE HE PITCHES AS GOOD FOR US AS HE DID AGAINST US lieJs' 1!o Score ALL KURLERS

CINCINNATI. AH. R. H. PO. A. E.
Williams. 2b 4 a 1 2 4 0
Crlscola. rf 4 3 1 2 1 0

Combed For Safeties.Walker, ct S 0 1 T 0 0
McCormlrk, lb .... 5 1 3 2 1

Tipton. If 4 2 1 3 O 1

Mesner, 3b 4 1 2 1 1 U

Miller, as 5 1 1 S 1 1

Mueller, e ........ 4 1 S 1 0 O

Shoun. p 1 0 0 0 1 0

SATURDAY, JUNE 17, 1944 PACE 9 McCormick, Tipton Come

Through With Homers.
Crabtiee 1 0 0 0 0 0

HfVaer. p 2 0 0 0 1 0

11 3Totals 3 10 13 27
"Batted (or Shoun In stvemh.
CHICAGO. AB. B, H. PO,

GOOD SPORTS,

This Yankee Outfit.

Our Boys Start Off In Lead,
Are Overtaken, But They '

Come On Again.
Hush-- s. Sb 6 6 3
Cavarntu. lb .... S 1 1
Novlkotf. It 6 1 1

Nicholson, rf ...... IllPatko. ct 1 1

Johnson, 2b 4 1 2
Tcrk. sa 3 0 0
Holm, e . O 0
ICastcrwood, e .... 1 0 0
Krlckson, p 0 0 0
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Dismal Days

srwuL Disriica to tab itigrisii.
Chicago, June 16 The Reds took

a heavy-hittin- g game from the Cuba

today at Wrigley Field In per-
fect baseball weather. It was
ladies' day, but more of the paying
sex were present to see the Cub

That Have Befallen Club, Scribe
Vander.herK, p .... 3 0 1

Fleming, p fl 0 0
fOoodman 1 0 0
Alderaon, P e 0 0 o curl up again in the closing innings.

Indian Infielder
Returns To Game

Cleveland, June 16 (AP) Ray
Mack, the Indians' second base-

man for four seasons until he
went on the voluntary retired
list and remained on a war job
this year, has been reinstated on
the active player list by Judge
Kenesaw M. Landis, and will be
available for most of the Indians'
games, the Cleveland baseball
club announced today.

Mack previously said he was
out of baseball for the duration,
but the Indians' front office to-

day said he had arranged his
working hours at the Thompson
Aircraft Products Company,
where he is an engineer, so that
he will have time for the games.

Mack's Cleveland draft board
several weeks ago said the ath-
lete's time was his own after
working hours, and his joining
the Indians would not affect his

selective service classifica-
tion. .

Learns Bombers lOyi Games
Ahead Five Years Ago.

BY WHITNEY MARTIN.

After leading, 5-- they lost to OurTotals 38 6 10 27 14
tBatted lor Flitmtng In tlghth.

5 S T S 94Innlnss
rinclni all

12 3
2 0 0 0 O 5 0 310

3 1 0 0 060 0 0 1Cnlcatto . .New York, June 16 (AP) As

en who can take it (hie!) or leave

It alone, we are glad to aee the

Runs Battrd In Walker 2. McCormlrk
4. Tinton. MHItr 2. Milrllrr. Novlkotf.
Nlrholfton 3. Johnson, Vcintlennera;

Twu-Bas- a lilts McCormick, Meaner.
Mlllir. Patko.

ThrM-Uas- e Hit. Williams.
Horns Kuns McCormick, Tipton, Nichol-

son.
molin Buss Williams
Facrlfli'es - Hhoun. York,
l eft On Baars Cincinnati ft, Chlcaso 7.
Bases On RhIIs Oft flhoun 1, Heusaer 1.

Rrlrksnn 1. VamtenbrrK 3, Alderson 1.
struck Out Hv Hpusaer 1. Vanrientten 2

Reds, 10--

None of the Cub pitchers could
hold the Red hitters, and Shoun
also had a poor day. In the fifth
and sixth he seemed to have a noth-

ing ball. But he was credited with
the win by virtue of the Reds' five
run seventh-innin- g rally and tht
splendid relief pitching of Heusscr
in the last three Innings.

In the first inning solid hitting
gave the Reds a two-ru- n lead and
chased Eilckaon from the mound.
Williams began with a beautiful
triple to right center, and after
Crlscola walked Williams scored on
Walker's aingle to left. When Mc-

Cormick also singled, Vandenberg

f'fiEVlOO'S TO
Hits Off Shoun 1(1 In S Innlnca. Heusaer

?ln 3, Krlckson 3 In 0 (faced 4 batters In
Vandenhcra- In , Fleming 1 Inmm, Mi

iv. Aioaraon j in 1.
Winning Pitcher Shoun.
Losing Pitcher Vandenherg.
1 'moires floats. Jorda ana Reardon.
Time- - 2:11.
Attendance 5.227.

Cue5,THERtsOi5 HAD WoK
OKLXTWO SAME6 OOTOFEHT
A NO 60CKX WACTER5 ACCOOKTED

FOR80TH YlCToRvHS

New York Yankees also can

take it.
There hasn't been a sign of a

bleat from Skipper Joe McCarthy
or the front office over the dismal

days that have befallen the club;

days when the hitters can't hit, the

pitchers can't pitch, the fielders
can't, etc.

Dismal days for the Yankees,

that is. After all, the club was only
(our games out of the lead up to

yesterday, although it likewise was

only two games out of last place.
Those American League teams are

practically bumper to bumper.
But for a club that five years

ago yesterday was 10 4 games in

front, and which almost annually
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by TrlangJa Publications,
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for and upward; claiming.
Off at 4:17..

Horses. Jockey. Fin. Str.Odds.
Golden Count Is VictoriousPitch vkg--TAUH.K- T

HOW ARE FORCED --TO
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replaced Erickson.
TIPTON SCORES.

Tiptpon scored Crlscola with a
fly to right, but Vandenberg pre
vented further scoring until th
luscious seventh. Only a single by
Mueller in the fifth and a doubla

BonQla (W. McCadden). .. 1J g.io

NATIONAL I.r.AfU'E.
Cincinnati IS, rhtmgn 5.
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Nt. l,oals 14, Detroit I.
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Washington 4, Boston f.
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Jack'i Lady M. Murphv).. S

Time 1:13. Winner, fc. m.,Blondln Glacee.
Str. PI

is fixing itself comfortably Ht the
Of nine maiden three and fourtop at this time of year, the present by McCormick in the sixth marred

Vandcnberg's record until theyear olds brought together at six
ituation is practically a calamity.
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Chicago, June 16 Presented as

the feature of today's racing of
the Lincoln Fields Jockey Club

Sh. HOW THEY STAND
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furlongs in the claiming fourth
race, the Texas-bre- d four-year-ol-d,

Wobble Pump, racing under the
silks of J. Pugb, proved best and

For the Cuba singles by Hughei

B n Ola iH.jo n.3o 4.40
'Kf,rn 4.20 3.B0

Kadelkee go
SECOND RACE Six furlongs; pur.ieJ 00: for claiming. Offat 4:46.

And a nice, cheerful calamity as at Hawthorne an allowance race NATIONAL LEAGIE.
Won l.ost IVt. OBthose among the 11,295 patronsfar as the rest of the league and

baseball in general are concerned, Nt. Louis 34 I ftlucky enough to hold tickets on theFin. Str.Odds.

in the first and third wera wasted,
but In the fourth the Cubs scored
a run on Pafko's opening douhla
and a single by Don Johnson. Mc-
Cormick prevented further trouble
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Federal Tax fE Ynruml Pittsburgh 31 JOI' I 3.60 son of Chicara were rewarded witht that. Frankly, we think it's a B- .- '12 30 Cincinnati 21 24

fine thing, and that is said with Now Vork M 34odds of 91 to 1, the richest straight
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edge the Yankees have earned their paid $32.60 for place and $13.20
for show. Philadelphia 20 IS

for proved the spot
for W. W. Crenshaw's Goldon
Count to score his second triumph
in five starts during the meeting.
A strong second choice in the bet-

ting, the son of Relgh Count expe-
rienced little or no difficulty turn-

ing back Pretty Tiger, Valdina
Streak, Fox Rime, who was the
favorite, and four others.

Ridden by Jimmy Thornburg,
the Crenshaw horse had too much

successes by dint of the sweat of
1 Ithirsts8 53.80 Ridden by William Morrisey, thethe front office brow, meaning Ed Skirting The Field

BY SUE GOODWIN.
Pugh horse won out in a thrilling

Time 1:13. Winner, gr. g., 3, by GayMonarch My Gal gal. fltr PI ct.
AMERICAN I.KAfllE.

Won. Prt.ri'lb.Barrow and George Weiss.
But. It was getting pretty ma finish. The favorite Linger Along 33

fifth, Shoun ran into further trou-
ble, singles by Cavarretta and Nov.-ko- ff

and a home run by Nicholson
scoring three runs to give the Cubi
a two-ru- n lead.

In the Cub sixth, singles by John-
son, Vandenberg and Hughes in-
creased the Cub lead by another

federal T I 20 f 8.50 t 3 40
Day and Night 10.80 4. SO
Spring Glory 4. so

finished second with Garden Pot
next.

fiotonous, and promised to continue
o indefinitely, and even fried

Nt. Louis 31

Boston , 30
llrtrolt 21

Washington 20
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Chosen By Golf Pros.

Chap Would Have Best
Points Of 1C Tlajers

The week-en- d golf schedule is
full to overflowing. Quite a few of
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me aaiiy double paid 3134 60.
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chicken begins to taste a little flat
If you are stuffed with it day after
oay, although we'd like to experi

speed from his company almostthe clubs are having mixed tourna
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C hicago 33
Clevelandments, thus giving the women a

ment a little on that theory.
Then came the big seventh.

walked and advanced 'o secondI'hlladrHphl, 23chance to try their prowess with
one eye on the City Amateur, AMERICAN AHMOf IATION.

Won Ixint ret.

Time Please (W. McCadden) l'i 3 1 .60
Sliver Vins fA. Craig) 2' 2.50
Madam X. CE. Yocum) 3 0 10
Lucky Pompl (J5. Sylvia)... 4 2.60
Keen Blati J. Bonrp) M 49 80
Princess Dot (J. Recker)... 6 16.20
Glneall (O. Coooer) 7 26 20

Were it not for the war there is
very reason to believe the Yankees

today would be flagpole sitting on
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on an infield out by Crabtree, hit-
ting for Shoun. After William
walked, Crlscola scored MuellerIs On At Maketewah. Milwaukee 3S

As Paid-To-Pla- y Boys Select Aces Columbus 31

from the start of the five furlongs
contest and opening up a com-

manding lead in the stretch, he
came on to win by three lengths.
Behind him Pretty Tiger, Valdinn
Streak and Fox Rime finished
short margins apart and in that
order for the shorter portions of
the prije money.

Golden Count ran the distance on
a fast track in 1:01 Vs. He paid
$10.20 for $2 straight.

Highland is one of the clubs'

offering mixed doubles on Sunday.'
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are In the Spence Kerkow Memorial
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Madam X Son

this week, but Sunday is the finals

with a single. Then after Walker
filed out, McCormick knocked a
home run over the left field screen
near the foul line, scoring Williams
and Crlscola. . ..; . ''.:",!.

THKN SMACKS IT.
Tipton then .drove a liner Into

St. Paul 33
Minneapolis 1ft

Indianapolis IS
Kansas City Iff

and the majority will be in the
gallerylongs; purae $or); allowances; for two- - New Rochelle, N. Y., June 16

in International Tournament

Flay Starts At 9 O'Clock.

Everything is set for the Makete-

wah Pow-Wo- today. This Invita

jmr-otu- t. VII at 0:1a.
Homes. Jncltgva Pin fltrnirii Probable Pitchers

. Western Hills will have an le

Blind Bogey Tournament to-

day and tomorrow. First and sec-

ond prizes will go to the blind han
Piker's Bid (W. Mcradden). 1' 1 .80
bengal HOV J. T.ttrelll... 21 8.20

3.70

the left-fiel- d stand. After Mesner
doubled, Fleming replaced Vsnden-hur- g

and prevented further scoring.

(UP) The greatest golfer the game
ever has known was a composite
character composed of 16 different
men, professionals competing in

Miss Blindfold (E. Henson) 3'
tional Golf Tournament Is a happydicap winner between 70 and 80.uarDy Dolores fj. DeLucla). 4v

Rockwood Dalsv (V. Bush). 5
So Alone (E! nvlvflal. . . Hi

35.60
24.90
6.90

(Won and l.ot gamcu In parentheses!
NATIONAL LEAGI'K.Today and tomorrow at Ridge- annual where new acquaintances

TWO TIED

For Lead With 138

49.80
In batting around, the Reds scored
five runs on four hits in seven
official times at bat.

Tommy Ford' (M. Murphy). . 7'1
Coollte (I Rerkerl 8"

top of the league as usual, with the
other clubs just going through the
motions as contenders.

Sure, the other clubs suffered1
player losses, but take a squint at
the men who would be in the
Yankee lineup right now if they
weren't in the service Joe Di Mag-gl-

Charley Keller, Joe Gordon,
Phil Rizzuto, Bill Dickey, Red
Ruffing, Tommy Henrich, Spud
Chandler, to start the roll call. All,
with a couple of exceptions, good
for several more years.

GREAT LEVELER.
The war has been the great

leveler in the American League. If
the war should end tomorrow and
these men all returned by air mail,
the Yankees unquestionably would
resume where they left off.

But the war won't end tomorrow,
nd absence in the service might

dull the skill of some of these men,

wood the boys will be out for the. the Red Cross Open decided to-- and old friends meet. Fred Mlley Cincinnati at Chicago 4 artcr (2-- vs.14.60
Rldgewood Plus-1- 2 Handicap Tour- -

njgnt ag tney played the 19th hole has the course In remarkably good49.80
44.20

condition, especially the greens,

Pick's First (K Robertson) B"
Odd Pair c. Bashsm) 10

1im :53s. Winner, b. f.,
Sweeping Light Tinsel Lady.

Btr. PI

Tasaeau '

New Vork at Boston (2) Volscllf 11)
and I'ylr vs. Javery HI-3- and Hutch
Insun II !l,

1, by ney inis quaiiner is over i8 n ie. Wykagyl Country club.
Those with a handicap of 15 or, which were faster than fast yesSh. There were arguments chieflyless will qualify at Wyoming for terday.Piker's Wfd '.I 3.60 t 2 80 j n

Bengal Bov a n 9 nn HrooUltn at Philadelphia Wrhbcr (3--for the fabulous (Walter Hagcn, thj Nearly 200 will play and it s ex vs. lee ).LWIss Blindfold . ... 280
the Governor's Cup Eight will qual
ifv today and eight tomorrow. At Half-Wa- y Mark In Red Cross

pected to have caddy service for all. rittsburiH at Nt. Lnnls (Night) Bewell
vs. Munger ).Mrs. Fred Miley has that depart

great Harry Vardon, the little guy
called Bobby Jones, and such later-da-

wonders as Byron Nelson,

Sunday at Kenwood is the last
qualifying day for the President's

(iolf Play Half Dozen

Are Tinier Far.

FIFTH RACE Six furlongs: purse 1800:
for and upward; claiming.Off at :10.

Horses. Jockevs. Fin. Sir Odds
ment under control. All caddies AMERICAN I.EAfilK.

Trophy and the Governor s Bowl Fhlladelphla at New Vork Mores (J-- IiFountain Grove (V,. Yocum is I 4.00 Sammy Snead and Ben Hogan. ButMonday, of course, is the big y .:d Blark ) vs. Donald (3-- andormm 1 race u uei.ucai n 2.00
6.30 New Rochelle, N. Y., June 15at Kenwood, when more than 100 the boys finally agreed that theValdina Alden 'W McC'den) 3

Carntauf (V. Bush) 4
Onldrn Ranler (M. Murphy). 5'

Znber ).

Nt. Louis at Detroit Jakorkl (3-- Vs

Oorslr .

(AP) The $13,333 Red Cross 72-

Heusser replaced Shoun and gave
no hits and but one base on balls
In the last three Innings.

The Reds went scoreless oft
Fleming in the eighth, but scored
three needless tallies in the ninth
off Aldnrson, the fourth Cub pitcher.
There were two out hen Tipton
walked and Mesner singled. Miller,
who had gone hitless till now,
scored both with a double over
Novikoff's head against the left
field wall. Then Mueller singled
Miller home.

Present pitching assignments for
Saturday are Passeau for the Cuba
and Arnold Carter for the Reds.

Stan Hack is overweight and will
tnke about 10 days to work into
playing condition.

may try fof McCarthy's City Ama-
teur title.

36.20
3. 9n

36.20
8 ontieing new muscle knots and pour perfect man right through the set

would be a chap called:
in. itnnertson) "tVlntsCk (A Train 71 Boston nt Washington (Nlf ht) Wood.hole medal play golf tournament

turned Into a free-for-a- ll today asAll the men who are able atJackorack U. Llttrell) 8 74 SOing lead into shoes.
Anyway, were it not for the war,

(3-- vs. Wynn ).

Vardon - Jones - Mehlhorn - Braid- -. by Maketewah will play in the ScotchTime 1:13. Winner, h. m
Sera Jevo La Cometa.

Btr. Pi
the field of 110 hit the half-wa- yTans could reasonably have ex Sh Nelson -- Armour- S n e a d -

Diegel- -

Mixed Foursome Sunday. Today is

their Invitational Powwow and
these tournaments take their: toll.

Red Dattins Averagesmark with a half dozen players
under par for two turns over the

Fountain Omve $10.00 $ ' 60 f 3 '0
Hrlght Trace 3.60 S.no
valdina Alden 3 go

pected the Yankees to be still in
front in 19J7 or 1948, anyway. Now,
you can't even tell which club will SIXKH rugged, exacting course.race Six furlones; purse

S1.000V for This many-name- d guy would bbe in front next October, and that Out front was Byron Nelson, whoOne woman entrant In the Cityj
who will probably have more golf: turned In his second straight 69Fin. Str.Odds

the greatest thing that ever trod
a course, they agreed, for he'd have
the best shot that ever singed a

ituation may prevail for' some
years to come.

That's why we think it is good
1' I 1.40 under her belt than any other con-

testant will be Mrs. Art Theler
Today aha is shoving off for Chi

three under par today for a 13R
total. A newcomer to the big-tim- e

heights, Mike Turnesa of White
Plains, N. Y., was deadlocked with

aiiunce. on at :3.
Howes. Jockevs.

Three Percent (A Craig).,
Polvmellor i f Rosen)
John (E. Yocum)
Hoiran (J. Det.ucla)
My Boy (E. vlvla
Restoration (C. Basham).
Zorro fA
0n Witch V. Binh)

Time 1 :12. winner, ch
centage Brune.

for the game to see the Yankees
just another ball team this year.

2!0
2.80

27.80
35 60
18 80
44 20
36 30

2
3
4

7
8

t., .

fairway with every club in the bag.
BEST OF ALL TIME.

Club by club, these were the bestThat chicken every day was be
cago to play In the Western Open.
Not only will she be limbering up
but may take a few observation les-

sons from "Babe" Didrlkson, whoby Per-
Nelson at the 138 figure, after
blasting out a sensational 67 on his
second round. Next, with 139 after
a brilliant 68 todav. was Harold

of all time, according to the men
who make their living hitting the

ginning to taste like vinegar. How
about a little dark brown taste this
year? That St. Louis club has been

Btr. PI Sh will try to topple Patty Berg. little white ball:
trying a long time. .

Warren Giles is expected tonight,
but more Important to the team
standing will, be the arrival of th
pitching reinforcements secured by
him.

Harry Gumbert, from St. Louis,
and Konstanty from Syracuse. ar
expected arrivals, and the Deacon
believes both will be of help to tha
tnam. Gumbert on his 1913 and
1944 records should become a

(Jug) McSpaden of PhiladelphiaDriver Harry Vardon, six-tim- e

Players, AB. R. H.2B.3B.RR.RBI.Prt.
Just o 3 e a .3:13

Tipton ..... Ml 20 It I I III .313
Muellrf ...,IM 13 Mill!) .24
Met 0rmick,.ls;i 54 II I 3d .30
Williams ..205 311 51 0 3 0 0 .21N

Crtsntia II I II I I I 1 .211
Marshall ...Mil 21 1 3 1 14 .210
Walker .,!.l:il II 31 1 1 123 ,2
Craotre ... 54 3 13 t 1 0 3 .241
Miller . lxs) 12 44 1 20 .131
Cla ......lldli 20 2 0 0 5 .224
Mesner .... S 1 20 4 1 0 4 .III
Do In Crus. l 5 3 0 t 4 .133
Hhoan 21 2 4 1 ,l0
HensMr ,..1R 0 3 0 0 0 0 .MH
Kiddle Oil 0 0 0 .135
Aleno .... 51 3 S 1 4 .104
Carter .....It 1 1 0 t 0 .!

PITCHING RECORD.
Midlers. W. L. H. HO. BB. Prt.

Walter 10 3 14 33 21 .14
Hhoan 0 3 51 13 II .1M
Carter .., 1 1 30 13 .(Ml
Riddle . 3 3 25 11 .504
Heoaser ...... 3 4 41,13 11 .42
lit U (r..., I It 1R 11 .2.Ml

Eitenhardt .... 1 .005

REAL BASEBALL FAN. . Open champion.

Three Percent .. 4.80 t 2.80 f 2 40
Pnlymellor 3.00 2.40
John .... 2.60

SEVENTH RACK One mile and seventy
yards: purae S700; for tj and
upward; claiming. Off at 7:05.

Horses. Jockeys. Fin. Str. Odds.

Nelson and McSpaden, who domi-
nated the winter circuit, andBraasie Bobby June, winner- ofHollywood, June 1C (AP) The

Sacramento Solons of the PacificTed Atkinson Again; 13 major titles, Turnesa were the only ones able
to beat par on each of the openCatalonia (A, Craig) 1', $ l.SO Spoon "Wild Bill" Mehlhorn, whoCoast League will be sporting ne'

uniforms soon, thanks to Jake Suy- -Wins Two More Races 5.20
8.20 took 40 tournaments. ing rounds. Vic Ohezzl, who paced

who have worked on certain days,
including today will draw for seven
prizes, the first of which la a $25
War Bond. So there is no dearth
of boys at Maketewah.

Starting time and pairings:
Morning
8:00 A. B. Caldwell, C. M Mcintosh,

R. T. Ottenlohn, Dsn (Jails.
:0 P. W. Wentworth, C. rains, L. I.

Whltaker, J. Kreedmonr.
11:12 Johnny Joseph, 11. Hill and guests.
9:30 Banford Brooks, Bob Thornburgh,

T. Oreenwsld. W. Clark.
9:42 Pr. Zeltle, E. C. Docker. '

10:1X1 Msurlc McCarthy and guests.
ic::0 Balph Ixive, J. H Assell and guests.
11:10 N. K. Miller and guests.
11:24 M. E. Kleley and guests.
11 30 T. J. Kleley and guests. ' t
11:3 W. K. Iird, 1, E, Klin, W. Wtgner,

W. Ilgnan. M
11:42 Ben Kaulkner, Phil Quinsy.
1 :48 D, P. Nsrswlck and guests.
11:54 C. 1. Quill, William O'Brien, W.

Colclough.
12:00 R. B. Sweeney, B. Doty, William

Beott, C. Rests.
Afternoon
I2:0 !. M. Harsh, Captain Young, J.

Price, A. DUon. ,
12:12 F. B. rrsser. 1. Bennett, L. Bros- -

man. J. Duffy.
12:1. H. C. Jones and gueats.
12:24 A. A. Rtrappel and guests.
12:30.A!lm Joslln, Jr., F. Herllnf. Jack

Bruner.
12:31 M. nrelser and guests.
12:42 H. O Bonner, J. Olaser, W. Ibold,

L. Kalaer.
12:4ft A. Starr and guests.
12:94 A. Hchroeder and guests.
1:00 R. H. Adams, ft. Houston ind

guests.
1:00 E. O. Jonss, W. Kopf, J, Robinson,

F. Santry.
1:12--M. FaKtn and guests,
1 Id Lester Graham and guests.
1:24 J. C. Reed, H. V. Rlemeier, R. Mills,

J. B Jones.
1:30 K. Mitchell, I. Crsmrr, O. Doll,

I Brooks.
1 :3 Nell Ranslck and guests.
1:42 W, (lervers snd guests
1:4 A. Thexton, V Stegeman, B. Rifle-

man and guest,
1:64 R. Fy, O. Vinn, E. Brurer, L.

Burns.
2:001,. Hummel, Msjor Oraen, L. Kits,

A. Hughes.
2:12 Harry Smith. Jack Hewitt.
2:0. M. K. Schneider and gueats.
2:18 W. Randall, T. K. Smith and guests
2:241,. D. (Irote, B. Purcell, J. Purcell,

B. Whiteside.
2:30 C. McVlcker and guests.
2:3(1 C. Ousweltsr and gutsti.2:42 T. Walts, C. Voss.
2:48 O. Crocker and guests.
2:54C. F. Miller, U Hallcrman, 0.

Grand!, D. Hamilton.
3:00 J. Rnwell, T. Klessllnf and guests
8:0. H, Bonn and guests.

the first round with a 67. skiddedOne Iron Jimmy Braid, five-tim- etar, their first baseman, and the
New York, June 16 (AP) Com British Open king.

11 .90
35.60

7.90
44.20
20.90

9, by

nopeaaie (M. Murphy) a"
Dogo (J. Olaus) J'
Total Loss (J. Llttrell) 4"
Tetradan (V Bush i ih
Swltt Sue (E. Yocum)
Lady All (J. DeLucla) 7

Surprise Pjrtv (C. Basham) 8
Time l:45,i. Winner, br. m.,

Catalan Baby Buzzard.
Htr. PI

Blander Harry Guggenheim's Good Two Iron Byronl Nelson, PGA
to 73 today and took over fourth
place with 140. Craig Wood, who
soared to 77 yesterday, blew in
with a 69 today to hit the halfway

Morning,' ridden by Jockey Ted and Open champion.
Three Iron Tommy Armour,Atkinson, scored a three length vic

generosity of Bill Freelove, owner
of a Los Angeles professional foot-
ball team. Suytar slammed a
double off a sign 400 feet from
home plate, a feat for which Free-lov- e

had promised a $25 war bond.
Freelove added $1,000 to the award,
however, Instructing the team to

Sh.

There was nothing synthetio)
about the Reds' httitng off Erick-
son in the first. Williams's lead-of- f

triple was a drive over Johnson's
head that went to the wall between
right and center.

PGA and British and American mark at 146, only two over par.Catalonia I S.20 I 3.40 f 2 0
Hoprdale 6.60 3.40
Dogo 4.20 Open champion. The big second-roun- d comeback,tory today over George Widener's

fttefanita in the featured Europa however, was staged by AmateurFour Iron Slammin' Sammy
Handicap at Aqueduct. A crowd of Snead, PGA winner, Dom Morano of Belleville, N. J.,

who matched Turnesa's 67 today Baseball's Nig Sixuse it for new outfits. Five Iron J. H. Taylor, five-tim- e20,728 bet $2,069,986 on eight races.
after using up 79 strokes yesterday.Open championAtkinson, completing a double

Frank McCormick had a big day
with a single, double and home run.
Thty were all line drives, with the
old-tim- e authority.

KIOHTH RACE One and e

miles: purse 700; for .and
upward: claiming. Off at 7:35.

Horses. Jockeys. Kin. Btr. Odds
Lady Cabo (J. Llttrell i 1 3.80
Madam Gray (W. McC'den) 2 1.60
Michigan Oold (E, Yocum).. 3'i 7.10
Nlco (A. Craig) 4 2.20
Free Money iC. Basham).... 5 24. (M)
Sntca (V. Bush) St 2S.0
Rill I'.ll.U .C U.n.nM, - .

Six Iron Chick Evans, UnitedHEATH REJECTED.
States Amateur and Open winner.

hot Good Morning into an early
lead and was never threatened by

(BT ASSOCIATED PRESK)
BATTINM.

(Thros Leaden In ls-- h league)

Tied at 143, one under par were
Zit,gie Mellon of Bronxvllle, N. Y.,
and Andrew Lsl Pola of Wayne,
N. J.. the former getting a 73 today

Cleveland, June 16 (AP) Jeff Seven Iron Paul Runyan, two- -

Stefanlta, the 3 to 5 favorite. Plavrr. Club.time PGA champion.Heath, slugging Cleveland Indian
left fielder, reported today he had

Fct.
.40.) The Reds announced that Jos

Nuxhall. Hamilton.Isidore Bieber's Night Glow, theiBaitah (K. Robertson).."'.! 52 20

G. AB. K. H.
.12 2M.i .

31 l!H 21 4
All INK 411 l'i

4alker, IKMtsers....
Tnrkr, White Kn. .and the latter a 72.Eight Iron Willie McFarlane, ..I9rime 2:03. w nner. ch. f. 4. bv Caval. Mu. lsl. tnrdinals...only other starter, finished eight former Open champion. Ohio, boy, has been optioned to thsBona norxensia. o I mi an ivtelnlrauh. ftlsnta

been rejected for military service
by a Cleveland draft board because
of an Injured cartilage In his right

Jigger Leo Dlegel, two-tim- e .J.1S Birmingham Southern AssociationIM- -rr. Rrd Hoi II ll 411 Ml

Horkelt, Indians .... 43 1D1 11 64TRYOUT WITH GIANTS. Mi
Mr. PI. gh.

.1 tun I 4 .20 I 3 20
3.20 2.80

1.20
PGA king.

jidv Cabo
Madam Grav ....
Michigan Gold ... team. Nuxhall, youngest player

ever to pitch in the Nationalleg. Spokane, Wash., June 16 (AP)Putter Horton Smith of the
The Chronicle said today r-Ryder Cuppers League, Is a r.

lengths back of Stefanlta.
Good Morning ran the mile and

one sixteenth in 1:46 and paid
$6.30.

Colonel C. V. Whitney's Big Push
a $3:10 favorite, won the mile and
70 yards Sllview Purse at Delaware

Chipper Johnny Revolta, former

RUNS BATTED IN.
National I .a cue. American League.

Welntraub, Olanls 4 Hpenre, Senators. .It
Krholtl, Dodgers. 44 ull'hlne, Indians Jl
Hurowskl, Cards. 35 Mtephens, Browns 31

HOME BI NS.
National League. American League.

old Bob Goldstein, who hit .407
with Lewis and Clark in the CityPGA winner.

RACE MEETINGS OFF.High School .Baseball League this'Nother Upset In Tennis; Bunker Gene Sarazen, PGA and
year, would leave next Tuesday for ott. Olanta 11 ullenblne. Indiana HBritish and American Open champ,

Trouble Shooter Walter Hagen, Hollywood And Del Mar Bovr.Park by a length over H. C. Mc- - New York City and a two weeks' urlntrnub. (Hants IB Have, Athletics.. 7
Murooskl. Cards. hpenio, Henaiors.

tryout with the New York Giants.ino 'everything" man. FMorey, Indians... gCalifornia Girl Pulls ItGehee's Fairy Trace. W. H. Foales
Flying Wasp was third. WHAT A GOLFER!

If ycu could put a man together
Big Push was kept off the pace

until leaving the backstretch when
Jockey Arnold Kirkland sent the who would hit each club the wayin eight tries as Miss Arnold over-

whelmed her with superior control. McCadden Wins Three Races At Downs;those men played their' pet shotsWhitney horse out in front He was Eoth finalists are 27 years old. when they were at their peak, thistimed in 1:48H.

Detroit, June 18 (AP) Another
upset was tossed into the National
Clay Court Tennis championship
today with fourth seeded Mary
Arnold of Los Angeles defeating
second ranking Doris Hart of

Miss Arnold won the public parks
crown in 1937 at Pittsburgh, and
three years ago she was a finalist

composite character would walk
off with every tournament and
with scores that would make even Jockey Ed Yocum Drives Down With Two

in the clay courts meet, losing to
1 YANK HORSE WINS.

William Woodward's Hycllla Cap
Miss Betz. Last winter she spentMiami, Fla,, 6-- 6--3, to advance to

the Hagens, Vardons, Joneses, Nel-

sons, Sneads and Hogans look like
duffers of the worst sort.

enough to eat to the form playersin the second event and also won;two months In Mexico working onthe women's (ingles finals to with Fountain Grove, a nine-yea- r- and shs made good in a Dig way,her game, but recently she has
But, the pros agree, you'll nevermorrow. old mare and an old favorite at winning over Bengal Boy by three

Before Opposition.
Hollywood, June 1 UP)

Boards of Directors of the Holly-
wood Turf Club and of Bing
Crosby's Del Mar Turf Club today
simultaneously announced cancella-
tion of 1helr horse race meetings
scheduled for this summer and
strongly opposei! by government
man-pow- agencies and defense-pla- nt

operators.
Earl Gilmorc, Hollywood Turf

Club President, announced drop-
ping plans for s racing session
tcheduled from August 25 to No-

vember ? at the Hollywood Park
Race Track, Inglewood, Calif., and
W. F. Tunney, Del Mar general
manager, announced canceling of
his track's July 1 meeting.

Ever since the State Horse Rac-

ing BoHtd appioved permits for
summer meeting at the two South-
ern California tracks which havs
been closed 3i"ce shortly afteir
Pearl harbor vas attacked de

been a secretary at Wilmington,

Eddie Tocum barged back In the
limelight at River Downs, bagging
a pair of winners after his big day

Thursday when he copped four
races, but Willie McCadden had the

find such a glamour boy of the River Downs, In the fifth number lengths in the creditable time orMiss Arnold, former holder of the Del.
0:53. Piker's Bid was a 4--a ravorlteat six furlongs:National Public Parks title, faces greens. They're thankful for that,

too, because it wouldn't be muchDorothy May Bundy of Santa Mon Time Please and Catalonia were
other winning choices. Time Please

"Dodo Bundy and I have played
lots of times," she said after her
match, "and she always beats me.
I think I beat her once in some

Jockey Craig also won with two
mounts. Craig was up as Three
Percent walked his beat In the

fun or very profitable battling
over second money all year. The

edge on the Indiana apprentice yes-

terday as he drove down with three
ica, Calif., who yesterday eliminated
defending champion Pauline Bet. cams through on the Inside to de

; tures English Oaks Classic.
' Newmarket, England, June 16

CAP) Hycilla, owned by tha Amer-
ican William Woodward, won the
Oaks classic today at odds of 8- -t

to one.
Monsoon and Kannabis were sec-

ond and third in the mile and a
half test for three-year-ol- d fillie".
The cofavoriteav Tudor Maid and
Picture Play," were 'out of the
money. . '

feat Silver Vane and Madame XSouthern California tournament, way it is, every guy goes out there
convinced that this is his time to

fifth and feature race, a $1,000 al-

lowance affair contested at six fur-of his mounts.in a three-se- t match.
In exceedingly decisive fashion but that was all." He was held at 8--5. Catalonia

romped home in the sixth for theMcCadden took the opener withwin, and even when he doesn't he longs. . Three Percent ruled as aMiss Arnold rolled up four straight Miss Arnold is ranked sixth na-

tionally, one notch behind Miss Blon Gla, drove Time Please to an R favorite In an eight horse fieldgames before the Flor- still has the heart to go on trying.
Even the Nelson cn bp, and hr.s

talent and also returned 8--5 to be-

come the fourth favorite to bagidan broke through for her lone easy win in the third and then His winning margin was two
lengths over Polymelior. Valdinabeen, whipped. But this honors.

Bundy.
Francisco Segurai of Coral Gn

bleu, Fla., and Billy Talbert of In
cnP scored aboard Piker's Bid In thBritain's fifth wartime racing Alden took the minor awardcalled Vardon -- Jones- Mehlhorn - Grey Days, which won on two

Fuccessive Saturday at Riverseason reaches its climax tomorrow dianapolis, the two top men players -
- Die--

game of the first set. In the second
set Miss Arnold seized a 1 lead
and then coasted in.

Miss Hart, whose service is con-

sidered among the best in the fem-
inine game, held service only once

following race, an allowance affair,
for over four and a
half furlongs.

Piker's Bid, beaten in her first
start last Tuesday at River Downs
after a winning effort in her first

Downs, tops the field In the Pursewere idle today. They plav scrrlwith the running of the Derby over
Newmarket's historic downs. About

fense minufactuters havs Criticized
the reopenings as threats to pro
auction schedules,

that headlines todays program.finals matches tomorrow leading
30 art expected to start. start at Pimlico, looked goodl Eight buvs been named.Tocum got Federal Tax in frontup. to Sunday s finals,. ineverl
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Sticky Note
Text shows that Joe returned to the major leagues in 1952 nearly eight years after his auspicious debut in June of 1944, a feat of unmatched persistence and perseverance.
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Joe Nuxhall
Position: Pitcher
Bats: Left  •  Throws: Left
6-3, 195lb (190cm, 88kg)
Born: July 30, 1928 in Hamilton, OH 
Died: November 15, 2007 (Aged 79-108d) in Fairfield, OH
Buried: Rose Hill Burial Park, Fairfield, OH
High School: Hamilton HS (Hamilton, OH)
Debut: June 10, 1944 (Age 15-316d, 7,635th in MLB history) 
   vs. STL 0.2 IP, 2 H, 0 SO, 5 BB, 5 ER
Last Game: October 2, 1966 (Age 38-064d) 
   vs. ATL 0.1 IP, 0 H, 0 SO, 0 BB, 0 ER
Rookie Status: Exceeded rookie limits during 1952 season
Full Name: Joseph Henry Nuxhall
Nicknames: Ol' Lefthander
View Player Bio from the SABR BioProject
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Standard Pitching

Bold season totals indicate player led league.

Year Age Tm Lg W L W-L% ERA G GS GF CG SHO SV IP H R ER HR BB IBB SO HBP BK WP BF ERA+ FIP WHIP H9 HR9 BB9 SO9 SO/W Awards

1944 15 CIN NL 0 0 67.50 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 2 5 5 0 5 0 0 0 0 1 9 9 25.04 10.500 27.0 0.0 67.5 0.0 0.00

1946 Did not play in major or minor leagues (Voluntarily Retired)

1952 23 CIN NL 1 4 .200 3.22 37 5 21 2 0 1 92.1 83 33 33 4 42 0 52 3 0 5 388 117 3.29 1.354 8.1 0.4 4.1 5.1 1.24

1953 24 CIN NL 9 11 .450 4.32 30 17 8 5 1 2 141.2 136 77 68 13 69 0 52 8 0 0 628 100 4.68 1.447 8.6 0.8 4.4 3.3 0.75

1954 25 CIN NL 12 5 .706 3.89 35 14 10 5 1 0 166.2 188 77 72 11 59 0 85 6 0 4 727 108 3.41 1.482 10.2 0.6 3.2 4.6 1.44

1955 ★ 26 CIN NL 17 12 .586 3.47 50 33 8 14 5 3 257.0 240 108 99 25 78 6 98 5 0 5 1061 121 3.84 1.237 8.4 0.9 2.7 3.4 1.26 AS

1956 ★ 27 CIN NL 13 11 .542 3.72 44 32 6 10 2 3 200.2 196 96 83 18 87 6 120 6 0 3 865 106 3.73 1.410 8.8 0.8 3.9 5.4 1.38 AS

1957 28 CIN NL 10 10 .500 4.75 39 28 5 6 2 1 174.1 192 104 92 24 53 3 99 7 1 3 768 86 4.14 1.405 9.9 1.2 2.7 5.1 1.87

1958 29 CIN NL 12 11 .522 3.79 36 26 5 5 0 0 175.2 169 78 74 15 63 5 111 1 0 3 735 111 3.41 1.321 8.7 0.8 3.2 5.7 1.76

1959 30 CIN NL 9 9 .500 4.24 28 21 3 6 1 1 131.2 155 76 62 10 35 1 75 1 1 0 574 96 3.21 1.443 10.6 0.7 2.4 5.1 2.14

1960 31 CIN NL 1 8 .111 4.42 38 6 5 0 0 0 112.0 130 58 55 8 27 6 72 4 0 3 482 86 3.00 1.402 10.4 0.6 2.2 5.8 2.67

1961 32 KCA AL 5 8 .385 5.34 37 13 9 1 0 1 128.0 135 81 76 12 65 2 81 3 1 6 580 78 4.12 1.563 9.5 0.8 4.6 5.7 1.25

1962 33 TOT MLB 5 0 1.000 3.03 17 9 2 1 0 1 71.1 66 26 24 4 30 1 59 2 0 1 305 134 3.04 1.346 8.3 0.5 3.8 7.4 1.97

1962 33 LAA AL 0 0 10.13 5 0 1 0 0 0 5.1 7 6 6 0 5 0 2 1 0 0 29 41 5.24 2.250 11.8 0.0 8.4 3.4 0.40

1962 33 CIN NL 5 0 1.000 2.45 12 9 1 1 0 1 66.0 59 20 18 4 25 1 57 1 0 1 276 165 2.86 1.273 8.0 0.5 3.4 7.8 2.28

1963 34 CIN NL 15 8 .652 2.61 35 29 5 14 2 2 217.1 194 73 63 14 39 2 169 6 0 2 878 128 2.38 1.072 8.0 0.6 1.6 7.0 4.33

1964 35 CIN NL 9 8 .529 4.07 32 22 3 7 4 2 154.2 146 73 70 19 51 3 111 6 2 4 648 89 3.87 1.274 8.5 1.1 3.0 6.5 2.18

1965 36 CIN NL 11 4 .733 3.45 32 16 6 5 1 2 148.2 142 57 57 18 31 2 117 3 1 3 601 109 3.20 1.164 8.6 1.1 1.9 7.1 3.77

1966 37 CIN NL 6 8 .429 4.50 35 16 4 2 1 0 130.0 136 71 65 14 42 7 71 9 1 2 564 88 4.04 1.369 9.4 1.0 2.9 4.9 1.69

16 Yrs 135 117 .536 3.90 526 287 100 83 20 19 2302.2 2310 1093 998 209 776 44 1372 70 7 45 9813 102 3.57 1.340 9.0 0.8 3.0 5.4 1.77

162 Game Avg. 11 10 .536 3.90 44 24 8 7 2 2 193 193 91 83 17 65 4 115 6 1 4 821 102 3.57 1.340 9.0 0.8 3.0 5.4 1.77

W L W-L% ERA G GS GF CG SHO SV IP H R ER HR BB IBB SO HBP BK WP BF ERA+ FIP WHIP H9 HR9 BB9 SO9 SO/W Awards

CIN (15 yrs) 130 109 .544 3.80 484 274 90 82 20 18 2169.1 2168 1006 916 197 706 42 1289 66 6 39 9204 104 3.54 1.325 9.0 0.8 2.9 5.3 1.83

KCA (1 yr) 5 8 .385 5.34 37 13 9 1 0 1 128.0 135 81 76 12 65 2 81 3 1 6 580 78 4.12 1.563 9.5 0.8 4.6 5.7 1.25

LAA (1 yr) 0 0 10.13 5 0 1 0 0 0 5.1 7 6 6 0 5 0 2 1 0 0 29 41 5.24 2.250 11.8 0.0 8.4 3.4 0.40

NL (15 yrs) 130 109 .544 3.80 484 274 90 82 20 18 2169.1 2168 1006 916 197 706 42 1289 66 6 39 9204 104 3.54 1.325 9.0 0.8 2.9 5.3 1.83

AL (2 yrs) 5 8 .385 5.54 42 13 10 1 0 1 133.1 142 87 82 12 70 2 83 4 1 6 609 75 4.17 1.590 9.6 0.8 4.7 5.6 1.19
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Joe 's career was 16 years long when counting his brief stint with the Reds in 1944
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Hoard, Greg.  Joe:  Rounding Third and Heading for Home.  Wilmington, OH:  Orange Frazer Press, 2004, p. 247. 
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Cincinnati Reds 2008 Official Team Yearbook.  Cincinnati, OH:  The Cincinnati Reds and Professional 

Sports Publications, 2008, p. 4. 
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Sticky Note
Most Cincinnati Reds fans will acknowledge that they considered Joe Nuxhall to be the radio voice of the Reds  for forty years despite that he did not call all the games the last two years of his life



Local NewsLocal News  | Dec 21, 2013

By Michael D. Pitman, Staff Writer

HAMILTON — 

City

Council

unanimou

sly

adopted a

resolution

to name

the

baseball

fields at

the park in

The city of Hamilton will name the baseball fields

at L.J. Smith Park for one of its native sons.

Advertisement

Advertisement

Hamilton to name ballfields
after Nuxhall
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honor of

the late

Joe

Nuxhall,

who died

Nov. 15,

2007, at

the age of

79.

“It

probably

should

have been

done a

long time

ago,” said

Mayor Pat

Moeller.

“So every

youngster

or adult

who goes

to that

park and

plays

baseball

or softball

will

remember

Joe

Nuxhall.”
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The city’s

Park and

Recreatio

n

Commissi

on

entertaine

d the

request

last month

and

unanimou

sly

supported

a motion

to honor

the man

affectionat

ely known

as The Ol’

Lefthande

r at the

park that

is on one

of the

several

streets in

the region

that bears

his name.

“It’s just

another

timothyspoonster
Text Box
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small way

to say

thank you

to him and

his family

who have

done so

much for

the

Hamilton,

Fairfield,

Butler

County

area,”

Moeller

said.

Kim

Nuxhall,

who runs

the Joe

Nuxhall

Character

Education

Fund, said

the action

taken by

the city

for his

father is

“very

touching.”
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“I

remember

when the

street was

named,”

said

Nuxhall

about the

street

being

named

Joe

Nuxhall

Boulevard.

“It was a

special

moment

in his life.

He would

be

extremely

touched

with (this

honoring),

as would

his

Stay informed
with what’s
going on.

Digital orDigital or
homehome

delivery.delivery.
Start today.Start today.

https://subscribe.journal-news.com/lpa2
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brothers.

They all

played

ball there.

That’s

where he

was

discovere

d (by the

Reds) at

age 14.”

Nuxhall

was

signed by

the Reds

when he

turned 15.

On June

10, 1944,

he

became

the

youngest

person

ever to

play in a

Major

League

Baseball

game.

Moeller

Advertisement
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said there

are “a

couple

more

special

things”

planned

to honor

Nuxhall,

but said

he can’t

share

what

those are

yet.

“We need

to keep

recognizin

g him

because

he’s so

much

Hamilton,”

he said.

Nuxhall

said it’s

“humbling

” for him

and his

family to

have his

timothyspoonster
Text Box
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father

honored

again. The

cities of

Hamilton

and

Fairfield

have

honored

Joe

Nuxhall

with

streets

and parts

of parks

named for

him. The

Cincinnati

Reds

stadium,

Great

American

Ball Park,

address

was

changed

to 100

Joe

Nuxhall

Way.

“It’s an

ongoing

timothyspoonster
Text Box
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feeling of

gratitude

from our

family,”

Nuxhall

said. “I’ve

always

said it’s

such a

good

feeling to

know that

the

people

felt the

same way

about Dad

as Dad felt

about

them.”

The

legacy of

Joe

Nuxhall is

“a life of

how you

treat

people,”

his son

said. “For

him

personally,

timothyspoonster
Text Box
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it was that

innate

part of

him that

wanted to

continuall

y give

back to a

communit

y that

gave so

much to

him. It

wasn’t

because

he was a

broadcast

er or

played

baseball

(that

people

loved

him), but it

was what

he did

with it. He

used that

platform

for good,

to make

an impact

for good.”
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The Ol’

Lefthande

r was

beloved in

the two

communit

ies he

called

home, his

native

Hamilton

and

Fairfield

where he

lived from

the mid-

1950s

until his

death. He

was not

just a local

sports

hero, but

was a

champion

for the

mentally

and

physically

disabled

in Butler

County

and the

abused

timothyspoonster
Text Box
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and

abandone

d kids at

One Way

Farm in

Fairfield.

Renditions

of signs

that will

honor

Nuxhall at

L.J. Smith

Park will

be

unveiled

in early

January,

and

Moeller

said the

city is

seeking

permissio

n from the

Cincinnati

Reds to

use the

team’s

logo. The

signs will

be made

in-house
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at the

city’s sign

shop so

the costs

would be

minimal,

the mayor

said.

The Reds

Hall of

Fame

pitcher

and

broadcast

er had

battled a

number of

illnesses in

the later

years of

his life,

including

heart

disease

and

multiple

bouts with

non-

Hodgkin’s

lymphom

a.
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The last

honoring

bestowed

upon

Nuxhall

when he

was alive

was a

month

before his

death. In

October

2007, the

city

councils

of

Hamilton

and

Fairfield

met to

rename

Forest

Lake Lane

to Joe

Nuxhall

Way. The

street,

which

runs

through

Joyce

Park, is

shared by

both cities
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and

required

joint

legislation.

Thank you for

reading the

Journal-News

and for

supporting

local

journalism.

Subscribers:

log in for

access to your

daily ePaper

and premium

newsletters.
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Cincinnati Reds 2008 Official Team Yearbook.  Cincinnati, OH:  The Cincinnati Reds and Professional 

Sports Publications, 2008, p. 4. 
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Rollins, Jarrod.  "Cincinnati Icons."  Cincinnati Reds 2004 Official Team Yearbook.  Cincinnati, OH:  The 

Cincinnati Reds and University Sports Publications Co., Inc., 2004, p 26. 
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Bottom left: Ken 
Griffey Jr., Thom Bren

riaman, Chris Welsh and 
Jeff Brantley, all seated, 
and Marty Brennaman 

remember Joe during a spe
cial tribute at Redsfest in 

December 2007, less than 
a month after Nuxhall's 

death. 'Tl/ miss him every 
day when I wake up," 

Marty said. 
E.L.1 lubbard/l/,e E11quircr 

Bottom right: Joe and 
Marty received the Ron 

Grinker Lifetime Achieve
ment Award at the Marci, 

of Dimes' March of Cham-
pions banquet in January 

2001.Joe is pictured with, 
from left,John Sawyer, 

honorary co-chair, Greg 
Gumbel, emcee for the 
event, Morgan White, 

amateur female athlete of 
that year, and Paul Flory, 

honorary co-chair. 
Pl,ilip Grosl,ongFl1,r Enquirer 

66 

Farm home for abused chjJdren. 

• Constructing a rubber Miracle League base

ball field in Fairfield for wheelchair-bound children 

throughout the region. 

• Bringing the Cincinnati Reds' Rookie Success

baseball league for underprivileged youth ages 

8-11 Lo Buller County.

• Supporting the Joe Nuxhall Scholarsrup Fund,

wruch awards scholarsrups Lo seruors at all 13 high 

schools in Buller County. 

• Establishing a Joe Nuxhall Character Educa

tion Fund office to plan seminars and expand the 

program nationwide. Since 2003, the Character Edu

cation Fund's "world headquarters" has been Kim's 

cramped school office off the gymnasium stage. 

When One Way Farm founder Barbara Condo 

began planrung for the gym, one of the first people 

she called was Nuxhall. 

For years, when school and civic leaders have 

needed help, they called on Buller County's heavy 

rutter. Nuxhall has helped pass countywide seruor 

services levies three Lin1es by appearing in cam

paign literature with his mother, Naomi, now 97 

and living in Fairfield. 

His support was crucial for passing a 1994 tax 

levy to build the new Fairfield High School, retired 

superintendent Charles Wiedenmann says. When 

Nuxhall was asked to endorse the levy, he sur

prised Wiedenmann by insisting on being part of 

the campaign. 

"A lot of well-known people just wanted to add 

their name to an endorsement, but he spoke to 

commuruty groups, made TV commercials and 

did anything we needed," Wiedenmann says. "Joe 

Nuxhall the humanitarian far exceeds all the Lhmgs 

he has done as a baseball announcer and player, 

with rus scholarsrup program, One Way Farm and 

character education program." 

Still, he's the most regular Joe you'll ever meet. 

Joe and Donzetta still live in the modest Fair

field home they bought when he played for the 

Reds in the 1950s. He drives a new Ford Explorer 

or a 1989 Lincoln Continental. He drives - never 

flies - each winter to spring traming in Florida. Ev

ery day begins at breakfast with buddies and Kim 

at the Bob Evans in Fairfield. 

He certainly doesn't act like an icon. 

"With all clue respect to Pete Rose," Brennaman 

says, "there is no bigger figure in Cincinnati than 

Joe Nuxhall. In all the years we've been together, 

going back to '74, I have never heard one person 

ever utter a negative about rum." D 
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Joe Nuxhall
This article was written by Ryan Borgemenke (/node/49067)

One of baseball’s charms is its lack of timekeeping. Though in most games it can be
enjoyable, this charm is a potential source of frustration if a team is losing badly and
(since there is no “mercy rule” in the majors) might rather run out a clock than go the full
nine innings.

One such game came on June 10, 1944, when Joe Nuxhall became the youngest man
ever to play in the major leagues — a mark he still holds.1 The Cincinnati Reds were
trailing the St. Louis Cardinals 13-0 in the top of the ninth inning when Reds manager Bill
McKechnie (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/8bb2437d) called upon 15-year-old Nuxhall to
take the mound.

The youngster walked five men and gave up two hits, allowing five earned runs in two-
thirds of an inning. True, he was facing a first-rate lineup. The Cardinals finished the year
with 105 wins and a World Series victory. Yet why was Nuxhall — who wasn’t even old
enough to drive — in what he later described as “a very scary situation”?2

World War II was in full force — D-Day had come just four days before. Professional
baseball had lost many able-bodied men to the service, including greats such as Ted Williams
(//sabr.org/bioproj/person/35baa190) and Joe DiMaggio (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/a48f1830). Teams were resorting to
extreme measures to fill their rosters. The Reds got clearance under the child labor laws to sign Nuxhall to a contract.
“Probably two weeks prior to that, I was pitching against seventh-, eighth- and ninth-graders, kids 13 and 14 years old,”
Nuxhall said. “All of the sudden, I look up and there’s Stan Musial (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/2142e2e5) and the likes.”3

Nuxhall was so anxious that he tripped on the top step of the dugout on his way out to the mound. Controlling his
emotions the best that a 15-year-old could, he was actually able to retire two of the first three batters he faced, walking
the second. “I almost drowned. . . suddenly it dawned on me where I was,” he explained years later. “I started to shake all
over.” He gave up a walk, which included a wild pitch, and then a single to future Hall of Famer Musial. Three more walks
and a single by All-Star second baseman Emil Verban (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/5a814180) followed. “Then McKechnie
came out to lead me away.”4

Nuxhall’s career might have ended after that one outing, with a 67.50 ERA, similar to what happened with Joe Cleary
(//sabr.org/bioproj/person/31244f1f) in 1945. Yet “Nuxy” made it back to the majors, although not until 1952, and he
stuck around through 1966, long enough to earn another nickname, “The Ol’ Lefthander.” He then went on to a long
career as one of Cincinnati’s most beloved broadcasters.

Joseph Henry Nuxhall was born on July 30, 1928 in Hamilton, Ohio, about 20 miles north of Cincinnati. He was the eldest
of Orville “Ox” and Naomi (Gailey) Nuxhall’s five children. Two younger brothers, Bob and Don, also went on to play in the
minor leagues in the 1950s.

Joe Nuxhall was originally scouted by the Reds at age 14, while pitching in a Sunday baseball league. His father played in
that league too, and initially it was Ox whom the scouts were interested in signing, even though he would have been
quite old in baseball terms. However, the elder Nuxhall didn’t want to play pro ball. He was focused on raising his
children and didn’t want to jeopardize his stable job at a local General Motors plant, Fisher Body.

Instead, attention turned to Joe. “The way I tell it is I beat my father out of a job,” Nuxhall joked.5 Already standing 6-foot-
2 (he later grew another inch), Joe was the largest in his ninth grade class. He had an 85-mph fastball, albeit wild. On
February 18, 1944 Nuxhall signed his first professional contract with the Reds, worth $175 per month; he got a $500
signing bonus.6 Still a kid living at home with his parents, he bought them a new carpet with his newly-gained baseball
earnings.

He signed in February, but Nuxhall had to wait until school let out in June before reporting to the Reds, though his school
principal allowed him to be in uniform at Crosley Field (//sabr.org/bioproj/park/crosley-field) for Opening Day. In April
1944, The Sporting News wrote: “It’s a wise manager who knows his own roster these days, due to the rapid changes in
draft status and inductions. Original rosters, issued before the start of spring training, quickly lost most of their
significance –and it is likely that a high rate of turnover, especially of the athletes under 27 years of age, will continue as
the season progresses.”7 Nuxhall was deemed suitable for the Reds’ roster because he was under-age for the draft and
also a local prospect.

After his rocky June 10 debut, Nuxhall was assigned to the Birmingham Barons of the Southern Association (Class A1). He
pitched only one more inning that summer, and it was a similar experience. He walked five and allowed six earned runs.
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The following season, the 16-year-old Nuxhall improved considerably. He posted a 3.21 ERA over 23 games, pitching for
both the Syracuse Chiefs (Class AA) and Lima Reds (Class D). Despite his young age, he struck out an impressive 41
batters in his first 27 innings at Lima.

After the 1945 season, Nuxhall voluntarily retired from baseball and returned to Hamilton High School for his diploma.
Under high school athletic rules he was still considered an amateur in sports other than baseball. He was a well-rounded
athlete, earning all-state honors in football and basketball as a senior in 1946.

Nuxhall also returned to professional baseball in 1947, playing in the Reds farm system. He married Donzetta Thomas on
October 4, 1947 and the couple had two sons, Phil and Kim. Like his father and uncles, Kim played pro baseball. He was
in the low minors for the Reds from 1972 through 1974.

Nuxhall developed as a pitcher in the Reds chain through 1951, spending time with the Muncie Reds, Tulsa Oilers,
Columbia Reds, and Charleston Senators. Playing long before the designated hitter rule went into effect, Nuxhall also
gained notice as a fairly talented batter. He clubbed 15 career home runs in the majors with a .198 lifetime batting
average.

Nuxhall returned to Cincinnati’s major-league roster in 1952. Gabe Paul (//sabr.org/node/27062) had taken over as Reds
general manager the previous off-season and made many personnel changes. Only 15 players from the 1951 campaign
were on Cincinnati’s roster of 34 men during spring training in 1952.8 With “dazzling pitching” and improved control, the
24-year-old Nuxhall impressed management enough to make the major-league roster.9 On May 21, he made his first
appearance in a big-league game since he was a boy, pitching three innings of relief, allowing no runs and striking out
three batters. A little over a month later, he picked up his first major-league win against the New York Giants. Mostly
pitching out of the bullpen, he finished the 1952 season with a 1-4 record and a respectable 3.22 ERA over 37 games.

Between 1952 and 1960, Nuxhall remained a fairly consistent relief and starting pitcher. Manager Birdie Tebbetts
(//sabr.org/bioproj/person/bacfc0e7) said, “Joe has a good chance to become one of the outstanding pitchers in the
National League. He’s a great competitor and hits and fields capably enough to help himself gain stature as a successful
pitcher.”10 In 1954, 10 years after he signed his first contract, he became a major-league winner, posting a 12-5 record.

Nuxhall’s three best consecutive seasons were arguably 1954 through 1956. During that stretch, he accrued a 42-28
record and 3.66 ERA with an average of 208 innings pitched per season. He was named an All-Star in 1955 and 1956 and
led the National League leader in shutouts in 1955 with five. All-Star Dick Sisler (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/121cb7bc)
said, “That kid’s got it in spades. He’s as quick as Curt Simmons (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/e98dbe08), whom I rated the
most overpowering pitcher in the league before the Phillies lost him to the service. Nuxhall also throws quite a curve; in
fact, it’s the type which fairly explodes.”11 Nuxhall annually set a personal goal to win at least 15 games, achieving it with
17 in 1955.

Nuxhall began to slide in 1957. From then through 1960, he had a record of 32-38 with a 4.29 ERA. Still fairly young, his
struggles were more mental than physical. His temper was notorious; it took him out of games through both score and
ejections. “One pitch loses me a game, gets me thrown out, I’m fined by the league, and lectured by Birdie,” Nuxhall said.
“And I kick the sandbox (for cigarette butts) in the clubhouse so hard I almost break my toe.”12

After Tebbetts took him out of another game, he tore up his glove, finger by finger, while walking back to the dugout.13
He also once charged an umpire, nearly knocking him down, and was later fined $250 and suspended five games. Highly
competitive by nature, Nuxhall explained his temper: “I never got mad at someone making an error behind me. I got mad
at myself, or at an umpire’s decision. I just hate to lose.”14 It would be several more years until he was able to channel his
emotions productively.

Making things worse, he was increasingly unpopular when pitching at home in Cincinnati. Culminating in 1960, seemingly
every time Nuxhall took the mound, he heard nothing but boos and catcalls. “I’m as stout-hearted as anyone,” he said,
“but when you keep hearing them, it’s going to get to you. Anyone who says it doesn’t is just kidding himself.”15

Nuxhall requested a trade after the 1960 season; he was subsequently dealt to the Kansas City Athletics in exchange for
John Briggs (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/d60866cf) and John Tsitouris (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/c57480c3). Despite the
trade, he continued to struggle on the mound, going 5-8, 5.34 in 37 games. Yet he also took pride in two home runs that
year. One came against friend and former teammate Art Fowler (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/3a02c6ff); the other was off
Hall of Famer Whitey Ford (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/fca49b7c).

The A’s released Nuxhall after the 1961 season, and he then signed with the Baltimore Orioles. Just before Opening Day
in 1962, the Los Angeles Angels purchased his contract from Baltimore, but in five games he was ineffective. The Angels
released him in mid-May.

By then 33 years old, many men with less competitive spirit probably would have retired. Instead, Nuxhall signed a
minor-league contract with the San Diego Padres, then a Reds farm team. Early in his career, Nuxhall was told, “master
your temper and you’ll master your pitches.”16 Yet it wasn’t until he arrived in San Diego that he was able to put this
advice into practice. “Going to San Diego was the best thing that ever happened to me,” he later said. “I regained my
confidence and learned to control my temper. Before I went there, I was scared to throw a fastball inside to a right-
handed hitter… In San Diego it hit me. I realized I had never won a game by getting mad.”17 He added, “I still get mad. I
just don’t let it take over my thought and pitching anymore.”18

Harnessing his temper, he quit trying to overpower every hitter. He also shortened his windup and began to pitch to
spots, saying, “I found I had my eye constantly on target for the first time in my life.”19 After these major adjustments, he
achieved a 9-2 record in San Diego and earned a midseason promotion.
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Nuxhall returned to Cincinnati a changed man and pitcher, and he endeared himself to his home region’s crowd. The
same fans that had once booed him began to cheer instead. It was then that he earned the nickname that stayed with
him for the rest of his career, “the Ol’ Lefthander.” He finished the 1962 season with a 5-0 record and 2.45 ERA for the
Reds. “Sounds funny,” Frank Robinson (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/c3ac5482) said, “but at his age Joe’s learning to pitch.”20

At age 34, Nuxhall’s success carried over into the 1963 season. Starting 29 games in 35 appearances, he finished with a
15-8 record and 2.61 ERA, accomplishing his personal goal of winning 15 games in a season for the second time in his
career. Nuxhall was named Comeback Player of the Year by the Cincinnati Chapter of Baseball Writers of America in
1963.

Nuxhall pitched three more moderately effective seasons for the Reds as a swingman. “I used to be a good hitter,” he said
modestly in 1964. “But I’m not anymore. I even was used as a pinch-hitter on occasions.”21 When asked that year about
his plans for after his playing career ended, he replied he was “not prepared to do anything” outside the sports field and
that he would like to be a baseball coach, but not if it took him away from his home in Hamilton.22

Nuxhall officially retired as a player in April 1967. Over the course of his career, he amassed a record of 135-117 and a
3.90 ERA. Nuxhall earned 130 of his wins in Cincinnati and held the club record for career games pitched from 1965-1975.
He still holds the record for left-handers. Nuxhall was inducted into the Reds Hall of Fame in 1968, less than a year after
his playing career had ended.

Immediately following his retirement, Nuxhall remained in the Reds organization, embarking on his second career as a
member of the broadcast team. Despite his lack of experience behind the mike, the knowledge Nuxy had gained during
his long playing career served him well as a broadcaster and impressed his colleagues in the media. “I think it’s wonderful
the way ex-pitchers like Waite Hoyt (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/5fca5ae6) and Nuxhall can translate a pitch on radio in
terms of their own experience,” Cincinnati Post sports editor Pat Harmon wrote in 1969. “I’m doubly impressed when a
guy like Nuxhall tells me the pitcher just threw a certain kind of pitch and where it crossed the plate.”23 Nuxhall became
accomplished in his new field. Several times he was a finalist for the Ford C. Frick Award, first in 2007.

Nuxhall partnered with Jim McIntyre and Al Michaels; then, beginning in 1974, he worked alongside Hall of Fame and
Frick Award winner Marty Brennaman (//sabr.org/node/27074). Nuxhall and Brennaman first met on February 1, 1974 in
Dayton, Ohio at a photography studio where their publicity shots were taken. “The first thing I said to him upon shaking
his hand was, ‘I have your baseball card,’” said Brennaman. “From that day forward, it was a relationship in our profession
that people only dream about.”24

The two broadcast together for 31 seasons, becoming known to their audience simply
as “Marty and Joe.” Brennaman did mostly play-by-play and Nuxhall provided color
commentary. Although he’d endeared himself to Reds fans as a player, Nuxhall did so
in a different way with his radio style. Whereas Brennaman could be cantankerous at
times, Nuxhall was a perfect foil, describing games in a slow-paced, down-home
manner that caught on with listeners.25

Yet Nuxhall still also brought the same passion and enthusiasm he had as a player to
the booth, getting emotionally invested in the games. “While Brennaman describes
the flight of the ball, Nuxhall’s plaintive voice in the background is screaming, ‘get up, get up… get out of here,’” Hall of
Fame reporter Hal McCoy wrote of Reds broadcasts. “I know it sounds terrible, but that’s what I’d do if I was sitting in the
dugout, it’s the way I react to things,” Nuxhall said.26 He added, “It’s like being a player. If you don’t have enthusiasm on
the field, you’ve lost your competitive spirit. The same holds true in the booth.”27

The Ol’ Lefthander never quite left the field; he was known to pitch batting practice before games. Being a radio
broadcaster also allowed him to be part of events he didn’t get to as a player. “In all my days as a player, I never played
for a winner,” he said. “Being with the Reds as a broadcaster is the next best thing.”28 With Brennaman at his side, he
called the Reds games as they won the World Series in the 1975, 1976, and 1990 seasons.

Nuxhall did pregame interviews with players, known as the Turfside Show, in addition to postgame player interviews,
where he developed his signature radio signoff phrase “This is the Ol’ Lefthander, rounding third and heading for home.”
This phrase is displayed on the outside of the Reds’ stadium, Great American Ball Park.

Nuxhall lived in Fairfield, Ohio and was known to frequent many of the area’s Bob Evans restaurants. Despite battling
prostate cancer in 1992 and suffering a mild heart attack in 2001, he remained a fixture in the Reds radio booth until
2004. Over 60 years after his professional debut, Joe Nuxhall officially retired as a full-time broadcaster. Nuxhall was
honored in an on-field ceremony prior to a game on September 18, 2004. More than 40,000 fans cheered and greeted
him with a standing ovation as he took the field. “Joe is a person that gives you a feeling of what this game’s really about,”
said Hall of Fame manager Sparky Anderson (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/8762afda). “Six decades — imagine that. And he’s
never changed. I’m so proud of him, he’s the same old guy. If he doesn’t go into the Hall of Fame, we’re not doing a very
good job. He’s one of the genuinely likeable guys in baseball.”29

Nuxhall remained active, especially with activities and charities that benefited his home community. Beginning in 1985,
he raised money for the Joe Nuxhall Memorial Scholarship through an annual golf outing. In 2003, he raised additional
funds for the Joe Nuxhall Character Education Fund, which supports workshops and grants for teachers, coaches, and
others who work with children. In September 2004, the book Joe: Rounding Third & Heading for Home was written about
him; a portion of the proceeds benefited the character education fund. “It’s rewarding, and it’s nice to be a part of it,”
Nuxhall said.30 For his efforts, August 18, 2006 was declared “Joe Nuxhall Day” in the state of Ohio.

Unfortunately, Nuxhall was diagnosed in 2003 with lymphoma, an illness that this fiery competitor fought until the end.
Joe Nuxhall died on November 15, 2007 in Fairfield at the age of 79.
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With over six decades of involvement, Nuxhall affected generations of Reds and baseball fans alike. “This is a sad day for
everyone in the Reds organization,” Reds right fielder Ken Griffey Jr. (//sabr.org/bioproj/person/3e8e7034) said in a
statement. “I’m in shock. I’ve known Joe my entire life. He did so many great things for so many people. You never heard
anyone ever say a bad word about him. We’re all going to miss him.”31 The following Opening Day game, the Reds
honored Nuxhall by wearing jerseys with his number, 41. They also wore sleeve patches with the word “NUXY” for the
remainder of the 2008 season. “I got to know Nuxie since I’ve been here in ’03,” Reds pitcher Bronson Arroyo
(//sabr.org/bioproj/person/b271cb80) said. “That’s one of the better guys you’re going to find around here. If you don’t
know anything about the Reds, he’s a legacy around here.”32

Joe Nuxhall was remembered by many as humble, understanding, and compassionate, and his legacy endures. His
likeness was cast in bronze, and since 2003 it has stood at the entrance to Cincinnati’s Great American Ball Park.
Hamilton County and the city of Cincinnati also honored him by changing the street running next to the stadium Joe
Nuxhall Way. The cities of Hamilton and Fairfield also named a street in his honor.

In keeping with the giving spirit of Joe Nuxhall, his son Kim oversaw his father’s dream of a baseball league for disabled
children. Opened in 2012, The Joe Nuxhall Miracle League has broken down barriers to allow everyone to play the game
about which Nuxhall was so passionate.

Marty Brennaman put it simply in 2003. “I have no reluctance in saying this: There’s been more popular players. But there
is not a more popular figure in the history of this great franchise.”33

Related links: Listen to our SABR Oral History Collection (https://oralhistory.sabr.org) interviews with Joe Nuxhall,
conducted by Kit Crissey in 1972 (https://oralhistory.sabr.org/interviews/nuxhall-joe-1972/) and by Walter Langford
in 1985 (https://oralhistory.sabr.org/interviews/nuxhall-joe-1985/).
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Safe travels to everyone heading back 
home after #SABR49! It’s great to meet 
so many new baseball friends and catch 
up with familiar faces. We’ll be posting 
many more highlights from our San 
Diego convention soon at 
sabr.org/convention
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Heading back to Victoria, BC after an 
amazing #SABR49 conference in San 
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Follow @sabr 55.9K followers

Like us on Facebook
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Research (SABR)
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Congratulations to Mark Pankin
and Zachary Rewolinski, who
were selected as the winners of
the 2019 Doug Pappas Award
and the SABR Convention
Poster Presentation Award,
respectively, at the SABR 49
convention in San Diego.
Pankin, the Retrosheet.org
webmaster and and a retired
investment advisor from

Society for Amer…
Like Page
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This marker is as much about the love of a man for his community and their love of him as it is about the historical event recorded here and how Joe grew from that day to become the most beloved person in this area.



THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A  BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

ROUNDING THIRD AND HEADING FOR SUCCESS! 



	 	 	 	 	      	 	  

Was founded as an outgrowth of  the  Federally funded  “Weed and 	  
Seed” Program, a five year cooperative effort between Hamilton’s 
North  End Community, The City of Hamilton, The City of Hamilton 
Police Department and the U.S. Justice Department. 

	 	 	 	 	  
 NECCA’S MISSION STATEMENT IS: 

“Promoting the unification of North End residents;  
Beautifying the North End; Increasing awareness of  

          community services;  and advocating for neighborhood residents” 

 In keeping with that mission, NECCA has worked in the community for the last five years as an independent, 
neighborhood based, Tax-exempt  501 C-3 charitable organization. Our board members are all residents of or business 
owners in  what is commonly known  as “the North End” of Hamilton. 

This area was once the hub of Hamilton’s industrial  base and the home to the captains of industry and finance as well 
as the workers who toiled in the plants of such companies as Champion Paper  and Ford Motor Company that were 
located within the north end neighborhood confines.  

Despite its rich history, the North End of Hamilton, like so many midwest industrial neighborhoods has fallen on hard 
times.  On average more than 70-80% of the households are at 
 or below the federal poverty level .   

The North End Citizens for Community Action  (NECCA）

ROUNDING THIRD AND HEADING FOR SUCCESS! 



NECCA strives to assist neighborhood residents to  unite to create the same opportunities and 
services that one would expect in any neighborhood. 

 To this end we have operated a VITA TAX Center in cooperation with the US Department of Justice 
and Internal Revenue Service to provide free tax return assistance to low income families, help start a 
cub scout pack, held community movie nights and picnics, and advocated for a new playground at  the 
corner of Heaton  Street  and Greenwood Avenue , the hub of the North End neighborhood. 

The North End Citizens for Community Action  (NECCA）

ROUNDING THIRD AND HEADING FOR SUCCESS! 



Hamilton Joe, , The Old Lefthander and the North End
Hamilton’s North End  is the location of the boyhood home of  the 
celebrated  Cincinnati Reds Pitcher and radio broadcaster, Joe  
Nuxhall.   

At the very young age of 14 Joe was discovered by a scout of the 
Cincinnati Reds while playing baseball on the North End Field.  Joe 
was subsequentially signed to a professional contract and the 
following year became the youngest player to play in the major 
leagues at age 15.  

Joe pitched for the Reds for many years  before retiring to become 
the radio voice of the Cincinnati Reds. He held that position for 
more than 30 years . His trademark sign of for each game “This is 
the Old Lefthander rounding third and heading for home” is 
fittingly  displayed, in tribute to Joe, on the side of Great American 
Ballpark, the home of the Reds. 

He is undoubtedly the most beloved figure in this in this part of the 
country. He  became a legend to us here for his competitiveness, his 
warmth and his generosity.  

Hamilton North End Native Son 
Joe Nuxhall

ROUNDING THIRD AND HEADING FOR SUCCESS! 



2010 NECCA started the Reds Rookie Success League of Hamilton. The program is a, free character education based, 
baseball and recreation program for the children of our neighborhood.  

Founded in cooperation with the Cincinnati Reds Community Fund, The City of Hamilton, The Hamilton Community 
Fund and The Joe Nuxhall Character Education Fund the league is the first youth sports program to be organized in 
the “north end”  in over 20 years. It is also the first ever youth programming organized to play on the very field that Joe 
Nuxhall was playing the day he was discovered by the Cincinnati Red in 1943. 

The program gives the children of the area, so rich in baseball tradition and lore, the same opportunity that Joe Nuxhall 
and the kids of so many generations in the North End have had : To play baseball in their own neighborhood, to enjoy 
the game, to have something to look forward to do that is fun and productive and to do that in a safe environment. 

The program also gives our parents aInnd families the chance to work together to give their children this chance and to 
develop a sense of  ownership of their neighborhood and control of their own destinies and that of their children. 

We also wish to honor the legend of Joe Nuxhall and all that was and is good about him. His story is an amazing one of 
opportunity, perseverance, success and generosity to his fellow man. It is well that we play ball on the same field he did 
as a boy, It is better that we use his life as a lesson for all of us to learn from. 

What follows is the story of our first year in pictures, of our attempt to honor this 
legend and create a lasting legacy through the children that now live and play in the  
neighborhood in which he grew up.

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

ROUNDING THIRD AND HEADING FOR SUCCESS! 



The first night, the first kids to play where Joe 
had played.

We came on bikes, on foot, with our 
friends and parents.

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

ROUNDING THIRD AND HEADING FOR SUCCESS! 



THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

Our number one goal:  

To have fun! 
Below: A visual interpretation of that rule by one of our youngest players

We learned how to get along and be a better 
person.

ROUNDING THIRD AND HEADING FOR SUCCESS! 



We learned to play baseball and 
how to be part of team. 

Our Coaches helped us.  

They were nice. 

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

ROUNDING THIRD AND HEADING FOR SUCCESS! 



Sometimes, we hit the ball. Sometimes, we missed. 

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN
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We learned new things like putting 
on catcher’s gear…

....and  that only one catcher is 
needed at a time. 

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

ROUNDING THIRD AND HEADING FOR SUCCESS! 



We got to wear shirts and hats 
from the Reds…

....  and  our parents came to 
help and see us succeed. We 
were proud. 

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

ROUNDING THIRD AND HEADING FOR SUCCESS! 



Every Wednesday we had a picnic 
with our families.

We ate hot dogs on the grass…

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

ROUNDING THIRD AND HEADING FOR SUCCESS! 



…funny looking potato chips ....  and  watermelon on hot 
days. Wow was that good! 

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

ROUNDING THIRD AND HEADING FOR SUCCESS! 



…We had lots of help from people who 
cared .

They talked to us and were patient. 
THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 

A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

ROUNDING THIRD AND HEADING FOR SUCCESS! 



…They threw it so we could hit it and 
feel good that we did.

It’s not easy hitting  a ball but they made us 
want to try.

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN
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Our coaches took time to teach us on 
the field. If we didn’t understand they stopped to show us.

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN
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…We got a new glove and used it to 
catch.

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN
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When the day was done we shook 
hands..

We knew that no matter the 
score, we all won!

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN
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We had special visitors…   

Mister Redlegs came to run and
to play ball and…..

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN
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…sign autographs and just chat a bit.

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN
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Kim Nuxhall, Joe’s son also came. He talked about his dad and 
how to be a good person.

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN
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Without his help all this would never 
have happened.

We gave him our picture and 
told him thanks.

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN
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Charlie Frank of the Reds Community 
Fund was a big helper too!

As was our Mayor Pat Moeller. 
He was even our coach!

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

ROUNDING THIRD AND HEADING FOR SUCCESS! 



We took some pictures of our 

Teams and our Coaches… 
We all got a copy to remember the 
fun times .

The “A” division ages 5-8 The “B” division ages 8-10 The “C” division ages 10-12

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN
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We even made the Newspaper!!!

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN
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We had a great time . We played baseball, we learned about good character and that people 
cared about us. 

We have many people and businesses to thank for helping to make our dream of honoring 
the legend of Joe Nuxhall by creating a legacy of baseball and character education in 

Hamilton’s  North End come true. 

 The Board of the North End Citizens for Community Action 
Jim Brandner, Vicki Brandner, Linda Campbell, Jim Campbell, Leah Egbert, Frank Egbert, Tim Spoonster 

Mayor Pat Moeller, City of Hamilton 
• Mr. Kim Nuxhall, Director, he Joe Nuxhall Character Education Fund 
• Charlie Frank and Jason Maidenberg and The Cincinnati Reds Community Fund 
• Rodney Hubbard, Director of the Butler County Reds Rookies Success League  
• Bob Harris, Jerry Lauer and Steve Maxwell of the Hamilton Parks Department 
• Sheriff Richard K. Jones and the Butler County Sheriff’s Department 
• Chief Neil Ferdelman and the Hamilton City Police Department 
• Cindy Carpenter, Butler County Commissioner 
• Jimm and Scott Brandner, and Hare’s Pharmacy 
• Fraternal Order of Police Lodge 38 
• Bob Snyder and Walgreen Pharmacy 
• Debbie Keene, Keene’s Sporting Goods 
• Revered Rick Meeker and the Congregation of the Dayton Lane Community Church 
• Reverend Gary Chance and the congregation of the Kingdom Ministries 
• Ray Schlueter and Signature Custom Printing 
• Dennis and Robin Kurlas and the crew of the Riverbank Café,  
• Terry Weekly and Rob Wile of United Heartland Insurance 
• Marsh’s and Save-A-Lot Grocery Stores 
• Dr. Tom Nye and Nye Family Vision 
• Jeremy Fogle and everyone at the Hamilton Applebees 
• Mr. Steve Spinks, Elder Beerman Department Stores 
• US Bank 
• Kroger Grocery Stores

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN
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THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
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This year we have changed the name of our program to 
 “The North End Lil’ Joes of Hamilton, Ohio” 

A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION 
 PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN 

We do this to further strengthen the link between what we are 
 doing and the legacy of Joe Nuxhall. 

 Our Mission, however, remains the same: 
To provide our children with an opportunity  

to have fun and enjoy themselves;  
To Know that people care about them; 

To help them to learn not only what it takes to 
 play the game of baseball, but more importantly, 

what it takes to play the game of life. 

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

ROUNDING THIRD AND HEADING FOR SUCCESS! 



ROUNDING THIRD AND HEADING FOR SUCCESS! 

Would you like to help honor the legend of Joe Nuxhall 
 by creating a legacy of youth sports and recreation  

opportunities in the North End Community of Hamilton? 

We have need of volunteers and donations of money and equipment. 
We also hope to expand the playground at the corner of  

Heaton and Greenwood Streets and create an active memorial to  
“Hamilton Joe” in the very neighborhood in which he grew up. 

If you are interested in helping please contact us at:  
NECCA 

819 Dayton Street 
Hamilton, Ohio 45011 

937-609-0890 
Or e-mail us at Northendcitizens @yahoo.com 

OUR NEXT SEASON STARTS JUNE 13, 2011

THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN
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THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

Season Schedule 
Location North End Fields 

Joe Nuxhall Blvd 

Breakfast Set up 8:30 

Volunteers Report: NLT 8:45 Am 

 Mondays and Thursdays 
9:00 am to 12:30 Pm 

Breakfast from 9:00 to 9:30 

Group Session 9:30 to 10:00 

Skills Practice 10:00 to 10:45 

Game 10:45 -12:00 

Lunch :Thursdays 12:00 -12:30

On Tuesdays and Wednesday we will meet 
for breakfast  @ 9:00 and  then @ 9:30 bus 
children  to the RRSL Program in Fairfield 
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THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

VOLUNTEER APPLICATION
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THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

CODE OF CONDUCT
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THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

VOLUNTEER POLICY 

ALL VOLUNTEERS MUST : 

COMPLETE AND SIGN A VOLUNTEER APPLICATION 

READ SIGN AND ADHERE TO THE NECCA VOLUNTEER CODE OF CONDUCT 

COMPLETE A CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECK AS FOLLOWS: 

1. NEW VOLUNTEERS OVER THE AGE OF 18 MUST COMPLETE A FULL BCI AND  FBI 
BACKGROUND CHECK AT THE BUTLER COUNTY SHERIFF’S OFFICE. 

2. RETURNING VOLUNTEERS OVER THE AGE OF 18 MUST UNDERGO A 
BACKGROUND CHECK VIA THE INTERNET BY PROVIDING THEIR E-MAIL ADDRESS 

AND COMPLETING AN ONLINE  CHECK 

3. ALL VOLUNTEERS OVER THE AGE OF 18 MAY BE REQUIRED TO RESUBMIT TO TO 
A FULL BCI  AND FBI BACKGROUND CHECK AT  

4. NECCA’S DISCRETION  OR EVERY 3 YEARS MINIMUM 

5. ALL VOLUNTEERS SERVE AT THE DISCRETION OF THE NECCA BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS AND ANY VIOLATION OF THIS POLICY MAY RESULT IN DISMISSAL
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THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

1. SAFETY FIRST 

• Keep Children under Constant Supervision 

• Anticipate possible Safety Issues and eliminate them. 

•  Register Cell Phone Number for Communications while on fields 

•  Only Registered Volunteers are to work with the children 

• Wear Coaches Shirt and Name Tag at all Times 

• Allow for plenty of Water and rest if necessary 

• Report an injuries as soon as possible 

• Keep one First Aid Kit per field, ask for new supplies as needed 

•Do not release a child to someone other than who is on their enrollment form. 
Send and adult with the child when they are going to the restroom.  

If a child appears seriously hurt, do not move them unless necessary. 

Program 937-609-0890 into your phone to reach Tim 
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THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

5 Simple Rules 

1. Choose to do the right thing 
2. Listen to adults and coaches 
3. Try Your Best 
4. Believe in Yourself 
5. Know that you are loved

The 5 Building Blocks To Success 

1. Acceptance 
2. Respect 

3. Compassion 
4. Honesty 

5. Responsibility
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THE NORTH END LIL’ JOES OF HAMILTON, OHIO 
A BASEBALL AND CHARACTER EDUCATION PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN

MENTORING 

THE CHILD IS OUR FOCUS 
MAKE SURE THE CHILDREN HAVE FUN AND ARE SAFE 

GET TO KNOW THEM 
DEVELOP A TRUSTING RELATIONSHIP 

LEAD BY EXAMPLE 
USE POSTIIVE REINFORCEMENT 

EMPHASIZE BUILDING BLOCK TERMS IN EVERY DAY DIALOGUE,DRILLS AND 
EXERCISES 

DO NOT RAISE YOUR VOICE WITH A CHILD 
GIVE CLEAR DIRECTIONS  

BE CONSISTANT IN YOU EXPECTIONS 
SELF CONTROL, RESPECT, SHARING, KINDNESS ARE ALL THINGS WE ARE TEACHING. 

MAKE SURE EVERYONE GETS THEIR CHANCE 
TAKE TIME ON THE FIELD TO TEACH WHEN THE MOMENT ARISES. 

DEMONSTRATE CARE AND CONCERN:  

Remember:  
This is not a competitive Program 
This is a fun and learning Program 



NUXHALL	DAY	
	
This	event	is	named	for	Hamilton’s	most	beloved	native	son,	Joe	Nuxhall.	He	grew	up	in	the	
North	End	neighborhood	when	it	flourished	as	the	home	to	many	working	class	families	and	
the	industries	where	they	plied	their	trades.	
	
	In	1943	,	at	age	14	he	was	out	playing	ball	on	the	fields	that	are	often	referred	to	as	“Ford’s	“	
Field	“	or	just	the	North	End	Ball	Fields.	He	was	playing	with	grown	men	his	father’s	age.		
There	was	a	war	going	on	

	
The	story	of	“Hamilton	Joe	“Nuxhall	is	a	quintessential	American	tale.	It	is	one	of	opportunity,	
failure,	determination,	accomplishment,	generosity,	goodwill	and	recognition.		It	is	the	story	
of	the	most	beloved	figure	not	only	in	Hamilton	but	in	Cincinnati	and	its	surrounding	areas	as	
well.		
	
It	is	a	story	worth	retelling	and	commemorating.		
	
We	hope	to	do	that	on	June	15	by	renaming	the	baseball	fields	at	L.J.	Smith	Park	in	Joe’s	name	
and	raising	funds	for	an	historical	marker	to	be	placed	there	to	commemorate	his	life	and	the	
place	where	his	amazing	journey	began	at	age	14.	
	
It’s	a	tough	world	out	there	today,	and	nowhere	is	that	more	evident	than	Joe’s	old	North	End	
Neighborhood.	We	believe	that	by	giving	Joe	this	recognition	here,	where	today	where	today	
hope	is	not	plentiful,	it	can	bring	hope	where	it	is	so	desperately	needed.	
	
We	want	this	event	to	serve	as	a	catalyst	to	bring	recognition	and	pride	to	this	neighborhood.			
This	area	needs	a	focal	point	to	help	it	draw	together	and	a	destination	to	draw	the	outside	
world	in,	so	that	stereotypes	can	be	dispelled	and	cooperation	and	innovation	can	begin.	
	
We	believe	that	sports	youth	sports	and	activities	that	can	be	found	in	almost	every	part	of	
the	city	but	here,	is	essential	to	creating	a	better	life	for	our	children.	They	should	play	
baseball	here,	have	fun,	learn	how	to	interact	with	their	friends	and	grow	physically	and	
spiritually.		
	
We	can	think	of	no	better	example	than	the	life	of	Joe	Nuxhall	to	teach	our	children	that	failure	
is	not	total,	that	it	can	be	overcome	with	hard	work,	determination	and	perseverance.		
Children	need	to	learn	from	his	example	of	caring	and	generosity,	how	he	gave	of	his	time,	
support	and	standing	in	the	community	to	help	just	about	any	person	or	cause	he	
encountered.	
		
We	want	this	celebration	at	this	location	to	become	where		Hamilton		gathers	to	remember	
Joe’s	amazing	life	and	legacy.		It	should	become	a	part	of	the	long	tradition	of	“Hamilton	Night	
at	the	Reds”	that	has	occurred	every	year	in	June	as	commemoration	of	Joe’s	1st	appearance	in	
major	league	game	on	June	10,	1943	at	age	15	as	the	youngest	player	in	Major	League	
Baseball	history.			





W.E. Smith Family Charitable Trust 
GRANT APPLICATION 

(FOR PROJECTS RELATING TO LOCAL, AREA OR REGIONAL HISTORY) 
 

NAME (Individual or project): Joe Nuxhall Historical Marker   
(If above is individual, list sponsor here):  

The Hamilton Community Foundation for 
1. NECCA (The North End Citizens for Community Action) Tim Spoonster 
2. RENEW (Renewing the North End From Within) Jeff Gambrel 

ADDRESS: NECCA: 819 Dayton Street, Hamilton, Ohio 
TELEPHONE: (937) 609-0890 
E-mail address: NorthendCitizens@Yahoo.com 
 
DESCRIBE HISTORY PROJECT AND EXPECTED BENEFITS  
(Use reverse or attachments if needed)  
 
The North End Citizens for Community Action (NECCA) in partnership with RENEW (Renewing 
the North End From Within) a member of the City of Hamilton’s 17 Strong neighborhood 
initiative, is respectfully requesting funding in the amount of $2,000 to supplement the costs for 
purchasing/installing a historical marker honoring “Hamilton Joe” Nuxhall at the soon to be 
named Joe Nuxhall Fields at L.J. Smith Park in Hamilton’s North End neighborhood. The 
amount requested is needed as a minimum local contribution necessary to make application for 
the marker as part of the Ohio Historical Marker Program. The application must be submitter by 
July 1, 2019. 
 
Joe was a native to Hamilton’s North End neighborhood. He rose to fame following his 
recruitment to the Cincinnati Reds in 1943 at the young age of fourteen while playing ball with 
his Dad’s Industrial League Team on the field being named for him.  
 
The following year, Joe made his first professional appearance with the Reds at the age of 15 
marking him as the youngest player to appear in a major league baseball game. He continued 
to play professional baseball until his retirement in 1967 and then went on to be a broadcaster 
for the Reds for the next forty years.  
 
Although he has numerous adoring fans today, the start of his baseball career was shaky, soon 
after his first appearance with the Reds Joe was sent to the minor leagues. Subsequently, he 
returned to Hamilton to finish high school and then, with dogged determination, restarted his 
quest to become a successful major leaguer. 
 
Joe worked hard and rose up in the ranks joining the Reds yet again in 1952. Refusing to back 
down from his fair share of struggles makes him a shining example of perseverance for the 
disadvantaged youth that now reside in the North End. We are hoping they will be able to take 
away from this project that they are capable of accomplishing great things if they put their heart 
and soul into it. 



 
Without a doubt Joe Nuxhall is the most beloved figure in Hamilton and this part of the country.  
As the youngest player in Major League baseball history, a competitive and tenacious Major 
League Baseball Pitcher who was a two time All-Star, the radio voice of the Cincinnati Reds and 
a generous benefactor who started the Joe Nuxhall Character Fund and whose legacy is 
continued by his son Kim Nuxhall in the establishment and operation of The Joe Nuxhall Miracle 
Leagues a baseball program for disabled children and adults, he has attained an important 
place in the history Hamilton and the Cincinnati area 
 
The placing of a Historical Marker honoring him at the very field that he was discovered by is the 
Cincinnati Reds as a fourteen-year-old “phenom” is the first step in what is hoped to be a 
renaissance for this area of Hamilton.   
 
The North End Neighborhood from which Joe came has become isolated, underserved and 
overwhelmed by the problems that many inner city neighborhoods in America’s Rustbelt have 
faced. The decline has been persistent and decades long. 
 
 By honoring Joe and drawing attention to his heritage as a Hamiltonian and North End Native 
son at this site we will be helping to bring much needed attention to this area, give 
neighborhood residents a source of local pride, raise money for youth baseball and other 
organized youth sports that have been absent for decades. (Note: Save for a four-year period 
when NECCA organized a baseball and character education camp for children on these fields.)  
 
We plan to reignite Hamilton’s fervor for baseball by holding the first of what will be an annual 
celebration on this field to honor Joe Nuxhall on June 15th of this year.  It will be during the 
event that the City of Hamilton will formally dedicate this site as The Joe Nuxhall Fields at L.J. 
Smith Park.  We hope to draw thousands of visitors to this event that will include a free picnic, 
dedication ceremony, baseball and softball games for all ages and many activities for residents 
to learn about community resources and healthier life styles. Our plan is to conclude this and 
every annual celebration with a trip to a Cincinnati Reds game for “Hamilton Night” an event that 
was started by the Reds to honor Joe in 1955 and that has drawn tens of thousands of 
Hamiltonians to the game in years past.  
 
The Reds organization has agreed to donate proceeds from ticket sales for this game back to 
our neighborhood to help fund the youth baseball, and sports and community activities that we 
plan to bring to the citizens and kids of this depressed area. 
 
For next year’s celebration we hope to have the Ohio Historical Marker to honor Joe in place 
and celebrate the designation of the fields as an Ohio Historical Site. 
 
In the greater historical picture, honoring Joe Nuxhall will also help us emphasize the important 
contributions that the site of this present day baseball field has made in the development of 
Hamilton’s history. The Hamilton Hydraulic canal that generated the power that helped make the 
city an industrial powerhouse still flows behind this field. The presences of water-generated 



power here drew Henry Ford to Hamilton with his utopian plan to provide tractors for farmers 
and then employ those same farmers in the wintertime to make more tractors in a plant that still 
stands, in part, next to the fields. Ford had even bigger plans for the city, hoping to make it the 
“next Detroit” by building a new company that would make better and cheaper automobiles than 
anyone in the world on land he purchased that today contains the baseball complex being 
named for Joe. Joe’s boyhood home is only a block away as is the historically significant 
Greenwood Cemetery. We hope to make this history come alive with further signage, walkways 
and markers. 
 
If the fund would be so generous as to contribute monies toward securing this marker, we will 
be able to make application to the Ohio History Connection in time to have it installed by next 
June’s Nuxhall Day Celebration. The contribution will not only assist in securing this marker, but 
will also help launch a series of events that will help tell the history of the man Joe Nuxhall, his 
hometown neighborhood and give hope and impetus for future projects that will enhance the 
lives of the residents of Hamilton’s North End Community. 
 
WHAT IS THE AMOUNT BEING REQUESTED: $2,000 
 
HOW WILL THIS BE USED IN RELATION TO STATED PROJECT?  
 
The funds we receive will be combined with local donations and proceeds from “Hamilton  
Night” ticket sales to supplement expenses related to the purchase/installation of the historical 
marker. Hopefully funds will be sufficient to have landscaping done around the historical marker 
once it is installed. 
 
 
NOTE: All APPLICATIONS MUST HAVE THE SPONSORSHIP OF A  
NON-PROFIT BENEFICIARY. PLEASE INCLUDE EIN/TAX ID NUMBER FOR THE NON-
PROFIT APPLICANT  
EIN/TAX ID# 31-6038277 
 
Note: The Hamilton Community Foundation is allowing us to use their Tax ID Number for 
purposes of this grant. The foundation will serve as receiver and distributor for any monies 
received from this grant. 



WE SMITH FAMILY GRANT OUTLINE
 

I. Describe Historical Project and Expected Benefits

A.  Honor North end Native and Cincinnati Reds Legendary Player, 
Radio Broadcaster Joe Nuxhall

1. Step One State Historical Marker
2. Future Plans: State and National Historic Site that:

a) Commemorate the Service of Baseball’s Major 
Leaguers During World War II
b) To Begin a recognition of the History of Hamilton’s 
North End

(1) Miami/ Erie Canal
(2) The Hydraulic Canal System establish the city 
as an industrial city
(3) The great Flood of 1913: The changes it 
brought about
(4) Henry Fords’s ambitious plans for the North 
end as the Next Detroit
(5) Historical Walk through North End, 

(a) Including Nuxhall Family Home, 
(b) Ford Plant
(c) Hydraulic Canal, and Feeder Canal 
System to Industries in Hamilton, 
(d) The Little Reservoir, 
(e) Fire Station, 
(f) Greenwood Cemetery
(g) Route of Miami/Erie Canal

II. Step Create a Focal Point for North End Neighborhood;
III. Create a sense of Community and Pride.
IV. Bring youth Baseball and other Athletic activities to the North End Ball 

Fields
V. Start and Annual Celebration around Joe Nuxhall And the Annual Hamilton 

Night At the Reds!
VI. Bring Hamilton to the City’s North End Neighborhood

VII. Use Annual Event to generate funding to improve the neighborhood 
1. Youth Baseball and other Sports Activities
2. Baseball Field and Mosher Park Improvement
3.  Outside funding and development opportunities to the North 
End



Funding Request :
Step One Funding Request for minimum of :
 Minimum Payment to Accompany Application to the State of Ohio Historical 
Connection due July 1st 2019 
Total Cost of the marker is $ 3,350  plus additional charges of up to $175 for adding a 
photograph 

Total due at time of application is 
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